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PREFACE
This report describes the geology of the area south-eastof Leeds covered by
the Ordnance Survey 1:lO 000 maps SE 42SW, SE, NE, 43NW and 52SW,
and discusses its application in terms of land-use planning and development.
The areais included in the1:50 000 Leeds (70) and Wakefield(78) geological
sheets. It was first surveyed at the1:10 560scale by W T Aveline, J R Dakyns,
A H Green, T V Holmes, RRussell and J C Ward, and themaps published
in 1875 and 1878. It was resurveyed between 1931 and 1934 by W Edwards.
The present study was commissioned in 1987 by the Department of the
Environment, in a contractjointly funded with the British Geological Survey,
to provide an up-to-date geological database. Field mapping at the1:10 000
scale was carried out by Mr W J Barclay (SE 52SW), Mr R A Ellison (SE
of a resurvey
42SW, SE; 43SW) and Dr M J C Nutt (SE 42NE). The results
of Sheet SE 42NW in 1986 by Mr J R A Gilesare incorporatedin this report
in order to squareoff the study area andallow more coherent coverage. The
engineering geology study was carried out by Mr K J Northmore, and a
hydrogeological contribution provided by Mr R A Monkhouse. Theproject
leader was W J Barclay, the programme manager Dr A J Wadge and the
Department of the Environment nominatedofficer Dr B R Marker.
The willing cooperation of landowners, tenants and quarry companies
in
allowing access is gratefully acknowledged. We are also grateful to all the
holders of data forallowing us to transfer them into the National
Geosciences
Data Centre. We areespecially grateful to British Coal Deep Mines, North
Yorkshire Area forprovision of borehole data and seammine plans, to the
Mines Records Office, formerly at Rawmarsh,allowing
for
us to photograph
abandoned mine plans, andto the OpencastExecutive for access to exploration data. We acknowledge the assistance provided by the officers of Wakefield Metropolitan District Council, by Dr I.J.Brown, Minerals Officer of
Leeds City Council, by Mr M W Gallagher, Leeds Mineral Valuer, and by
the HETS Materials Laboratory, Ossett. also
Weacknowledge the assistance
provided by many organisations, including the Yorkshire Water Authority,
the Central Electricity Generating Board, the British Waterways Board,
Norwest Holst Soil Engineering Ltd., Ground Engineering Northern Ltd.,
Soil Mechanics Associates and Rendell Palmer and
Tritton.

F G Larminie, OBE

Director, British Geological Survey
Keyworth
Nottingham
NG12 5GG

September 1989
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Notes to users

This reportis divided into two sections. The first describes The possibility of undetected anomalous site conditions
indicated occurrenceof
the study area, and discusses planning considerations in should always be anticipated. The
relation to thegeology. Thisis done mainly in the context mineral deposits does not imply an economic resource.
of the description of fourteen thematic maps
which accom- The possible presence of unmapped superficial deposits
of variable thickness, particularly
within
pany the report, eachhighlighting a specific aspect of the and made ground
geology relevant to planning land-use and development. the urban areas, should also be taken intoaccount when
It is presented in a form that requires
little or no geological formulating development proposals.
knowledge. The second section contains appendices deThere is no substitute for the knowledge provided by a
scribing the geology, engineering geology and hydrogeo- detailed site investigation that takes into consideration the
logy of the area, and is intended mainly for those with extent, nature and location of a proposed development.
specialised geological knowledge.
Therefore the report and maps are
primarily intended to
There is considerable variation in the quality and reliabil- give guidance on when to seek specialist advice, andto aid
ity of the source dataused to compile this report andthe developers in formulating effective investigations. The
accompanying thematic maps, as
well as great disparityin statutory authoritieswith responsibilities for planning and
the density of site investigationdata within the study area. development should always be consulted at the earliest
stage. A list of these authorities, including those conTherefore the accuracy and reliability of the interpreted
cerned with waste disposal, coal extraction and water is
information reflects that of the source data. However,
given in Appendix 4.
emphasis has has been placed throughout
on the most
reliable data, particularly those derived from authoritativeAll National Grid references in the report lie within the
sources such as geotechnical engineers andgeologists.
100 km square SE. Grid references are given to either
Sheets SE 42SW, SE, NE, and 52SW were surveyedfrom eight figures (accurate to within 10 m), or six figures for
1987 to 1988, Sheet SE 43SW in 1989. The results of an more extensive locations. Each borehole or shaft regisearlier studyof Sheet SE 42NW are incorporated into this tered in the BGS National Geosciences Data Centre is
report. No information madeavailable after the comple- identified by a four-element code (e.g. SE 42SW/10), in
tion dates of the surveys has been usedin its compilation, which the OrdnanceSurvey sheet on which the borehole
and thus the report maps
and are to be regarded
as the best or shaft lies is followed by the registration number. Data
of the used in preparing this report and associated maps are
interpretation of the informationavailable at the time
surveys. They should be usedfor preliminary studies only lodged at the British Geolocical Survey, Keyworth. Any
and are not intended asa substitute for on-site investigations enquiries concerning these, or about thepurchase of the
should be directedto the National
Geoscior local searches.The responsibility for assuringthat geo- report or maps
logical, geotechnical and mineral resource data for any ences Data Centre,British Geological Survey, Keyworth,
given site are as indicated on the maps and in the figures Nottingham NG12 5GG.
and textof this report must remain solely that of the user.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes a study
of the Garforth- Castleford
Pontefract areacommissioned by the Departmentof the
Environment and jointly fundedby the Department and
the British Geological Survey.
The aims of the studywere to compileandcollatea
geological database, and to present the
results in terms of
their applicationto land use planning and development as
a foundation for:
a.land-useplanningfordevelopmentand
redevelopment,
b. safeguarding of mineral resources, and
c. effective future geological research
The study area comprises an area of 150 sq.km. to the
south-east of the city of Leeds, Yorkshire. Itis covered by
the OrdnanceSurvey 1:10 000-scale maps SE 42SW, SE,
NW, NE, 43SW, and 52SW. The sheet SE 42NW was
included in a previous study (Giles,1988), but is included
here to squareoff the map area.
The results of the study are presented as a seriesof maps
and reports. Detailed1:10 000 geological maps areavailable as uncoloured dye-line copies A from BGS, Keyworth. Unpublished open file reports (p.00) describe the
geology of each of the maps and includelocal details.
The present report contains fourteen thematic
maps which
highlight specific aspects of the geology that arerelevant
to land use planning. Twelve at 1:25 000 scale cover the
following topics: bedrock geology; superficial (drift) deposits; made ground; engineering
geology of the solid
rocks;engineering geology of the superficialdeposits;
geomorphology;hydrogeology;shallowmining;
deep
mining; mineral resources and workings - solid rocks;
mineral resources and
workings - superficial deposits; and
distribution of the Coal Measures below the Permo-

-

Triassic rocks. Two maps at 1:10 000 scale present data
ontheBasalPermianSandand
itsworkings in the
Castleford - Pontefract and Garforth areas.
The first partof this report is aimed forthe non-geologist,
and is written as faras possible in non-technical terms. It
highlights the main geologically related problems and constraints which planners, developers, architects andbuilders need to be aware
of when planningland use and
development.Suchconstraintsincludenaturalfactors
such as dissolution and related subsidence of limestones
and gypsum,the presence of buried channels and bedrock
hollows, geological faults, natural slope failure seismic
and
risk. The problemsrelated to human activity include
ground stability and subsidence problems causedby coal
and sand mining, the disposal of mining, industrial and
domesticwaste,andgroundwaterpollution.Also
discussed are the problems that engineers need to be aware
of when planning site investigations and foundation
design
in ground underlainby mudrocks, laminatedclays and soft
ground.
The report describes the mineral resources of the study
area, so that balanced planning decisions can be made
betweensterilisingfinitereserves
by development or
waste disposal and preserving them for possible future
extraction. The groundwater resources of the area are
discussed in terms of their areas of infiltration from the
surface and flow direction, so that proposals for development of land or waste disposal can beassessed in terms of
the need toavoid or minimise water pollution.
Explanatory accountsof each thematic map are
given.
The second part of the reportis aimed at thespecialist, and
comprises appendices on the geology, engineering geology and hydrogeologyof the study area. A list of authorities and principaldata sources is also appended.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
This report is a synthesisof data obtainedduring a threeyear contract commissioned by the Department of the
Environment in 1987. Funding of the work was shared
jointly between the Department and the
British Geological Survey.
The study was in two phases; the first,carried out in 1987
and1988,coveredtheFeatherstone,Pontefract,
Knottingley and Brotherton areas(sheets SE 42SW, SE,
NE, and52SW). The second in 1989covered the Garforth
area (Sheet SE43SW). The study was a continuationof a
previous one carried out by the British Geological Survey
for the Department
in the Morley - Rothwell- Castleford
area between 1982 and 1986 (Giles, 1988). This previous
study covered the area of sheet SE 42NW, which is included in the thematic map setaccompanying this report
in order to square
off the map area
of the present contract
and give more cohe,rent coverage.

subsidence,geotechnicalpropertiesandground
conditions, geomorphology, and hydrogeology.
c. to organise the information obtained in a database
archive.
d. to present basic data and interpretations as thematic
maps and an accompanying report in a form easily
understood by planners and others not trained in
geology,mining,civilengineeringorrelated
disciplines.
e. to identify the need for further
investigations or
specialist advice in relation to specific planning and
development objectives and proposals.

Work carried out
Geological field mapping at the scale of 1 : l O 000 was
carried out in 1987 in the Featherstone area (SE 42SW),
in 1988in the Pontefract, Brotherton and
Kellingley areas
(SE 42SE,NE and 52SW respectively), and in 1989 in the
Garforth area (SE
43SW). The field mapping involved the
The study area (Figures 1 and 2) covers150 sq.km. It lies recording and interpretation of geomorphologicalfeapartly within the county of North Yorkshire, but mostly tures, the systematic examination of exposures of solid
rock and superficial (drift) deposits and hand augering
in
within the former county of West Yorkshire. Since the
abolition of the latter on 1st April, 1986 administrative selected areas.
authority rests partlywith Leeds City Council and partly The field work was augmented by the synthesis of a large
with Wakefield Metropolitan District Council. The area quantity of borehole andtrial pitdata as well as abandoned
lying within North Yorkshire is locally administered by and current mine plans. The examinaton
of aerial photoSelby District Council. The area lies in the Yorkshire
graphs and old topographic maps
also provided useful
Coalfield, and encompasses exposed Coal Measures
in the information.
west and theconcealed coalfield to the east.
The component1:10 000 maps were constructedby comImpetus for the
study was provided by the legacy of prob- bining the data described above. They show the distribusolid bedrock,
lems facing planners and developers caused by mining tion of the geological formations that form
and
depict
their
structure,
as
well
as
the
distribution
of the
dereliction and subsidence. An additional factor was the
A three dimensional
presence of undetected shallow sand mine workings, some superficial depositsthat veneer them.
interpretation of each map is assisted by the addition of
of which have collapsed recently.
selected underground mining data, and by a generalised
The study is one of a series commissioned by the the
vertical section and selected borehole and shaft
data given
Department of the Environment as part
of the Geological in the mapmargin.
andMineralsPlanningResearchProgramme
(Department of the Environment, 1988). A further study in the Each maphas an accompanying open file technical report
south-east Leeds area
is currently being undertaken
by the which describes the geology of the map area, and any
engineering hazards posed
by the geology. The reports are
British Geological Survey.
part of the BGS Onshore Geology Series of Technical
Reports, and are:
Aims and Objectives
Barclay, W J, 1989. Technical Report WA/89/56. The
It is intended that the study will form part of the backgeology of the Kellingley district - Sheet SE
ground toa further project in the areawhich will assess the
52SW
extent of underground sand mining and its implications.
Ellison,
R
A
, 1989. Technical Report WA/89/53. The
To this end oneof the early objectiveswas the preparation
geology
of the Featherstone district- Sheet
of a provisional thematic geological map of the Basal
SE
42SW
Permian Sandof the Castleford-Pontefract area. This was
Ellison, R A , 1989. Technical Report WA/89/54. The
published in March, 1988, and publicised by public and
geology of the Pontefractdistrict - Sheet SE
press meetings organisedby Wakefield MetropolitanDis42SE
trict Council in November, 1988. A final version of this
map (Map 12a) is included with this report and this reEllison, R A , 1989. Technical Report WA/89/99. The
places the earlierprovisional edition.
geology of the Garforth district - Sheet SE
43sw
The specific objectives of the study are:
Nutt, M J C, 1989. Technical Report WA/89/55. The
a.tocompleteandproduce
new revised geological
geology of the Brotherton district - Sheet
mapsandaccompanyingopen
file explanatory
SE 42NE
reports.
Details of the geology of Sheet SE 42NW are given in
Giles, JRA,1987 Geological notes and local details for
b. to collect, collate, evaluate and interpret available
1:lO 000 sheets: SE. 42NW (Castleford).
informationonthegeology,mining,solution
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Policy development is guided by the economic and social or within tips which may be difficult and expensive to
needs of the area and the need
conserve
to
historic centres, extinguish;
fine landscape andwildlife. In broad terms these are
con- i) earth tremors(seismic events) producedby movements
cerned with the resources of the areawhich may be devel- on faults within the earth either as a response to natural
oped and the constraints tosuch development which are stresses or to some human
activities such asmining;
needed for safety, environmental protection and to reduce
annoyance to residents. Some
of these resources and con- j) potential forflooding of land;
straints areof geological origin.
k) occurrences of natural substances, such as heavy metThe principal geological resources are minerals and water. als, or of contamination from human activities such as
which
An adequatesupply of minerals is important to theecon- waste disposal, industrial processes and agriculture
omy forbuilding and constructions materials, energy pro- may affect water quality.
ductionandindustrialprocesses.However,mineral
The majority of these constraints canbe reduced or overextraction may have adverse effects on the environment. come if development is located sensibly and appropriate
Therefore the options for
extraction in various areas have precautionary, remedial and
design measures are incorpoto beweighed carefully by planners. This can
only be done rated. Whilst the onusof carrying out propersite investiif adequate general information on the extent
of such gations prior to developmentis placed on the developer,
resources is available. Minerals will also be needed by it is useful to have general information on potential confuture generations and therefore
it is equally important to straints to hand beforesite
theinvestigationsare designed.
know their locations so that valuable deposits are not
Similarly it is helpful to local planning authoritiesif such
sterilisedunnecessarily, forexample by building over generalised information is readily to handwhen planning
them. Watersupply may come from both underground or policies are being developed and, especially, when land
surface sources, and the locations and behaviour
of both
allocations in local plans are being considered.
relate to theunderlying geology. Information on the disThe information can also help local authorities to decide
tribution of water and its qualityis essential for development of the resource but also gives indications of those what information on ground conditions can be reasonably
locations in which water quality is most likely to be af- requested in support of any planning application.
fected by development for instance
by industrial pollution. This report attempts to draw together information on
Minerals and water
are resources which may be developed geological resources and constraintswhich may be of significance in the Garforth-Castleford-Pontefract area and
now or in the future and therefore they may also act as
to guide planners, develconstraints on specific types of other developmentwhich to presentit in a convenient form
opers
and
others
interested
in
land
use and changesto land
may adversely affect the resource potential.
use. The British Geological Survey holds more detailed
A varietyof other factorswhich relate to the
physical and information on which the study has been based and can be
chemical characteristics of the ground may act as con- consulted if more detailedadvice is required.
straints to safe, cost-effective development. Some areof
natural origin whilst others are caused, orinfluenced by, The report deals only with factors related to the geology
of the area and, forplanning purposes, needs to be conhuman activities.
sidered with planning policy documents such as the DevelThe most significant of these are:
opment Plans prepared by the local authoritiesand
a) subsidence of ground into natural
cavities such as caves circulars and Planning Guidance notes issued by the Deand fissures and underground excavationssuch as mines;
partment of the Environment.
b) risks of people, livestock and machinery falling into
open, concealed, orpoorly treated openings such as mine Mineral and Water Resources
shafts, and into naturalswallow holes.
c) landslipping of natural slopes, the faces of excavations Mineral resources
such as cuttings and quarries, and of tips and embankCoal The entirestudy area is underlain by coal resources
ments which can be triggeredby natural processes andby (Figs 14, 16, 32; Maps 1 and 13). Those exposed and at
construction activity;
shallow depth in the west have been minedby traditional
methods that are
now uneconomic on a large scale because
d) rock fall from natural rock faces and from artificial ones
of
depletion
of
the
reserves, almost to exhaustion. Opensuch as thoseof quarries;
cast mining of shallow and outcropping coal(Fig. 19; Map
e) thepossibility of damage to foundationswhen the de3) has becomeincreasingly profitable in recent yearswith
sign does not take sufficient account of, for example,
the
adventof large earth moving equipment, and considcompressible ground or of ground materials which may
erable reserves remain. Large reserves
of deep mined coal
shrink and swell as water content varies;
remain in the concealed coalfield to the east. Planners
f) chemical reactivity of some minerals with construction
should consult British Coal
to ascertain its plans for
future
materials which can sometimes lead to deterioration of
opencast mining, and in order toavoid or design for substructures;
sidence effects, its plans for deep
mining.
g) accumulation of gases, which may be explosive,asphyx- Limestone and dolomite The Cadeby (Lower Magnesian
iating, toxic or radioactive, in underground cavities or in Limestone) Formation and the Brotherton (UpperMagconstructions which such gases can enter;
nesian Limestone) Formation crop out extensively, and
h) occurrence of carbon-rich materials such as coal which although much worked, large reserves remain (p.39; Map
can spontaneously combust leading to fires underground 10; Fig.28).
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Gypsumandanhydrite
Anhydrite at depth in the
Edlington (Middle Permian Marl) and Roxby (Upper
mian Marl) formations
is replaced by gypsum towards the
surface. The Upper (Sherburn) Anhydrite
is currently
being mined to the eastof the area(p.42).
Sand and gravel Sand and gravel deposits of economic
importance arelargely concentrated in the Aire andCalder valleys (p.42; Fig.29; Map 11). They are currently
being worked at Dunford House[414 2641.
Minestone Colliery spoil (minestone) is abundant in the
area, with large volumes being produced fromthe active
mines (p.46; Fig.19;Map 3)
Pulverised Fuel Ash (PFA)
Most of the spentfuel ashfrom
the coal-fired power stations at Ferrybridge and
Eggborough is dumped at Gale Common (Locality SE
use
52SW/23, Map 3) , but someis converted into PFA for
as fill in the construction industry.

Man-made problems
PerConsidered underthis heading are stability and subsidence
problemsfromcoalmining,subsidence
of sand mine
workings ( particularly acutein this area) ,the presence of
large areas of colliery waste , landfill sites, and groundwater pollution. Also, natural problemsmay be exacerbated
or induced by human activity.

(1) Coal mining subsidence
Coal has been mined
in the district fromat least the Middle
Ages. The first workings were along the coal outcrops in
shallow pits and adits and later from bell pits and shafts.
Land that has remained relatively undisturbed since the
abandonment of shallow mining is uneven due to
spoil tips
and collapse of the workings. The location of bell pits is
commonly marked by mounds of spoil up to about100m
across and 5m high.
Bell pits wereused until the 17th century.An unsupported
SandstoneThe sandstones of the Coal Measures
have been shaft about l m in diameter was sunk (Fig.6), andthe coal
quarried on asmall scale. There are no current
workings, mined radially from its base until the roof became too
and much of the resourceis sterilised by building (p.42).
unstable, ventilation became restricted
or excess inflow of
Mouldingsand The Basal Permian Sand was formerly water occurred. The pit was then abandoned and a new
worked in pits andshallow mines, initially for glass making one sunk nearby. There
is a high density of bell pits in the
and later as moulding sand in the iron industry (Figs 30, fields between Garforth and Micklefield [425 3301 and
31; Maps 12a,b;p.39). The workingswereconfinedto four north of North Featherstone [230 4301.
large mines and numerous
small ones close to the outcrop, The pillarandstall
method of extraction(Fig.7) was
and therefore considerable reserves remain.
widely employed in the 18th and early 19th century, iniBrickclay and fireclay The mudstones of the Coal Mea- tially from closely spaced shallow shafts (e.g. south-west
sures may be usedfor the manufacture
of bricks and tiles, of Pontefract). Pillars of coal were left to support the
roof
the mudstone seatearths(fireclays) for pottery,ceramics during working, often aidedby wooden props.The stalls,
and as a refractory material.
Alluvial and glaciolacustrine or rooms, weregenerally2 to 3m wide and about 50
silts and clays wereformerlydugfor
brickclay near percent of the coal was left. At the end
of mining the roof
Knottingley (p.42).
supports were occasionally withdrawn and some of the
pillars removed or reduced (robbed) on retreat. Prior to
1872 there was no statutory obligation to record plansof
Water Resources(Map 7)
mines, there arefew records, and the extentof old workAbout 4.7 million gallons of water arecurrently extracted
annually from underground and surface sources
within the ings is largely unknown. Manyof the areasof old workings
study area (p.37;Fig.24;). Mostis for industrial use (61%) shown on Map 8 were uncovered during opencast coal
and electricity generation (32%), the remainder
being for mining.
crop irrigation (6%) and domestic and other agricultural The expansion in mining brought about by the industrial
requirements (1%). The principal aquifer is the Cadeby revolution led to numerous shafts being sunk to greater
(Lower Magnesian Limestone)
Formation, but its water is depths, first in the exposed coalfield and later in the conhard and subject to surface pollution. The Sherwood cealed
Sand- coalfield to the east.By the early part of the twenstone is the main aquifer to the east but hasonly a small tieth century eleven largecollieries were operating in the
outcrop in the study area. The Brotherton (UpperMag- district (Map 9).
nesian Limestone) Formation
yields water of similar qual- In thelongwall method, introduced to the in
area
the mid
ity to the Cadeby Formation, but the filling of disused 19th century, the coal is completely mined in panels bequarrieswithcollierywastehaspolluteditinthe
tween roadways. Following extraction the supports are
Knottingley area. The sandstones of the Coal Measures removed and the roof collapses, only the main roadways
provide water mainly for spray irrigation; although water remaining supported. Modern longwall retreat mining is
obtained from shallow depths
is ofreasonable quality, that in regular panels, designed to maximise production by
from deeper levels contains high concentrations of so- avoiding faults and areasof poor coal. Working facesare
dium, chlorides, sulphates and iron, rendering it impot- generally 200 to 300m long.
able.
Exhaustion of the most economic seamsin the west of the
district led to closure of most of the collieries and a proGeological constraints and problems=
Geological hazards and problems are considered under Sressive easterly shift in deep mining. At present three
of Wales and
two headings; those thatare presentbecause of the inher- collieries, Allerton Bywater, Prince
Kellingley,
are
operating.
ent natureof the rocks and superficial deposits, and those
that arecaused by human activity. Since the latterpose the Active and abandoned mine workings can affect ground
greater hazard to development in most of the study area, stability. The main hazards are shallow, undocumented
coal workings and mine shafts. In particularthe potential
they are discussed first.
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for collapse of pillar and stall workings means that their Goodchild, archivist at Wakefield Library). The earliest
known documentation is from 1793when a mineral lease,
extent must be determined and the ground stabilised bewhich included a sand
quarry, was taken atHolywell, near
fore development. of any particular site takes place.
Glass
Houghton
[445
2441. The main period of working
All shafts and bell pits, except those that are properly
was
between
the
mid
1800’s and the early 1900’s when
capped and monitored, should be regarded as potentially
being used
dangerous, as their history is rarely known. In many in- several small mines werein operation, the sand
stances the depthis unknown although most were proba- principally for iron moulding.By the timeof the geological
bly sunk to the highest workable coal. Some shafts are survey in the 1930’s the sand was being dug only in the
capped, but not neccessarily filled. Uncapped shaftsmay vicinity of Orchard Head [460 2361 and Ledston Sand
Mine [430 2951. Underground mining ceased in the 1940’s
be wholly or partly filled.
(Hodgkins,1979),butquarryingcontinued
until the
Pillar and stall workings(Figure 7)
1960’s.
Ground instability above such workings will arise due to Method of Working
roof collapse, pillar failure, floor heave,or a combination
of these factors. Roof collapse involves the progressive Much of the working was in quarries and small pits along
upward migrationof a void until it is choked by the broken the outcrop. Undergroundmining was by pillar and stall,
from adits on the outcrop. Some adits were dug into the
roof debris or a bridge of roof strata is formed (see for
example Walton and Cobb, 1984). When the overburden faces of former quarries. Evidencein the workings and on
that somerobbing of the pillars took
in not thick enough to arrest the void migration a crown mine plans indicates
place
on
retreat.
Wooden
propswere used for supportin
hole will occur at the surface. The maximum distance
above old workings to which collapse effects will propa- some places, butthe workings were mainly free standing.
4m. Headings are
The thickness worked ranges from to0.8
gate is generally regarded as about ten times the worked
3m
wide
and
the
pillars
are
slightly concave
an
average
of
coal thickness, but there is no direct relationship. The
and
wider
at
the
top.
Where
plans
exist
or
where workings
collapse heightmay be moreclosely related tofactors such
as the roof span of the working. It should not be assumed were examined 30 to 60 percent of the sand has been
removed.
that thereis a safedepth below which the collapse of old
The mines are naturally well drained, their extent probaworkings is complete (Garrard and Taylor,
1988).
Floor heave occurs first
in the deteriorationof abandoned bly limited by inadequate ventilation. The workings at
workings, infilling voids and providing some supportand Wheldale [449 2641 extend about 700m from the mine
entrance, adistanceprobablynotexceeded
in other
reducing the deterioration of pillars.
mines. In the Airevalley mining was probably prevented
Progressivedeterioration of pillars can occur due to
by groundwater.
deeper modernmining, spalling and weathering, the eventual collapse and ensuing surface subsidence taking place Effects onsurface stability in underminedareas
100 years or more after themining terminated. Loading Pillar and stall mines, documented and undocumented,
by new development at the surface can cause renewed
are present at more twenty
than localities. Their full extent
settlement of the pillars andmore groundsubsidence.
is unknown andit is possible there areundiscovered workings.
Longwall workings (Figure 8)
Ground movement resulting from longwall mining is not Recently there have been a number of instances of their
Redhill Avenue,
usually catastrophic and occurs soon after mining. The collapse, causing damage to property at
Castleford
[441
2491
(Baldwin
and
Newton,
1988) and
processes are reasonably well understood and prediction
Bexhill Close, Pontefract [4695 22701. Also, crown holes
of ground movement can be made. However, prediction
caused by subsidence occur, for example
at East Garforth
can be inaccurate for workings beneath thick cover of
[418
3411,
Green
Lane,
Garforth
[418
3251,
and between
competent Permian andTriassic strata (Fyles, 1987).
Monkhill Lane and Orchard Head Lane, Pontefract
[4587
A zoneof tensile stress occurs above
the edges of worked
2358 to 4635 23401 (Plate 1).
panels. Where a worked areais close to orconstrained by
a fault this stress is relieved by movement on the fault A number of interdependent factors, common to most
to the inherent
instability
plane that propagates to thesurface. In cases where sev- pillar and stall mines, contribute
of the sandworkings:
eral seamshavebeenworked
up to the same
faulta
subsidence scarp up to several metres high may develop, (a) the condition of the roof, determined by its lithology
for example along the Fairy Hill Fault in the vicinity of
(Plate 2) and therelative size of the cavities and pillars in
Holmfield House [4665 24871 and Fairy Hill Farm [4573 workings. The roof consists of dolomite, and wherethis is
24061. Where thereis a thick Permian cover
the subsidence thickly bedded a relatively great roof span can be mainis less pronounced but the ground movementis taken up tained; where thinly bedded or weakly cemented, roof
along joints in the Permian limestones, sometimes sudcollapse andvoid migration to thesurface may ensue (Fig.
denly. Such movements have commonly occurred along 9; Plate 3). The distribution of these lithologies is not
the major faults in the study area.
known in detail.
(b) deterioration of the pillars by mechanical weathering,
(2) Basal Permian Sand mining subsidence (Figure 9)
involving surface runoff which enters themine alongroof
History of Sand Mining
joints, flows down the pillars and lies on the floor of the
Sand was used for glass making in the Glass Houghton
workings. It results in a small amount of pillar spalling
area in the early
1700’s (unpublished MS by John
(Plate 4).
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1

Figure 10 The categories of made ground shown on Map3
1: On theoriginal land surface
2: Backfilling or partiallyfilling a pit, quarry orexcavation
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Figure 11 Sketch showing movement of leachates and methane from domestidindustrial
landfill in a quarry in an aquifer,
such as the UpperMagnesian Limestone.
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Figure 12 Decomposition of domestic waste (Williams 1989)
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(c) chemical weathering by surface runoff, aslow deterio- material will be inert, but the following points should be
ration causing enlargement of roof joints thereby weaken- borne in mind:
ing the roof
(a) industrial waste may be potentally chemically active
(d) subsidence causedby deep coal mining could precipi- and capableof generating dangerousor combustible gases
tate instability in the workings by enlarging the roofjoints. and toxic leachates;
A further generally unconsidered
possibility is the collapse (b) domestic household wastewill generate methanegas,
of old pillar and stall coalworkings close below the sand, which ishighly combustible (see below);
those most at risk lying above the edges of deep mined
(c) colliery spoil, which constitutes the greatest part
of the
panels where tensional stressesare greatest.Instability of made ground of area, may be liable to spontaneouscomsand workings could be caused by the domino effect of bustion,and will producesulphate-richacidicground
collapse of underlying pillarsin old workings triggered by water and leachates causing corrosion problems in foundeep mining subsidence.
dations. Leachate from colliery spoil tips may also affect
(e) groundheave occurs at depthsof less than 10m below the quality of surface water;
the surface, causing lateral stress on the pillars, spalling (d) the heterogeneous materials that commonly constitute
and consequentloss of strength.
made ground may give rise to widely differing ground
conditions and differential settlementunder loading may
(3) Made ground (Figure 19)
produce foundation failure;
The principal occurrencesof made ground are
catalogued
(e) where made ground
backfills a pit or quarry,it will be
on Map 3. They include several major landfill and waste less compacted than the surrounding natural material,
disposal sites.
producingdifferentialsettlement
in foundations that
straddle
the
edge
of
the
deposit;
Where areasof made ground have been restored
or redeveloped, thereis generally no indication
now of the nature (f) the problemof differential settlement of made ground
and composition of the deposits. Also, even where the may be compoundedin cases where cavitation results from
surface layer of the deposit was observed during the sur- chemical or bacterial breakdown of the fill material. Cavof the
vey, there is no guarantee that the same
material persists ities may already exist in hard core as a result
throughout ,either laterally or vertically. The composition presence of large blocks, again presenting difficult founof the fill willneed to be
ascertained priorto development. dation conditions andthe possibility of differential settleNot all made groundwill present problems, as
much of the ment.

cavitycaused
b y gypsum

Figure 13 Karst features of the Permian rocks

dissolution
subsidence

EDLINGTON
FORMATION
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information hasyet been published (Aldrick, oral commu(4) Methane
Although large quantities of methane are released by nication, 1989).
mining and quarrying, the main hazard posed to developNatural constraints
ment comes frommethane generatedin landfill sites (Fig.
11).
(1) Karst features
Methane produced by the decomposition of domestic re- Karst features are those formed when soluble rocks are
fuse (Fig.12) is currentlybeing utilised at Darrington
dissolved by surfaceandgroundwaters
(Fig.13). The
Quarries [510 2131. At Betteras Hill Quarry [497 2931 Cadeby (Lower Magnesian Limestone) and Brotherton
methane is vented by limestone-filled trenches cut through (Upper Magnesian Limestone) formations are affected
by
the refuse. Prior to development,it is necessary to inves- limestonedissolution, the Edlington(MiddlePermian
tigate the natureof the made ground, andvent
to methane Marl) and Roxby (Upper Permian Marl) formations by
from earlier refusedisposal sites. In some cases methane gypsum dissolution. Collapse and subsidence
of the strata
may become trapped in mine shafts, for example below overlying the dissolved areas is a common feature.
caps, and could give rise to hazardsif not vented.
Dissolution results in highly variable rockhead levels and
( 5 ) Groundwater pollution
the presence of hollows, depressions and channels in the
The main water-bearing rocks in the area (Map 7) are limestone surface,commonly filled with superficial deposrecharged by infiltration, the rateof which is determined its of highly variable thickness, lateral extent and compoby the surface geology. It is probably greatest over out- sition. At depth, dissolution results in the formation of
filled chancrops of the Cadeby Formation on account of the large voids, cavities and enlarged, open or partially
nels
following
faults,
fractures,
joints
and
bedding
planes.
number of open joints and
fissures. Impermeableclay-rich
superficial deposits prevent infiltration,others, including Infilled pockets, voids and cavities may result in reduced
gravels in the Aire and Calder
valleys, tend to reduce it. bearing capacities, cause
excessive differential settlements
The pollution of groundwater in the Coal Measures is below heavy structures, and preclude the use of shallow
restricted due to the protection
afforded by the thick beds foundations except for light structures. Inter-connected
cavities resulting from enlarged bedding surfaces, joints
of mudstone, but leacheates can enter through the permeand fissures may also cause water inflow in excavations.
able sandstones.
Site investigations should be designed
to locate these feaMine groundwater contains
dissolved iron compounds and tures, as ground treatment or special foundation design
its disposal may require some care.If it is pumped into the may be necessary. The irregularities in the limestone sursurface drainage or onto permeable groundit could con- face are oftendifficult to ascertain by standard siteinvestaminate river water orlocal aquifers and cause iron oxidetigationmethods. Shallow geophysical techniques(eg.
deposition.
McCann et al.,1987) may determine ground anomaliesin
The groundwater of the Cadeby and Brotherton forma- order to plan a drilling investigation, but are not always
tions is highly vulnerable to pollution,particularly where successful.
the rocks are at the
surface and pollutants can
pass quickly
into the saturated zone and be transported laterally. The (a) Swallow holes
most likely forms of pollution are fromlandfill sites, road These arecaused by the dissolution of rocks by ground and
drainage, and runoff from agricultural land containing
surface water, producing collapse of the overlying strata.
residues of fertilisersandpesticides.
The amount of Dissolution of the limestones and dolomites
of the Cadeby
groundwater in storage is sufficiently large to assure ade- and Brotherton formations and
of evaporites in the
quate dilution of most single polluting events, providing Edlington and Roxby formations (and
possibly also in the
that pumped groundwater sources are about
a kilometre Cadeby Formation) has taken place over the
last 130,000
distant. However, the groundwater
in the Brotherton For- years at least ,and continues at present
to a reduced extent.
mation east of Knottingley is now unusable on accountof The effects of dissolution and collapse locally propagate
its pollutionby leachates from thefill materials of disused up to the Sherwood Sandstone which may "bridge" the
limestone quarries.
cavities or collapse into them.
Groundwater in the Sherwood Sandstonein areas of out- In the Cadeby and Brotherton formations, ground water
crop where the rock is covered by permeable superficial movement has produced
cavities and passages, frequently
deposits andthe water tableis close to the ground
surface encountered in boreholes. Their collapse producesswalcan be polluted quickly. Downward percolation of water low holes at the surface, and
several are presentin the area
through the saturated zone and lateral flow is relatively
(Map 6). The best developed are a series in a dry river
slow compared to the Permian limestones. This suggests channel near Burton Salmon. The channel, incised into
that pollutants are likely to take a long time to reach the Brotherton Formation, extends from the Punch
Bowl
abstraction sources, although they
may be retained in the
[485 2801 to Byram Lake [499 2621. Subsidence of some
oncefacta pollutant of these in 1932was recorded by Edwards eta1 (1940). The
saturated zone for a longer period. ,In
reaches the saturated zoneit may take many years to fall largest swallow hole [5292461 in the study area is near
to acceptable values, either by chemical change or by Kellingley, and is in the Sherwood Sandstone where itis
diffusion and dilution.
overlain by &Foot Drift deposits. The detection of simAlthough several studies of groundwater flow paths and ilar featureswhich may lie hidden below superficial deposmay contain
pollution plumes are taking place within the study area, its, is necessary prior to development, as they
soft ground, or beliable to furthercollapse.
for example at Gale Common and nearKnottingley, no
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(b) foundered strata
The dissolution of gypsum in the Permianrocks by circulating groundwater and the consequent collapse
of the
overlying beds is widespread (Cooper, 1986; Edwards et
al., 1940; Smith, 1972). Only one area, thought to be
affected by major collapse, is shown as foundered strata
on Maps 1 and 6.
Foundering of the Brotherton Formation is mainly of
minor extent, and indicated by wide-amplitude shallow
folding, termed domes andsags by Smith (1972) to distinguish it from tectonic folding which it closely resembles.
In addition to the gentlefolding, sharp synclinal sags are
common.
The area of foundered strata around WakeWood [c.507
2061 is a wide irregularly shaped depression between an
escarpment formed by the Brotherton Formation to the
north and east andhigh ground underlain by the Cadeby
Formation to the south and west. Red
clay of the
Edlington Formation lies in the floor of the depression,
and appears to have been let down by foundering of the
underlyingCadeby Formation. Twolimestone masses
occur within the depression, protruding above the red
clay.

(3) Geological faults

Geological faults are planes about which adjacent blocks
of rock strata have moved relative to each other. Movement may be vertical, horizontal,or morelikely, a combination of both. Thefaults in the study area were formed
initially about 270 million years ago. Most,if not all were
reactivated to a minor extentabout 100 million years ago.
They do not generally pose a problem today, although
they may be reactivated by mining (p. 11), occasionally
causing earth tremors (below).
Faults are zonesof weakened, brecciated, fractured and
weathered rock, and
may poseengineeringproblems.
They may also cause differential settlement where they
juxtapose rocks of differing compressibilities and
strengths.Foundationdesignsshouldtakeaccount
of
these differences where theycross such lines.
It is important, therefore, that the precise positions of
faults be ascertained priorto development.
(4) Natural slope failure

The topography of the study area is generally low and
subdued, and natural landslipping is not a serious problem. Five small landslips were noted during
the resurvey:

(c) dissolution along joints and faults
(a) shallow mudflows in weathered Coal Measures mudSteeply inclined fractures, joints and bedding discontinuitstones in the valley south of Garforth [4018 31721.
ies provide natural pathways for surface water
to infiltrate
(b) shallow mudflows in weathered Coal Measures mudinto the limestones. The dissolution of limestone along
these pathways produces open fissures that may be filled stones at Town Close Hills [4048 30491.
with superficial deposits. Their presence should be
inves- (c) the Cadeby Formation is affected by cambering and
tigated prior to development on the outcropof the lime- rotational landslipping nearlocality (b).
stones.
(d) shallowmudflows onParkHill,Pontefract
[4430
(2) Buried channels and hollows
22271 are in Coal Measures mudstones close below the
Buried channels and hollows have been proved in a tem- sandstone which caps the hill. Fresh surface creepof satuporary trench section and at several
localities where close rated material occurs at present.
networks of boreholes have been drilled, and it is likely (e) shallow mudflows on aslope in mudstones of the
that others exist undetected. Their presence needs to be Edlington Formation [5025 20771 are present near Wake
ascertained priorto development. Some are
caused by the Wood.
disdissolutioncollapse of limestonesandevaporites
area
uneven ground
cussed above, others are
channels scouredby ancient river In addition to these, an unmapped of
action. Theirinfill with superficial deposits, some
of which near Ackton [4121 22311 is probably caused by shallow
mudslides.
is likely to be soft ground, will cause engineering problems. The following occurrences have been proved:
(a) threeburied channels cutin the Sherwood Sandstone (5) Seismic activity
on the Kellingley-Snaith Ridge [c.547 2451, proved in a Seimic activity does not present a serious hazard
within the
pipeline trench (Gaunt, in press). They are lined with
study area, but should be considered in the design of
gravels, filled with soft laminated clays, and the largest is sensitive installations. There are no recorded earthquake
up to 200 m wide and 6 m deep.
epicentres in the study area, buteffects of the Lancashire
(b) a buried channel at Cridling Park [516 2221 is filled earthquake of 1843were recordedin Leeds and Wakefield
with sand and gravel, its base over
15 m below the surface (Burton et al.,1984). A numberof major geological faults
cross the area, and the
Morley-Campsall Fault, which is a
and 7 m below the base of the 25-Foot Drift. Boreholes
suggest that this channel extends to the south, along the deep structurewith a long history of movement, lies close
to the south-west.Reactivation of any of thesefaults
western margin of the Vale of York area.
during or after mining may occur, and seismic activity
(c) a buried channel or hollow at Beal Lane Bridge [530 associated with fault-related mining subsidence, as well as
2241 extends over15 m below the surface, and8 m below normal collapse of workings is likely. Such an occurrence
the base of the 25-Foot Drift. It is filled by gravels with took place in April 1988, when mining subsidence near
sand andclay lenses.
Beal [526 2491 inducedmovement of the Knottingley
(d) a buried hollow [535 2091 at Gale Common,possibly Fault, accompanied by a loud bang and the opening of
produced by dissolution collapse, is at least 9 m deep, and surface fissures in the Sherwood Sandstone andoverlying
drift deposits.
filled with sands, gravels and silt below the 25-Foot Drift.
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or Permian bedrock are recommended for heavier struc(6) Mudrocks
clay
The mudrocks in the Coal Measures (mudstones, silt- tures. Perched water tables occur on the impermeable
layers
and
water
from
sand
and
silt
layers
in
exposed
stones and seatearths) and the Edlington (Middle Permian
excavations can cause internal and surface erosion,
swellMarl)andRoxby(UpperPermianMarl)formations
ing of clay layers and rapid deterioration. Similar effects
soften and weather to clays when relieved of overburden
pressure andin the presence of water. A weathered mantle may occur in borings for piles and piers.
The laminated clays have highly anisotropic undrained
of generally firm clay commonly occurs at the surface,
locally reaching depths of 6-10 m in the vicinity of joints strength andlow horizontal shear strengths.These factors
must be taken into account in the design of foundations
and faults. Highly weathered zones have also been reported at depthsin excess of 50 m, usually associated with and the construction of embankments and spoil tips to
sandstone aquifers or thin coals within the mudstones.
avoid instability.
Variations in the depth and gradeof weathering give rise (8) Soft ground
,
to differing soil thicknesses and foundation conditions.
As
Areas
of
soft
ground
are
encountered
where
following
the
a general rule, variable bearing capacities are to be expected in the weathered materials,
along with the possibil- superficial depositsare present:
-river alluvium, ranging from soft
to firm,
silty clays and
ity of very low rates of consolidation settlement. Faulting
of the mudrocksgives rise to zonesof weak, shattered rock clayey silts to very soft organic clays forming extensive
areas in the Aire and Calder
valleys, and also occurring
and soft to firm clays with weathered mudstone clasts.
in
a
number
of
small
tributaries.
It is recommended that site investigations in mudrocks
include trial pitting as a
matter of routine in order to
- peat, comprising soft, fibrous organic debris and
soft
to very soft, extremely plastic organic clays which are
ascertain the variations in the weatheringprofiles.
confined to a few patches on the glaciolacustrine deposMudrocks also pose a problem
to shallow foundations
its and lensesin the alluvium.
during prolonged periods
of drought, when theyare prone
to drying, shrinkage and cracking. Foundations should
- head deposits, comprising poorly-drained
soils derived from thedownslope movement of weathered matherefore be sufficiently deep to preventthis.
terial.
(7) Laminated clays and silts
All
these materials have low shear strengths, high comInterbedding of clay, silt and sand, and
lenticular bedding
pressibility
and slow rates of consolidation, andare generin drift deposits pose problems
in foundation design. Varially
unsuitable
asfoundationmaterialsevenfor
light
able consolidation characteristics
are dueprimarily to perstructures.
Piled
foundations,
taken
to
sets
in
underlying
meability contrasts, and
excessive differential settlements
sound bedrock should be considered
most
forconstruction
may occur. Gaunt (1976) considered that the settlement
work
in
these
areas.
Additional
problems
can arise from
problems at St Edmund’s Church, Kellington [5477 24561
high
groundwater
levels,
and
drainage
measures
may be
may be due to the presence
of laminated clays which are
required.
known to occur in buried channels in this vicinity (p.58).
Piled foundations taken to setsin the underlying gravels
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THEMATIC MAPS
The position of a fault is subject to the same degree of
MAP 1 BEDROCK GEOLOGY (Figure 14)
This mapshows the surface distributionof the major bed- conjecture as a normal geological boundary. Also, the
larger faults generally comprise a zone
of sub-parallel
rock units.
fractures.
The Coal Measures, predominantly composed of mudstones and siltstones, also contain sandstones which are Solid Rocks
delineated on the map. The surface positions (outcrops) The rocks present in the study area are listed in Table 1.
of the principal coalsand marine bands are
also shown.
A fuller account is given in Appendix 1; the following
The vertical distribution of the bedrock formations
is notes summarise their principal characteristics.
shown on thegeneralised sectionof strata and the horizonCoal Measures
tal cross section in the mapmargin (Figs. 15 and 16).
The Coal Measures are present throughout
studythe
area,
It should be noted that at rockheadrocks
the are generally
cropping out at the surface in the west, and concealed
weathered to material that is not ‘rock’ in engineering
beneath a coverof younger rocksto the east. They
consist
terms. Weathering converts Coal Measures and Permian
predominantly of mudstones and siltstones,with smaller
mudstones to clay at the surface, and the
Sherwood Sandproportions of sandstone. Relatively thin but persistent
stone tosoft sand.
coal seams occur throughout (Fig. 15). The beds are genThis map shouldbe examined in conjunction with Map 2 erally gently inclined to the east
,but are affected by a suite
in order to obtain an
indication of ground conditions at a of north-east - trending faults and minor flexuring.The
particular site. Where no drift deposits are shown it is engineering characteristics of the Coal Measuresrocks at
likely that rock lies at or close below the surface. If drift outcrop are described in Appendix 2; the mudstones and
deposits are present the rock will be encountered at the
siltstones weatherto stiff heavy clays, subject to soil creep
base of the drift (rockhead).The contours shown on Map (solifluction), and the sandstones degrade tolight sandy
2 give an indication of the thickness of the drift deposits.
soils. The differing water-bearing characteristics of the
mudstones and sandstones are described
in Appendix 3.
Geological boundaries
The location of geological boundaries in areas which are Permian rocks
built on or cultivated is rarely a precise exercise, unless
they areexposed in quarries or other
excavations, or have Basal Permian Sand
been proved by borehole drilling. The boundariesshown The Basal Permian Sand is a pale buff to yellow, soft,
on the map, including the limits of sandstones and coal weakly cemented sandstone, weathered at outcrop to a
outcrops in the Coal Measures, are therefore to
be re- sand. Absentlocally, it is up to about
3m thick at outcrop,
garded as conjectural, but as accurate as possible, given and of variable thickness at depth to the east,
ranging up
the information available atthe timeof survey.
to about 13m. Details of the disused workings (Figs. 30,
The boundaries between some
rock unitsare gradational, 31) are given on Maps12a and 12b (p.46).
with an interdigitation of the lithologies of both units in
the transitional zone; their positions are therefore arbi- Cadeby (Lower Magnesian Limestone) Formation
trary.
The Cadeby Formation consists mainly of dolomite ( a
A further factorconcerning the accuracy of the boundaries rock composed mainly of magnesium carbonate, comof the rock units is the presence or absenceof a cover of pared toa limestone which is mainly calcium carbonate).
superficial deposits. Unless boreholeor othersubsurface It forms the prominent escarpment that extends from
data areavailable, the positions of boundaries concealed north to south andoccupies a broad zonein the centreof
of outcrop
by drift deposits are subject to a degree of conjecture the study area. Italso forms an outlier (an area
separated from the main one) south-west of Pontefract.
greater than that where
they are drift-free.
Geological faultsalso act as boundaries. Ageological fault Two subdivisions can be recognised.The lower consists of
well-bedded dolomites with some harder upstandingreef
is a plane of weakness and fracture about which adjacent
blocks of rock strata have moved relative to each other. bodies, the upperof massive dolomites in which cross-bedTable 1 Geological succession of solid rock
Previous Names

Current Names
Triassic

Permian

Sherwood Sandstone Group

Bunter Sandstone

Roxby Formation

Upper Permian Marl

Brotherton Formation

Upper Magnesian Limestone

Edlington Formation

Lower Permian Marl

Cadeby Formation

Lower Magnesian Limestone

Basal Permian Sand
Carboniferous

Coal Measures -

1

Middle

~~~~~

I

Basal Permian Sands
Coal MeasuresLower
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ding is typical. The formation ranges in thickness from
30m in the west to 90m at depthin the east.

Edlington (Middle Permian Marl) Formation
The Edlington Formation consistsmainly of reddish
brown mudstones and siltstones
which weather at the
surface to heavy sticky red clays. A characteristic feature
is the presence of veins and seams of anhydrite (calcium
sulphate) at depthwhich by the interaction with groundwater at shallower depths is converted to gypsum (hydrated calcium sulphate). Near-surface dissolution of the
gypsum by groundwater has produced collapse
of the
overlying strata (p.19).

Triassic rocks

Sherwood Sandstone Group
Formerly known as the Bunter Sandstone, the
Sherwood
Sandstone, present onlyin the south-east andlargely covered by drift, is a weakly cemented red-brown sandstone
with some red mudstone layers.
At outcrop itis generally
weathered toa soft red sand.

MAP 2 - SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS (Figure 17)
This map depicts the distribution of deposits, mostly unconsolidated, that lie on the solid rocks. They belong to
the Quaternary era,all having formed within the last 1.5
million years, during which cold periods, some of them
with glaciations, alternatedwith temperate ones. The area
lay beyond the limits of the last (Devensian) ice sheets,
and the glacial deposits that are preserved belong to an
Brotherton (Upper Magnesian Limestone) Formation
earlier glaciation (Table 2). The Flandrian period began
end
the Devensian.
The Brotherton Formation
is a distinctive unit of pale grey when the climate ameriolated at the of
18
is
a
schematic
representation
of
the
deposits and
Figure
and buff to white very thinly bedded limestones, dolomitic
their
inter-relationships.
in part. Much affectedby subsidence causedby dissolution
of gypsum in the underlying Edlington Formation, the Continuous spreads of superficial deposits occur in the
and
the flat-lying ground
beds are commonly fractured andgently folded into sags valleys of the Aire and Calder, in
in the south-east (the25-Foot Drift of the Vale of York).
and intervening domes.
Elsewhere they occur in patches that are the dissected
remnants of formerly more extensive spreads.
Roxby (Upper Permian Marl) Formation
Boundaries of superficial deposits

The Roxby Formation is similar to theEdlington Forma- The mapped boundariesof superficial depositsare rarely
tion, consisting of reddish brown mudstones and siltstonesbe precise. The deposit may thin towards its edge, and
weathered at outcrop to
heavy red clays with gypsum and, locating the exact position of the feather edge may be
either impossibleor not practical wherethe deposit is less
at depth, anhydrite.
Table 2 Geological succession of superficial deposits
Approximate
Years
Before
Present

Stages

0-

~~

Flandrian

Landslip
Peat
Alluvium
Head

Devensian

Glaciolacustrine Sand
Glaciolacustrine Silt and Clay
Littoral Sand and Gravel
Older Littoral Sand and Gravel
River Terrace Deposits
Till

Ipswichian

Silt and Clay
Older River Gravels

~-lO,OOO---

L

70,000

r

~

130.000?Anglian

Till
Sandy Till
Glacial Sand and Gravel
Fluvioglacial Sand and Gravel
Older GlaciolacustrineSilt and Clay

‘Older
Drift’
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than about 1 m thick. The deposit may pass laterally and to coarse, andcontains layers of coal and coaly mudstone
vertically into another,with a transition zone between
the fragments.
two. Soil creep (solifluction) anddownwash of deposits on
LAKE BEACH DEPOSITS
sloping ground and cryoturbation (disruption
by
occurs at two levels, the higher up
freezekhaw during cold periods) renders the boundaries Littoral sand and gravel
diffuse. As with the boundariesof the solid rocks, distur- to 30 m above OD, the lower at about 8 m above OD.
bance by man, through groundworkschemes, agriculture Both are thebeach deposits of Lake Humber, thehigher
and building, hasadded to the
diffuseness of some bound- formed during an early high level phase of the lake, the
aries and to the difficulty in locating them precisely. For lower during a later, more prolonged period when lake
map level was at about 8 m. The higher deposits are clean
these reasons,all superficial boundaries shown on the
should be regardedas conjectural, and as the bestapprox- sands and gravels, and were formerlyextensively dug on
imation and interpretationof the data available at the last Lunn Hill. The lower ones are pebble gravels and clean
date of survey. Trial pitting and boreholes will be necessarysands.
to ascertain the precise position and8nature of the bound- FLUVIAL DEPOSITS
aries of the superficialdeposits.
Older rivergravels occur below the 25-Foot Drift deposits,
In addition to the superficial deposits shown on the map, and do not appear at thesurface.
thin deposits may be present in the areas shown as driftfree. Itis also likely in the areasof limestone outcrop that Alluvium occurs widely, infilling the bottomsof valleys. It
and
small unmapped areas of drift occur, someof which may comprises a heterogeneous mixture of clay, silt, sand
gravel.
The
principal
occurrences
are
in
the
Aire
and
fill bedrock hollows to depthsof several metres (p.19).
Calder valleys, where up to13 m are present.
Vertical distribution of superficial deposits
Terrace deposits in the Airevalley are the remnants
of old
alluvial deposits, andconsist of sand and gravel (mainly),
The map shows the deposits which occur at the surface.
These may persist throughout the total thickness of the silt and clay.
deposit downto rockhead. However, itis common for the ORGANIC DEPOSITS
deposit at the surface to be the top
layer of a sequenceof
Peat is of minor occurrence; details are
given on p.60.
variable deposits.
MASS MOVEMENT DEPOSITS
Head is ubiquitous, but generally too thin to map.
occursIt
on slopes andin the bottomsof dry valleys on the outcrop
of thelimestones.Formed
by solifluction(downward
creep) of weathered parent material down a slope, its
composition reflects thatof the parent source,and therefore ranges from clays to silts and sands with stones. The
deposits in the dry valleys, formed by a combination of
solifluction and colluvial processes (downwash) are generGLACIAL DEPOSITS
ally thicker than 1 m.
Till is a heterogeneous deposit comprising pebbles, cob- Landslip deposits (p. 19) are of minor occurrence,as slopes
bles and boulders in a matrix of clay. Two varieties are in the area are generally low. Three in Coal Measures
differentiated on the map, till and sandy till, although
mudstones and one in clays of the Edlington Formation
there is a gradation between the two and the distinction
is are shallow earth flows. The fourth is a rotational failure
arbitrary and based on surface field characteristics. In till in the basal beds of the Cadeby Formation.
the matrix is generally a stiff reddish brown clay derived
from outcrops of the Permian mudstones;sandy till has a MAP 3 MADE GROUND (Figure 19)
matrix in which sand is a large component. The stonesin The map shows the distribution of man made deposits at
the till are predominantly of sandstones derived from the thetime of survey.Twocategoriesare
distinguished
outcrops of the Millstone Grit and CoalMeasures.
(Fig. 10):
Glacial sand and gravel is a mixture of sands and gravels
1. Deposits that lie on the original ground surface.
which generally occursin close proximity to till.
2. Depositsthatfill,or
partially fill aformeror
existing pit, quarry, or other
excavation, known as
Glaciofluvial sand and gravel
contains evidenceof deposibackfill.
tion in streams that flowed from
melting glacier ice.
Glaciolacustrine silt and clay formed in lakes or smaller The maphas been compiledby reference to the following
sources:
bodies of standingwaterduring glacial periods.They
occur mainly in the 25-Foot Drift of the Vale of York,
1.Dataobtained
during the field surveys forthe
deposited within a lake (Glacial Lake Humber) that expresent study, and,in the case of Sheet SE 42NW,
isted during the last ice age. Smaller deposits occur in
data obtainedin 1986
channels cut in the Sherwood Sandstone outcrop east of
2. Previous Ordnance Survey and Geological Survey
Kellingley .
six-inch maps
3. Aerial photographs taken in 1971,1973 and 1980
Glaciolacustrinesand occurs extensively as part of the
25-Foot Drift, and lies within the area that was occupied Not generally shown are the thin,but ubiquitous deposits
by Lake Humber. The sand
ranges in grain size from fine that occur in the urban areas, and along roads and rail-

Classification of superficial deposits
The deposits are classified below according to their mode
of origin, and grouped accordingly. A fuller description
of
the deposits is given in Appendix 1 and their engineering
characteristics described in Appendix 2. The following
notes summarise their main characteristics.
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properties, valuesof which were extracted from
investigation reports onsites within the the areacovered by sheets
SE 42SW, SE, NEand 52SW.
A detailed discussion of the engineering geology of the
study area and descriptions of the geotechnical tests for
which results were assessed are given in Appendix 2.
Both maps should be examinedto obtain anindication of
ground conditions in a specific area, and Map
2 should be
examined to obtain an approximate thickness of any superficial (drift) deposits. It should be noted that in areas
shown as being drift-free, a mantleof weathered material
and thin drift deposits may be present. It is also possible
1. Disused quarry, Betteras Hill (Locality 42NE/6),
that
undetected pockets
of thicker superficial deposits
may
where methane is being vented by deep trenches
occur.
Map
3
should
be
examined
to
ascertain
if
any
made
filled with limestone aggregate cut throughthe fill.
ground is present. Itis emphasised that these maps present
2. Disused quarry, Monk Fryston (Locality 42NE/2).
only
a general guide to the ground conditions, and exam3. DarringtonQuarries(Locality52SW/14),
a
ination
of them is no substitute for detailedinvestigation
working quarry that is being progressively
to
ascertain
the conditions prevailing at anyspecific site.
backfilled by West Yorkshire Waste Management
Services.There is alsosome collieryspoil. An Map 4 ENGINEERING GEOLOGY : SOLID ROCKS
adjacent former quarry (Locality
52SW/17) was (Figure 20)
backfilledwithdomesticwaste,and
is now
generating methane, some
of which is flared off and This map shows the distribution of groups of solid rocks
with similar engineering properties, and is based on the
the remainderused to heat the quarry
offices.
bedrock geology (Map 1).
Colliery spoil from Kellingley is currently being dumped
Summary valuesof geotechnical parametersfor the
groups
at Spring Lodge Quarry (Locality 52SW/20), that from
6
to
23
in
Appendix
2.
It
is
stressed
are
presented
in
Tables
Prince of Wales Colliery at Cornwall Opencast Site (Lothat they should be considered as a general only
guideand
cality 42SE/3).
not used in detailed design calculations.
Industrial waste is being deposited in a disused quarry in
The relationship between the engineering geology groups
theBrothertonFormationatKnottingley(Locality
and thesolid rock formations are
shown in the mapmargin
42SE/18).
and Table3.
Power station waste
is pumped as slurry from Ferrybridge
and Eggborough power stations and deposited at
Gale The groupsencompass engineering rocks and engineering
Common in large slurry lagoons contained by embank- soils, a rough distinction based on differences in physical
ments and pulverised fuelash (Localities SE 52SW/22,23 and mechanical properties. Groups 1 and 2 areclasses of
engineering rock, Group 3 is an engineering soil.Group 4
and 24).
includes materials with geotechnical characteristics bordering on thoseof a ‘weak’ engineering rock and a‘strong’
MAPS 4 and 5: ENGINEERING GEOLOGY
of the
These maps are
based on thefield mapping carriedout for (overconsolidated) engineering soil. Weathering
engineering
rocks,
including
mudrocks,
may
produce
mathe study, and,in the case of sheet SE42NW, that carried
terial
classified
as
an
engineering
soil.
out in 1986. Map 4 shows the engineering geology of the
given in Appendix
solid rocks, Map 5 that of the superficial deposits. They Detailed descriptionsof the groups are
showgroupings of materials with similar geotechnical 2.

ways. These are mainly less than 1 mthick,but
may
locally exceed 1 rn.
The principal occurrences of made ground are listed by
number and briefly described in the map margin. They
include several major
landfill and wastedisposal sites. The
problems associated with made ground, including methane generation, leaching of toxic pollutants and foundation design are discussed on p.17.
Domestic wasteis currently being tipped at the
following
sites:

Table 3 Engineering groups - solid geology

P

Geological unit

Engineering Geological Group

Brotherton (UpperMagnesian Limestone) Formation

1. Limestones

I

sandstones
2.strong
Moderately

I

Cadeby (Lower Magnesian Limestone) Formation

I

sandstones
Measures Coal
Sherwood Sandstone Group

3. Friable sandstones and dense sands

r

I

4. Mudrocks

I

Basal Permian Sand
I

I

Coal Measures mudstones and siltstones
Roxby (Upper Permian Marl) and
Edlington (Middle Permian Marl) formations

I
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Coal Measures mudrocks
These consist of grey to greyish brown, moderately fissured, weak to locally moderately strong, mudstones,
silty
mudstones and siltstones. Seatearths
with these lithologies
are common. They are particularly prone to breakdown
by weathering, and completely weathered firm to stiff,
silty clays may occur up to 6 mbelow the surface. Moderately to highly weathered material, comprising softened
mudstone clasts in a silty clay matrix, may occur to depths
of about 10 m. Weathered zones have been recorded at
depths over 50 m, due to groundwater movement down
Lower Magnesian Limestone: buff, weak to moderately faults, joints and in an overlying sandstone aquifer, or
strong,thinlybeddedto
because of oxidation in old mineworkings. The degreeof
massive,dolomitesand
weathering influences engineering behaviour, and sumd o l o m i t i cl i m e s t o n e s ,
mary geotechnical properties
of fresh to slightly weathered
marly limestones and brec- and moderately to completely weathered mudrocks are
ciaswith thinmudstone
presentedinTables
13and 14 ( ~ p . 7 5 ~ 7 6 Summary
).
layers
geotechnical propertiesof the siltstones are given in Table
They have highly variable engineering properties (Tables 15 (p.77).
6 and 7, ~ p . 6 5 ~ 6 6Joint
) . spacing ranges from about 60 Permian mudrocks
200 mm to over 2 m. The depth to which weathering
These arereddish brown, green and grey, weak to moderextends below rockhead is variable, site investigations
ately weak, mudstones and
silty mudstones, with greenish
recording weatheringup to12to 15 m below ground level.
Weathered zones have also been reported in the vicinity grey siltstone. Gypsum layers and mudstone breccias are
of the water table and at base
the of the Lower Magnesian common. At outcrop,they are invariably weathered to a
Limestone. Dissolution effectsare described on pp.
18-19. firm to hard clay. Increasingweatheringresults in increased plasticity, compressibility and moisture content
Moderately strong sandstones
and decreased strength. Geotechnical propertiesgiven
are
in
Tables
16
and
17
(
~
p
.
8
2
~
8
3
)
.
The sandstonesof the Coal Measures are moderately
well
jointed, weak to moderately strong,well-graded and mi- MAP 5 ENGINEERING GEOLOGY OF THE
caceous; siltstone, mudstone and coal partings are
also SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS (Figure 21)
present. The depth and
intensity of weathering is variable
The groups of superficial deposits and their geological
but may extend down joints and faults to about 7below
m
equivalents are shown in the map margin and in Table 4.
rockhead; zones of moderately to highly weathered rock
have been recorded40 m below the ground surface. Sum- Detailed descriptions of the engineering geology of the
mary geotechnical propertiesare given in Tables 9 and10 groups aregiven in pp.84 - 96.
(PP.7O771).
Made Ground
Made ground (Map 3;
Fig. 21) is a superficial deposit, and
Friable sandstones and densesands
mention of its engineering characteristics is appropriate
here. Thematerials of landfill sites are variable in compoSherwood Sandstone Group
sition, thickness and geotechnical properties, and
must be
investigatedpriortodevelopment.Theyrangefrom
The Sherwood Sandstones are brick-red to orange brown,
weakly cemented, cross-bedded, fine to medium grained chemical, mining and quarrywaste and domestic refuse to
bulk fill derived from the bedrock formations (p.17). A
sandstones with some thin layers of red mudstone. Algeotechnical assessment cannot be made bethough moderately strong at depth, they are weathered meaningful
to
a weak friable sandstone or loose to very dense sand to cause of the variability of the materials.
depths of up to 12 m below rockhead. The small amount
of geotechnical data available is summarised in Table 11 Peat
Peat is not widespread, and no geotechnical data
were
(P.73)obtained. It comprises dark brown to black, fibrous or
amorphous, soft organicdebrisand very soft tofirm,
Basal Permian Sand
organic clays. Geotechnically, peat is extremely plastic
At outcrop theBasal Permian Sandconsists of up to 3 m and highly compressibile, with very low shear strengths.
Excavations are very unstable andprone to severe
groundof buff to yellow,generallyuncemented,moderately
water problems (p.85).
weak, soft friable sandstone and dense, medium to fine
uniform sand. Theavailable geotechnical data (Table 12,
Normally consolidatedllooseheterogeneous deposits
p.74) are insufficient for ameaningful assessment.
Head
Mudrocks
The composition of head (p.85) depends on that
of its
The mudrocks of the Coal Measures and Permian
forma- parent material. It is a soft to firm sandy, silty clay with
stones overmuch of the study area, but head derived from
tions range from weak rock to strong, overconsolidated
sandstones and sand and gravel deposits
is predominantly
soil.

Limestones
The limestones and dolomites of the Brotherton (Upper
Magnesian Limestone) and the Cadeby (Lower Magnesian Limestone) formations consist of the following rock
types:
Upper Magnesian Limestone: palegrey and buff, weakto
moderatelystrong, thinly
bedded, dolomitic limestones with thin mudstone
layers
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Table 4 Engineering groups - superficial deposits
Geological deposit

Engineering geology group
Made Ground

Made Ground

Peat

Peat

~~

~~~

Normally consolidated/loose
heterogeneous deposits

Head
Alluvium

Overconsolidated heterogeneous deposits

Till (Boulder Clay)

Pseudo-overconsolidated/medium dense
layered and laminated deposits

Glaciolacustrine sand
Glaciolacustrine silt and clay
Older river gravels
(not exposed)

Non cohesive sand and gravel deposits

Terrace deposits
Littoral sand and gravel
Glacial sand and gravel
Glaciofluvial sand and gravel

Landslip

1 Landslip

clays filling buried channels on
sandy. Head forms a generally ubiquitous cover on the included are the laminated
Coal Measures and Permian rocks,
usually as a thin veneer the Kellingley-Snaith Ridge (p.58). The 25-Foot Drift is a
at complex of silts, sands and clays, considered for the purless than 1 m thick, but greater thicknesses accumulate
the footof slopes and in hollows. Thicknesses ranging up poses of thisstudy as asingle,engineering geological
to 6m are recorded in site investigations, but the distinc- group. The deposits rest on Older River Gravels (p.58),
have similar engineering properties
tion between head and weatheredin situ bedrock is diffi- which are expected to
to the gravels described below. Summary geotechnical
cult,andthetruemaximumfigure
islikelytobe
considerably less. The mapped occurrences are generally data aregiven in Table 23.
over one metre
thick, but head should be assumed to occur
Non-cohesivesand and graveldeposits
of variable thickness.
on slopes elsewhere as a thin veneer
Summary geotechnical properties are given in Tables 18 Virtually no geotechnical data has been collected forthis
group, but in general terms, they are medium dense to
and 19 (pp.86,87).
dense, generallywell-sorted,water-bearingsandsand
Alluvium
gravels of low compressibility and high rates of consolidaAlluvium is a heterogeneous depositconsisting of soft to tion settlement.
firm, silty clays and clayey silts, very soft to soft organic
clays and peat, and loose to medium dense sands, with Landslip
layers, lenses and pocketsof sand and silt. Because
of the The minor occurrences of landslip in the study area are
described on p.19.
vertical and lateral variation in materials, geotechnical
properties (Table 21) will vary markedly across sites, and
MAP 6 GEOMORPHOLOGY (Figure 22)
at depth.
This map shows the physical aspects of the study area,
Overconsolidated heterogeneous deposits
including escarpments, dryvalleys, terraces and karst feaThis group covers theglacially derived boulder clay (till) tures. Six categories of terrain arerecognised, each dependent on theunderlying solid rocks and drift deposits:
deposits which occur asirregularsheetsandpatches.
Geotechnical data (Table 22) have been obtained along
(1) the exposed coalfield area
the routeof the M62 Motorway, where thetill isa grey or
(2) Permian limestone area
brown, firm to very stiff, sandy silty clay with subangular
to rounded pebbles, cobbles and boulders. The matrix is (3) Permian mudstone area
a silty clay of lowto intermediateplasticity, low compress- (4) the Kellingley-Snaith Ridge
ibility and high shear strength, but stones and sand lenses (5) Vale of York 25-Foot Drift area
cause local variations in engineering behaviour.High plas(6) the floodplain of the rivers Aire and Calder
ticity clays may be encountered locally.
(1) The exposed coalfield area in the west is one ofgenerPseudo-overconsolidated/mediumdense layered and
ally low undulating relief in which thick sandstones make
laminated deposits
small escarpments. Coal mining has resulted in much of
This groupconsists mainly of theglaciolacustrine deposits the terrain beingcovered by mining waste and urban
of the 25-Foot Drift of the Vale of York (p.27). Also
development. Opencast mining has produced substantial
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Slope steepness classes and examples
of land-use limitations (based on Small and Clarke,
1982)

Table 5

T

SLOPE STEEPNESS CLASSES
Degrees

EXAMPLES OF LAND USE LIMITATION*

Percent

Gradient

>11"

>1in5

>20%

significant engineering problemslocally for slopes
over 15"; mainly pasture; special vehicles
usually
required; for slopes 5etween11"and 15" road
building is difficult, absohte limits for most wheeled
vehicles, including tractors,are approached, and
ploughing is not generally possible without contour
terraces

3" -11"

1in 20 to
1in 5

6% - 20%

slopes over7" are the upperlimit for large sites for
industrial and housing construction; problems for
wheeled tractors and combine harvesters; on slopes
between 3" and 7" construction of housing and roads
becoming difficult; problems for large-scale
mechanised agriculture; maximum for railways and
large-scale construction

<30°

<1 in 20

<6%

poor drainage on flat
clayey ground; floodrisk
present on flat low-lying areas; slopesof 1"- 2" are,
ideally, the maximum for mainlinerailways and
major roads;soil erosion possible as slopes
approach
3"

* Stability of slopesis dependent on a numberof inter-related factorssuch as lithology, structural discontinuities,groundwater
regime, etc. Modificationof slope profilesby engineering worksmay result in local shallow slope failures
on slopes >3" if
equilibrium conditions are adversely affected and appropriate remedial measures
are not taken during site preparation and
construction.

area, reaching a height of 24m above OD. It consists of
areas of made ground and extensively remodelled the
softsandstones of theSherwoodSandstoneoverlain
topography.
mainly by sand and gravel, resulting
in light sandy soils.
(2) The Permian limestone terrain comprises the outcrop
of the Cadeby (Lower Magnesian Limestone) Formation(5) The Valeof York 25-Foot Drift area
lies in the southin the west and that of the Brotherton (Upper Magesian east. Itis almost flat, and has a surface height
of about 8m
Limestone) Formation in the east. Thebasal beds of the
(25'). Sands form slightly raised features locally, and inCadeby Formation form the most prominent escarpment terdigitate with clays and silts. The soils range from light
sandy loams to heavy clays. Waterloggingof the clays is
of the area, extending in a north-south direction, and
reaching a maximum heightof 104 m above OD at Gar- common in wet weather.
forth. To the east, the limestone terrain slopesgently to (6) The floodplain of the rivers Aire and Calderis a flat
the east into the strikevale of the Edlington Formation. belt adjacent to the rivers about 4m above normal river
The limestones of the Brotherton Formation form a
level. Alluvial silts cover much of the floodplain, and are
smaller escarpment, to the east
of which they slope gently underlain by clays, silts and sands. In mostof the ground
to the 25-Foot Drift area. Isolated from their main outeast of Ferrybridge artificial levees
now confine the floodcrops are few
a small outcropsof limestone, shown on the ing of the river. West of Ferrybridge, mining subsidence
map as outliersof limestone.
has resultedin areas of permanent standing water known
A range of features are present that result fromdissothe
as ings, much of which have been used for tipping
of
lution of the limestones and dolomites by ground and
colliery spoil.
surface water (p.18). Dry valleys occur where former
Terraces
streams have gone underground or dried up. Fissures and
joints are commonly widened and filled with unRiver deposits forming flat terrace features occur
west of
consolidated weathered material.
Swallow holes (dolines) Castleford near the confluence of the rivers Aire and
are circular depressions causedby collapse above under- Calder (p.59).
ground cavities. An area
of foundered strata around Wake
Wood [507 2061 (p.19) was caused by dissolution of the Landslips
topmost bedsof the Cadeby Formation. Foundering
of the Landslips are of minor occurrence; the five small occurof
Brotherton Formation(p. 19) has also occurred because
rences are described on p. 19.
dissolution of gypsum in the underlying Edlington Formation.
Slope steepness (Figure 23)
(3) The Permian mudstone terrain
is one of heavy redclay Slope steepness (not shown on Map 6) is an important
in the parameter in planning and development, providing a consoils. Itis mainly restricted to a narrow strike vale
south-central partof the area,with some small outliers.
straint for some land uses. There is a close relationship
such as slope stability,
(4) The Kellingley-Snaith Ridge occupies a small area in between slope steepness and factors
the design gradients of roads and railways, the use of
the south-east, and protrudes above the 25-Foot Drift
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ing but have little capacity for storage and are recharged
agricultural machinery and certain types of construction
with river water and not groundwater.
The sands and
plant, housing densityand industrial development.
gravels underlying the Vale of York area arealso waterIt is rarely possibleto assign a precise slope steepness value
bearing.
to what canor cannot be done
safely on a particular
slope.
Slopes in excess of 15" (1 in 4) may be stablein a coherent Mean annual precipitation ranges from about 650mm in
losses due
massive limestone but unstable in a weaksaturated clay. the west to less than 640mm in the east. Annual
430mm.
Most rocks and soils have a threshold of
value
slope steep- to evaporation and transpiration are about
ness beyondwhich they become unstable.For any partic- Water for public supply comes largely from outside the
ular rock or soil type this value will depend not only on district, the Pontefract area being supplied from underlithology but also on factors such as the presence or ab- ground storage reservoirs at Park Hill [4408 22051 that
sence of discontinuities, the inclination of the bedding, the receive water pumped from boreholes in the Shenvood
nature of the underlying and overlyingstrata, the degree Sandstone to the east.
of weathering, thehydrogeological conditions prevailing The Coal Measures form a multi-layered aquifer, with
andvegetationcover.Therefore,thethresholdslope
groundwater contained in the sandstones. Flowof water
steepness value for stability need not be the same for all can occur between
the sandstones,mainly along faults
and
slopes of the same lithology and
will vary accordingto the
in mine workings. The main sandstone aquifers are the
inter-relationship of all the controlling factors. However, Thornhill Rock and the Glass Houghton Rock; the Haigh
given similar slope conditions, similar lithologies
will tend Moor Rock, Woolley Edge Rock, Ackton Rock and
to have consistent threshold slope values, but these may Ackworth Rock, are
locally hydrogeologically important.
change with time as weathering
of the slope progresses.
Their outcrops areshown on this map, theincrops of the
Slope steepness has a variable rather than absolute value,
Thornhill Rock and Glass Houghton Rock (areas where
which will alter with changes in the factors controlling they occur directly belowand arein hydraulic continuity
slope equilibrium. These changes can be broughtbyabout
with the Permian rocks) on Map 13 (Fig. 32).
natural processes or by modification of the slopeby engi- The sandstones are
generally sufficientlywell cemented to
neering works. The controlling factors and the effect of be impermeable, and groundwater is contained in, and
changes on them are site-specific. Figure 23 gives only a flows through, joints and faults.
general indication of slope values. Design judgementsor
slope stability assessment should be on
based
site measure- In the vicinity of working coal mines groundwater levels
are commonly depressed by mine dewatering, although
ments.
when pumping is stoppedthe workings become flooded,
Figure 23 was derived fromthe spacing of 5m contours on forming a local reservoir.
In thestudy area thedischarges
the 1:25 000 scale Ordnance Survey topographic maps.
from Prince of Wales [451 2281 and Kellingley [526 2371
The values of slope steepness chosen as class boundaries collieries appear tohave a negligible effect
on groundwaare generally considered as bounding values
for develop- ter levels in the overlying aquifers.
ment, construction and other land uses. For example, a
Shallow groundwater in the Coal Measures is usually of
slope of 1 in 5 (11")is often considered as a planning
fair
boundary for urban (constructional) and large-scale indus-quality but water from below about loom, including
is rarely potable, mainly
trial site development.The slope classificationadopted in that in most mine workings,
because
of
high
concentrations
of dissolved iron comthis studyand itssignificance for land use
are presentedin
pounds.
Table 5.
is a fissure-type aquifer,
the matrix
Natural slope instability poses
no significant problems to The Cadeby Formation
of
the
rock
being
generally
impermeable,
with
groundwaplanning and development in the study area,but modifiter
contained
in
and
flowing
through
fissures,
including
cation by engineering works which adversely alters the
are generally
conditions controlling slope equilibrium
may trigger mass caverns, and faults. Natural rest water levels
about 5 to 15m above Ordnance Datum butlower in the
movementslocally,forexampleinexcavationsand
cuttings.Suchfailures are mostlikely to occur in the river valleys. Fluctuations in natural groundwater levels
superficial depositsand in the highly weathered materials are unlikely to exceed 5m. Levels are depressed close to
which mantle slopes in the Coal Measures and Permian continuously pumping wells;at Ferrybridge [470 2601 for
mudrocks, particularly on the steeperslopes such as the example, the level is 2 to 3m above OD. On cessation of
pumping recoveryto natural levelsis usually rapid.Water
ones below the base of the Cadeby Formation.
from the formation is hard and with a variable sulphate
MAP 7 HYDROGEOLOGY (Figure 24)
content thatis greatest in boreholes more than60m deep.
This map shows the outcrops of the aquifersof the study The Edlington Formation is an aquiclude between the
area, the Shenvood Sandstone, Brotherton (Upper
Mag- Cadeby and Brotherton formations although faults and
nesian Limestone) Formation, Cadeby (Lower Magnesian
evaporite dissolution cavities may provide a high degree
Limestone) Formation and the main sandstones
of the of hydraulic continuity. The evaporites
give rise to arelaCoal Measures. The map
shows approximate depths to the
tively high sulphate content
in groundwater in the adjacent
Cadeby Formation, the area's principal aquifer, and the limestones.
location of wells licensed to abstract groundwater. Appen- The Brotherton Formation is similar to the Cadeby in
dix 3 (pp.00-00) gives a detailed account
of the hydrogeo- hydrogeology and groundwater quality, butis used much
logy of the area, thefollowing notes provide a summary. less for groundwater supply. Total hardness and sulphate
For clarity superficial deposits
are notshown on this map. concentration appearto be slightly loweron theevidence
In the Aire and Calder
valleys the gravels are water-bear- of the few analyses available.
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where appropriate, closure is listed in the map margin.
Thirteen seams are mined, the approximatedistribution
of working in each being illustrated in the map margin
(Fig. 27).
Notification of coal abandonment plans became compulsory in 1872. The older plans are ata scale of 2 chains to
one inch, andmany of them show only an outline of the
workings. Modern plans are at the1:2500 scale and show
the workings, faults, seam levels and thicknesses, shafts
MAP 8 SHALLOW COAL MINING (Figure
25)
and other information.
Shallow mining is defined arbitrarily as mining with less There areseveral hundred plans coveringthe study area,
than 30m of rock cover. This thickness
is selected because held at the Mines Record Office, British Coal Manvers
it is considered generally to besufficient to accommodate Training Centre, West Yorkshire. All were photographed
the collapse of pillar and stall mineworkings in coal seams and reduced to 1:10 000 scale aspart of the study.
of average thickness. Where there is more than 30m of
rock coverthe effects of collapse are unlikely to reach the MAP 10 MINERAL RESOURCES AND WORKINGS
surface as crown holes.
SOLID ROCKS (Figure 28)
This map shows areas of shallow coal mining, opencast This map shows the distribution of the solid rocks which
coal extraction and the location of shafts, bell pits and constitute a mineral resource, either asspecific
a
mineral
adits. Also shown are shafts in the exposed coalfield sunk or bulk resource. Coal, the principal mineral resource,
to depths greater than 30m. Most of the information is underlies the entirestudy area, and thereforeis not sepaderived from British Coal
data and BGS
archives, supple- rately shown.
mented by the data from the
recent survey. Field evidence Coal The coal at depth could only be worked by underof shallow workings is listed in the map margin. Three ground mining. However, coal at outcropor undera thin
areas are delineated on the map:
cover of drift or Permian stratamay be worked in opencast
(1) where coal workings are known or inferred to beless pits.Extensiveundergroundandsurfaceworkinghas
than 30m below rockhead, including a 100m-wide zone taken place in the past. Even so resources may remain
around known workings, shafts andbell pits
where only part of the mineral was extracted. The distri(2) where workable coal occurs at less than 30m below bution of the coals at outcropin the west is shown on Map
1 (Fig. 14), their distributionat incrop below the Permian
rockhead but there are no
known workings
in the east on Map 13 (Fig. 32), and their workings on
(3) where coal has been opencast mined in one or more
Maps 8 and 9(Figs. 25,26). Theprincipal coal seamsare
seams
discussed in Appendix 1 (pp.53-55).
There is little information about the depth
of shallow mine
Details,of the other
resources (moulding sand, limestone
workings in the district and no plans exist. The general
and
dolomite,
brickclay
and fireclay, sandstone, gypsum
geological framework was used to determine where workand
anhydrite)
are
given
on pp.9-10. Former and current
able seams occur at
less than about30m below rockhead.
workings are listed in the map margin and summarised
Shafts and bellpits (vertical) and adits (inclined) are openbelow.
ings mainly constructed for access to workings in coal.
Shafts were also constructed along the line of drainage Mouldingsand The BasalPermianSandoutcropand
workings are shown in detail on Maps 12a and b, and
tunnels (soughs) for ventilation and access.
described on pp.11,17 and 47. The Sherwood Sandstone
The location of all known shafts and bell pits is given on is currently dug on asmall scale in a small pit [5412 24381
the map. There may be others that have not yet been on Lunn Hill.
detected. Some of the locations were recorded duringthe
is mainly
recent survey butmost have been transferred from
British Limestone and dolomiteThe Cadeby Formation
dolomite,
the
Brotherton
Formation
mainly
limestone.
Coal plans. The British Coal shaft register, held at the
British Coal North YorkshireArea office Surveyors’ De- The latter has beenextensively quarried, the former toa
partment, includes data originating from earlier
geological much lesser extent. The Cadeby Formation was dug for
surveys, someof which have not been validated and couldlime and local building use in the past, today it is being
be subjectto an error up to tens
of metres. Aclose cluster quarried at Peckfield Quarry, Micklefield for aggregate
of shafts may in some cases bedue to inaccurate
sitings of (Plate 5). The Brotherton Formation is currently being
a single shaft. Other shafts,particularly those in built up quarried at Fox Quarry, Darrington Quarries andSpring
Lodge Quarry. Formerly a building stone and source of
areas, have been located and capped. It is essential that
the British Coal shaft register
is consulted for any specific agricultural lime,it is today mainly crushed for aggwgate,
with some used for cement manufacture. The formation
is
site.
virtually worked out at outcropbetween the M62 MotorMAP 9 DEEP COAL MINING (Figure 26)
way and the southern boundaryof the study area. There
This map shows the area known from mine plans to be are also extensive quarries in the Brotherton and
with remainingreserves
undermined in one or moreseams at depths greater than Knottingleyareas(Plate6),
largely
sterilised
by
building
or
covered
by drift.
30m. It is a collation of data held by British Coal. Mining
has taken place
in twelve principal collieries,the locations Brickclay and fireclay The mudstones of the Coal Meaof which are shown on the map;
their date of sinking and, sures have been exploitedin the past for the manufacture

The Sherwood Sandstone is one of the major aquifers in
the United Kingdom. It occupies only asmall part of the
study area, in the south-east. Water
flow is mainly through
fissures and thereis significant intergranular storage. Rest
water levels are generally about 10m above OD, falling to
near OD in the east, possibly in response to pumping
beyond the district.
Groundwater contaminationis discussed on p.18.
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Area of known and inferred coal workings
at less than 30m below rockhead, including a
100m wide zone around known workings, pits and shafts
Area with workablecoal at less than 30m
below rockhead, but with no evidence
of working
Area of opencast coal extraction

W indicates currently workingsite
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Figure 25 Shallow coal mining and opencast coal extraction
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Figure 26 Deep coal mining
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Figure 27 Coal mining in individual seams
of bricks and tiles. The known brickpits are listed in the
map margin. The mudstone seatearthsof the Coal Measures may be used in the manufactureof pottery, ceramics
and as a refractory material, but
there are no current
workings.
The seatearth beneath the Swinton Pottery Coal had a
good reputation as a pottery clay (Edwards et al. 1940).
An infilled pit at this level at Whitwood [412 2471 may
have been dugfor this material.
SandstoneThe sandstonesof the Coal Measures
have been
quarried on a small scalefor building stone and grinding
stone and, where relatively poorly cemented, for poor
quality coarse aggregate. The former pits and quarries,
together with the name of the sandstone exploited, are
listed in the mapmargin.
Gypsum and anhydriteGypsum occurs asveins and nodules in the Edlington and Roxby formations. It has been
dug in the past to a small extent for plaster.
Anhydrite occurs at depth in the Edlington and Roxby
formations. Only the Upper (Sherburn Anhydrite),with
a thickness of 4 to 6m,is of economic significance, and is
currently being minedat Sherburn-in-Elmetto the east
of
the study area.

Clay
Clay has been dug for brick making at three sites near
Knottingley, two [5222 2320;5445 22951 in glaciolacustrine silt and clay, and one [5067 24301 in river alluvium.
Similar deposits are widespread in the east of the study
area but are unlikely to beexploited in the future.
Sand andGravel
The study area is divided into five blocks inwhich potential
sand and gravel resources occur in different geological
situations. The following account is based on field observations and the BGS borehole database. The resource
potential was not specifically investigated during the the
present study and consequently the comments only
are of
a generalised nature. The only active sand and gravel pit
is at Dunford House[414 2641, operated by Redland Aggregates.
Block A

This block, comprising terrace deposits in the Aire and
Calder valleys, contains the most important gravel resource in the study area. The sand andgravel deposits at
Methley Mires [41 271 are 5mthick on average, reaching
a maximum of 14m (Giles, 1987). They are mainly at the
MAP 11 MINERAL RESOURCESAND WORKINGS surface, but pass beneath
a thin overburden
of alluvium in
SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS (Figure
29)
the Dunford House pit. About
90% of the gravels consist
This map shows the distribution of surface mineral work- of Carboniferous sandstone pebbles, the remainder being
with a few volcanic and igneous
ings in superficial deposits andthe areas with a potential of ironstone, quartz, coal,
rocks.
resource. Minestone resources are shown on Map 3 (p.
17).
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Deposits at Allerton Bywater [426 2781 are generally less
than 4m thick and mostly sterilized by urban and colliery
development. In Kippax Beck to the north-west
[410 2951
the sand and gravel deposits are thin and clayey and the
dominant gravel component is ironstone derived locally
from the Coal Measures.

Castleford - Pontefract
The large volumes of colliery spoil, referred to in trade
circles as minestone, present easily
an accessible resource.
It is currently being used in the construction of lagoon
embankments at the Gale Common ash
disposal site, and
is also suitable forconstruction of embankments and for
brick making. The older spoil tips may contain commercially recoverable amounts of small coal.

Block B
Maps 12a andb BASAL PERMIAN SAND (Figures 30
A small amount of sand and gravel has been extracted
from three small pits to thenorth of Burton Salmon [490 and 31)
The Basal Permian Sandis generally 2 to 3m thick, lying
2731, but there are nodeposits of economic significance.
The extensive tract of sand and gravel at Byram has beenbetween the Coal Measures and the Cadeby Formation.
worked for gravel in three small pits at Sutton [497 2541 consists of virtually pure quartzsand with a small amount
in the
and for sand at Husseydale [491 2561. South of Byram of iron impurities and has been mined and quarried
past
for
glassmaking
and
moulding
sand
used
in
iron
3.7m of sand and gravel were worked in a pit now filled
founding
(see
Plates
3
and
4).
with domestic refuse. The gravel contains many dolomite
1 : l O 000 scale, showthe outcropof the
and coal fragments;clay and silt interbeds havealso been These maps, at the
recorded (Edwards, in manuscript). .
Basal Permian Sand, the height of its base above Ordnance Datum, andinformation about themining and quarAn area of about 8 hectares north of Ferrybridge Power
Station is worked out and thereis no potential for future rying.
The following areas are delineated on the maps:
extraction.
In the Knottingley area sand andgravel depositsare gen- (1) areas of documented sandmining from mine plans
erally less than 3m thick, much of them eitherremoved by (2) areas of sand mining based on the evidence of undoclimestone quarrying or sterilized by urban development. umented workings, surface subsidence and borehole
data
They are variable in lithology,rangingfrom silty and
(3)
areas
of
possible
sand
mining
defined
up
to
about
100m
clayey sand containing scattered quartzose sandstone pebfrom knownworkings
bles and cobblesclose to themargin of the deposit to beds
700m
ofidensely packed limestone pebbles and cobbles
with (4) area of possible sand mining defined up to about
from theBasal Permian Sand outcrop,
approximately the
interbeds of relatively clean sand and limestone-dominated gravel. A maximum of about 4m is present in the farthest extentof known workings at Wheldale Sand Mine
(Locality 16,Map 12a).
disused Darrington limestone quarries[5145 20841.
Mining
information is derived fromthe following sources:
Block C
Sand and gravelin this block occurs beneath an overbur- (1) mine .plans held in the BGS National Geosciences
den of alluvium ranging fromless than 2m around Methley Database
the
Mires [414 2641 to 4m atFerrybridge [484 2481. The (2) the field maps and notebooks dating from geological surveys in the 1860’sand 1930’s; much of the data from
gravel is up to9m thick at Ferrybridge, its base being about
these was published on the1:10 560 scale geological maps.
2m below OD.
East of Ferrybridge ditch sections[5041 24131 reveal sand (3) the geological survey carried out for this study, in
deposits beneath 2m of alluvium, but their thickness
is not which exposures, crown holes and other subsidence features were recorded andnew data on undermined areas,
known.
including the condition of some of the workings, were
Block D
collected.
The deposits consist mainly of fine to coarsegrained sand (4) borehole records,including those forseveral siteinveswhich passes laterally into silts and clays. They are gener- tigations that have provedvoids at depth,indicating sand
ally about 5m thick, but the proportion
of sand is variable.
mining in areas hitherto unsuspected; the borehole rebase
Gravels underlie much of the sands andclays, are gener- cords werealso used to construct the contours on the
ally about 4m thick, and have a base
level mainly between of the sand.
l m below O D and 2m above. Channels and dissolution
(5) early editions of Ordnance Survey maps, particularly
subsidence hollows result in locally thicker deposits, the at the1:2500 scale, which show the sites of former pits and
maximum recorded being 10m.
quarries.
The history of sand mining, methods of working and the
Block E
The deposits, lying on the Kellingley-Snaith ridge, are subsidence problems caused by collapse of the former
clean sands and gravels, and have been much worked in workings are discussed on pp.11and 17.
the past. A limited study of pebbles from 4 to
32mm MAP 13 DISTRIBUTION OF THE COAL MEASURES
diameter found 87% to be of Carboniferous sandstone,
AT THE SUB-PERMIAN SURFACE (Figure 32)
quartzose sandstone, grit and ganister, 8% vein quartz,
This map shows the conjectured distribution of the rocks
3% metaquartzite and
volcanic rock, 1.8% Coal Measures
of the Coal Measures atsub-surface
the
below the Permian
ironstone, and 0.2% chert (or ?flint). Amaximum of 6m
rocks
(the
Coal
Measures
‘incrop’).
It is constructed
were formerly worked onLunn Hill [5388 24181.
mainly from deep borehole data, andits accuracy therefore reflects the accuracy of these data-, and the the
spacing
Minestone (See Map 3)
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of the boreholes.With new boreholes, andwith the availability of recent andnew seismic data, theaccuracy of the
map will be improved.
in the west
The distribution of the exposed Coal Measures
of the area is shown on Map 1 (Bedrock Geology). Towards the east they are concealed beneath a cover
of
youngerrocks of Permian and Triassic age. The map
portrays what would be exposed if the cover of Permian
A lengthy periodof time
and Triassic rocks were removed.
elapsed following the deposition of the Coal Measures
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during which they were uplifted anderoded. By the time
the Permianrocks werelaid down the surface of the Coal
Measures was eroded toa gently inclined surface thatwas
generally of low relief. The hiatus betweenthe Coal Measures and the Permian
rocks is an unconformity.
The generalised vertical sectionin the mapmargin shows
the strata that crop out onsub-Permian
the
surface. They
range from beds
below the Blocking Coal to the Pontefract
Rock.
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GEOLOGY

The following is a general account of the geology of the
study area. It is based onthe openfile technical reports for
10 000 sheets listed on p.00,to which the
the constituent 1:
reader is referred forlocal geological details.
SOLID ROCKS
Carboniferous rocks underlie the study area. Coal Measures of early tomid- Westphalian (Langsettian toBolsovian) age crop out in the west, and lie concealed beneath
Permo-Triassic rocks in the east (Fig. 14). Boreholes and
shafts in the concealed coalfield have provedthe sequence
down to a level below the Better Bed Coal. Theearliest
Westphalianrocks,and
the underlyingNamurianand
Dinantian rocks remain unproved by boreholes, but are
inferred to be present fromgeophysical studies.

lished in Geological Survey memoirs (Green et al, 1878;
Edwards et al, 1940). Over 100 exploratoryboreholes
have been drilled in the area since 1945, almost all in the
concealedcoalfield,anda
new collierydevelopedat
Kellingley. Most of the boreholes post-date the third edition of the Survey's memoir of the concealed coalfield of
Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire (Edwards, 1951) and records of only a few of them have been published priorto
the present study.
Full details of surface boreholes greater than
300m drilled
since 1975, and the results of shallow seismic surveys
carried out by British Coal remain confidential. All the
borehole logs are held in the BGS National Geosciences
Data Centre anddetails of the coal workings are held by
British Coal, North Yorkshire Area , Allerton Bywater,
West Yorkshire. Petrological and palaeontological
specimens collected at exposures and from boreholesare held
by BGS.

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY
The Coal Measures werelaid down in the Pennine Basin
which covered much of of Northern England, the Midlands and North Wales, extending from
the Southern Up- Lithology and sedimentation
lands in the north to the Wales-Brabant Massifin the
south. They were formed mainly in an upper delta plain The depositswere laid down in distributarychannels,
setting (Guion and Fielding,1988) where a rangeof lacus- interdistributary areas and fresh water mires. The accumulation of sediment progressed moreor less in equilibrium
trine and fluvial deposits and fresh water peats accumuwith
basin subsidence, resultingin predominantly shallow,
lated. At periodic intervals eustatically induced marine
fresh
water terrestrial facies. Subsidence was relatively
transgressions introduced lower delta plain to brackish
shallow marine conditions. In one instance, during the uniform across the study area and thereis no great variation in thickness of the sequence. Thesediments are comAegiranumtransgression,pro-deltamarineconditions
may have briefly prevailed, on the evidence of the pres- monlyarrangedincoarseningupwardslacustrine
ence of the eponymous goniatite,
Donetzoceras aegiranum rhythms, mudstone passing up into siltstone. Palaeosols
(seatearths) truncate the rhythms, and are generally over(Schmidt).
lain by coal. Channel,levee and crevasse splay facies occur
At the end of the Carboniferous, during the
Variscan
throughout. Sandstones are the
main channel deposit, and
Orogeny, basin inversion resulted in the Coal Measures generally have a fining-upwards motif. Fluvial scouring
being uplifted, gently folded and cut by a suite of mainly prior to sand deposition
in the larger distributary channels
north-east trending faults. The folds are broad and open locally removed peat to give the washouts in coals. Mudwith dips on thelimbs generally less than 3". Following this filled and coal-filled channels also occur, indicating abanperiod of deformation therewas a long periodof erosion donment of thechannels.Leveeandcrevasse
splay
that reduced the landscape to a gently rolling peneplain
sandstones arefiner grained and thinner than
the channel
before sediment deposition began in the mid to late Per- ones.
mian.
The rocks are predominantly grey and greyish brown,
The Permianrocks werethe deposits of the Zechstein Sea,
which extended to Holland and Germany. The study areaexcept in the topmostbeds below the sub-Permian unconformity, where they were subjected to tropical weatherlay close to the western margin of the sea. The rocks
is
belong to two main transgressive-regressive cycles, with ing, oxidised andreddened.Theweatheringzone
generally
only
a
few
metres
deep,
but
reddened
beds
are
deposition of shallowmarine carbonate rocksduring
recorded locally down to depthsof over 20m.
transgressions and supratidal evaporitic mudstones during
rocksgradationalbetween
regressions. The succeedingfluvial sandstonesof the Sher- Mudstones,siltstonesand
wood Sandstone Group were deposited in increasingly them are the most common lithologies. The mudstones,
arid conditions and, from thelimited evidence within the described in early records as bind, blue bind, metal, blaes
black to grey and commonly contain non-madistrict, appear to be the deposits of large river channel or drub, are
rinelamellibranchs('mussels').Theyweredeposited
systems.
in theinterGentle north-easterly tilting during the Tertiary was ac- mainly in quietwaterlakesandlagoons
companied by reactivation of some of the faults of the Coal distributary areas.At thepresent day surface they weather
Measures, their throwsin the Permo-Triassic rocks being to a sticky orange-brown and pale grey clay, the fossils
being leached out. The typical depth of weathering is of
much reduced.
the orderof 3m but there can be oxidation down joints to
at least 8m. Nodules, layers and lenses of siderite (clay
CARBONIFEROUS
ironstone) up to 0.5m thick are common. Locally, they
Coal Measures (Westphalian age)
occur in sufficient amounts to have been worked as iron
The stratigraphy of the CoalMeasures was established by ore in the past, but there are no records of such working
the early surveys in the exposed coalfield and details pub- in this area.
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Dark grey to black mudstones containing marine fossils The Top Beeston Coal is the most widely worked in the
occur at tenhorizons in the proved sequence. They
usually district. Itis up to2.6m thick and generally consists of two
overlie coals or seatearth, are generally only a few cen- or three leaves, the top being the most persistent and
widely mined. Southof Pontefract the seamis less than l m
timetres thick, and grade up into paler grey mudstones
thick, the bottom leaf poor, thin or absent.
with a non-marine fauna. They
were not usually recorded
during early colliery shaft sinkings, their regional signifi- The Low‘Estheria’Band,
30 to 40m abovetheTop
cancenotrealised,but
are now identifiedacross the Beeston, is a widespread marker bed of dark grey mudcoalfields of Britain and Europe, andcan be identified in stones containingEuestheria sp.
borehole geophysical logs by their high gamma response.
The Blocking Coal crops out in the Garforth area,where
Siltstones, known to the early miners as stone bind, slaty it was named the Barcelona Coal and worked along the
stone and fakey blaes, are
mainly medium grey. Plant
crop and at shallow depth [4079 34861. It is up to 2. l l m
remains are thecommonest fossil, but burrows andother south of Pontefract, but generally
of poor quality,consisttrace fossils also occur. Ripple lamination,small-scale cut ing of two or moreleaves with dirt partings.
and fill structures and soft sediment deformation strucIn the Garforth area themeasures between the Blocking
tures are common, andindicate a variety of depositional
environments, includinglagoons,crevassesplays
and andSilkstone coals are dominated by the SlackBank
Rock, which forms a strong escarpment [4024 34521. At
small river channels.
depththesandstone
thinssouthwardsandeastwards,
Sandstones, called galliard or rock by miners, are mostly interfingering with measures containing the Middleton
fine to medium grained, but locally coarse and conglom- Eleven Yards and Wheatley Lime coals. The Middleton
eratic. They are grey where fresh, and weather to pale
Eleven Yards Coalis mainly thin with two or more leaves
brown. Their bases commonly cut down through the un- of inferior quality, reaching a maximum thickness of 2m
derlying strata, including coal. The conglomerates are the west of Allerton Bywater. The Wheatley Lime Coal,up to
deposits of the bases of river channels and contain angular 1.2m of inferior and thin coal, joins the Silkstone Coal at
to partly rounded fragments
of other Coal Measures lithol- Glass Houghton and Ackton and thins east
of Pontefract.
ogies. The sandstones consist mainly of subangular to It improves further to the east,
and has a clean top leaf of
subrounded quartz,with small amounts of mica and feld- 0.5m at Kellington.
spar. Flat parallel bedding and planar, trough and tangential crossbedding arepresent,as well as small-scale The Silkstone Coal, the Thorncliffe Coal of south Yorkparallelandripplelamination.
The thicknesses of the shire andthe Middleton Main Coal of the Leeds area, has
sandstones range up to tens
of metres, the thickestgiving beenworked close to its outcrop near Garforth [4125
34031 and extensively mined throughout the district. It
rise to bold escarpments.
deteriorates north-east of Brotherton and there is a well
Seatearths, formerly known in mining circles as clunch or defined major split from near Kippax to Ackton and eastspavin, are palaeosols containing rootlets, and are most wards through Fryston Colliery. In the south-west up to
commonly leached mudstones and siltstones, but sand3m of mudstones occur between a worked
out topleaf and
stone seatearths also occur. The primary fabric of the a dirty, inferior bottom one. In the east the seam is about
sediment was largely destroyed by pedogenic and biogenic 1.10m, thickening eastwards.
processes, at least in the upper part of the soil profiles.
Seatearths generally occur below coals but may be later- M e a s u r e sb e t w e e nt h eS i l k s t o n eC o a la n dt h e
Vanderbeckei Marine Band crop out in the Garforth ally more extensive. Mudstone seatearths with refractory
First
properties areknown as fireclay and have been worked forKippax area wherethey include the Middleton Little,
Brown Metal, Flockton Thin and Flockton Thick coals.
the manufacture of firebricks in the past.
The precise correlation of the coals is difficult because
Coal seamsare peats indurated and
compacted by burial.
some areimpersistent and otherssplit and rejoin.
They are laterally extensive, but vary in thickness and
composition, and may occur as asingle seam or as leaves The outcrop of the Middleton Little Coal in Garforth is
separated by dirt (coaly mudstone) partings. In this area marked by a line of small spoil heaps from former crop
coals are rarely more than 1.5m thick, and all are bitumi- workings west of Croft Lodge Farm [4124 33871. In the
Allerton Bywater and Garforth areasMiddleton
the
Little
nous.
and Second and Third Brown Metal coals are united in
Tonsteins, thin but laterally persistent ash fall tuff beds, places, the combined seam being up to 3.5m thick but
are uncommon in Yorkshire but areuseful markers. Two containing fourleaves and ahigh proportion of dirt. Elseare recordedin this area, in the Second Brown Metal and where at depth the Middleton Little consists of two thin
the Sharlston Muck coals.
seams separated by up to 7m of mudstone and known as
Stratigraphy
The following account is a general descriptionof the Coal
Measures in the study area. Figure 15 is a graphicvertical
section, Figure33 gives selected borehole sections.
Lower Coal Measures
The lowest proved coals, the Better Bed, Black Bed and
Crow Coal are less than 0.6m thick and of no economic
importance, although the
Black Bed was worked in a small
area at Peckfield.

the Parkgate Coal in the east.
The First Brown Metal Coaland Flockton Thin Coalwere
formerly mined close to the outcropin the Garforth area
where they wereknown as the Firthfield coals. They probeast of the studyarea, and are
ably merge in the south and
known as the Fenton. The Second Brown Metal is reported
to contain a tonsteinat Allerton Bywater Colliery (Giles,
1987). The Flockton Thin Coal, also known as the Doggy
Coal, was mined to a small extent northof4llerton Bywater, but elsewhere it is thin and impersistent.
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1.2m. Up to7 thin leaves of coal lie in the 4.5m of strata
below the main coal.
The Kent’sThick Coal, opencastedwiththeWarren
House Coal south of Great Preston, is variable and has
not
been mined. It splits south-eastwards into two seams
Middle Coal Measures
up to 13m apart in the Brotherton area and7 to 9m apart
Between 520 and 580m of MiddleCoalMeasures are south of Kellingley. The Kent’s Thin Coalis impersistent,
present. The Vanderbeckei Marine Band is a dark grey comprising a single leaf up to 0.8m in the north and two
silty mudstonecontaining Lingulamytilloides and fish inferior seams separatedby up to4m of measures southof
remains. It is less than O.lm thick in the south-east, less Pontefract.
than l m in the centre of the area, andremains unproved The Stanley Main Coalis worked out in the west, whereit
provedatoutcropinGarforthandatdepthinthe
is a single seam with thin dirt partings.It splits to theeast
Featherstone area.
of a lineroughly between Whitwood and Glass
Houghton,
The Thornhill Rock dominates the sequence between the the intervening measures reaching7m south of Pontefract
Vanderbeckei Marine Band and the Haigh Moor Coal
in and 12m near Kellington in the east [550 2501. The topcoal
the north and west. It crops out south of Garforth and is is of workable quality and up to 1.27m
thick south of
thickest (38m) around Ledston, where it washes out the Pontefract , but splits to the east and north. lower
The leaf
Lidget Coaland, locally, the Vanderbeckei Marine Band. is best developed in the east where it consists of 0.7m of
The Lidget Coalis generally poor except
in two small areas bright coal overlain by a thin cannel.
in the south-west and centreof the study area whereit has The measures between the Stanley Main Coal and the
Aegiranum Marine Band thin north-eastwards, from
been mined. It deteriorates further
in the south-east two
to
158m at Snydale to 125m around Burton Salmon, due
leaves that in total give 0.3 to0.5m of clean coal.
mainly to the presence of the Woolley Edge Rock in the
The Haigh Moor Coal was formerly worked at shallow
south-west. This sandstoneconsists of channel sandstones
depth atKippax. It splits southwards, the two leaves 12.2m
with some siltstone and mudstone interbeds.
It is up to38m
apart in the south-eastof the area. The upper leaf, the Top
thick,
being
thickest
in
an
east-west
trending
area between
Haigh Moor Coal, is the main seam, and has been extenSnydale
and
north
of
Knottingley,
decreasing
to 13msouth
sively worked. However, it thins and is of poor quality in
of Pontefract and eastof Cridling Stubbs.
the east, and is affected by north-east trending washouts
The Winter (Abdy), Two Foot (Cat) and Meltonfield
around Castleford and east
of FrystonandGlass
(Wakefield Muck) coals are generally less than l m thick.
Houghton.
Only the Winterhas been mined,in a small area between
The Haigh Moor Rock crops out at Kippax where it was CastlefordandSnydale,where
it is up to 1.14m. The
formerly quarried. Ithas a maximum thickness of 37m in Maltby (Two Foot) Marine Band in the roof of the Two
the south-west, thinning eastwards and fingering out be- Foot Coal is absent, washed out by the Woolley Edge
tween siltstone beds east of Knottingley. The Horbury Rock, east of Kellingley. The Meltonfield Coal has been
Rock is thickestbetweenGlassHoughton
(34m) and opencasted at Newton Lane [435 2821 where two leaves
Fryston (44m) and absent in the north and east.
are separatedby up to4m of mudstone, butis washed out
The Swallow Wood Coal, washed out by the Haigh Moor over most of the central and eastern part
of the area. The
Rock in the centre of the area, was opencasted around MantonEstheriaBand is also largely washed out, but
Kippax and Great Preston. At depth elsewhere it isof
occurs at Kellingley about 35m above the Maltby Marine
minor importance, with much inferior coal and dirt.
Band.
The Dunsil Coalwas opencasted at theSt Aidan’s site[402 The Castleford Four Foot Coal crops out north of Whit2831 where pillar and stall workings were uncovered. Itis wood and below the drift deposits of the Aire and Calder
valleys. It has been mined in a small area south of Ponwashed out by the Horbury Rock in the south-west and
tefract where it reaches 1.6m; elsewhere it is thinner and
0.9m thick with a middle dirt partingin the east.
contains dirt partings, although there is more than l m of
The BarnsleyCoal is the most important seam of the
clean coal in the vicinity of Cridling Stubbs.
Yorkshire, Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
coalfields. It
is thickest in the Doncaster area,
splitting northwards into The Swinton Pottery Coal crops out south of Castleford
[4114 2485l.It is generally less than 0.75m thick and split
the Top Softs (the Warren House Coal of the present
by
mudstone up to 5m thick in the east. The seatearth
district), the Hards (here known as the Low Barnsley
below
the coal has been quarried
for making firebricks and
Coal) and the Bottom Softs. The Low Barnsley Coal has
been worked south-east of Pontefract, where it is 1.5 to pottery [417 2551.
1.9m thick. Elsewhereit is split into several thincoals and The Haughton Marine Band and Sutton Marine Band lie
dirts, contained in 7m of beds between Darrington and
in the 30m of measures above the Swinton Pottery Coal.
Knottingley and less than l m of beds in the west.
They have not been recognised
at outcrop and are proved
The Warren House Coal crops out south of Kippax, was in only a few boreholes.
opencasted in the Owl Wood site [418 2921 and is worked The Wheatworth Coalis best south of Castleford where it
out in a large area in the south-west. It thins regionally was formerly minedat shallow depth in bell pits andpillar
eastwards, thebest coal usually lying in the top part
of the and stall workings. At outcrop it splits south of Ackton
seam. It generally consists of two main leaveswith a thin Pasture Wood [417 2361 into two leaves less than 0.7m.
dirt parting, their aggregate thickness in the east being The topleaf was exposed in a new road section at Ackton

The Flockton Thick Coal is mined extensively. Generally
in two leaves, the middle dirt parting is 0.20m south of
Pontefract and 6.4m at Kellingley,the
coals becoming inferior and thin eastwards.
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[4096 21921. At depth it consists of mostly inferior coals 21111 at Pontefract (Edwards et al,1940) and was seen in
temporary trenches [4499 2055; 455 2021 to the south.
and dirt.
The
Cambriense Marine Band is not proved, but in adjaMudstones between the Wheatworth Coal and the
cent
areas lies 40m above the Shafton Marine Band and
Aegiranum Marine Band were formerly dug for
brick
close below the Ackworth Rock (Goossens and Smith,
making in two pits, now backfilled, at Glass Houghton
1973). On this basis its conjectural outcrop south-west of
[428 246; 4365 25701. The Crow Coalis thin andimpersistent seam,with the Aegiranum Marine Band
in its roof. The Pontefract is shown on Map 1.
marine band contains a rich fauna, including goniatites,
Upper Coal Measures
(Edwards, 1932; Edwards et al,1940), mainly in calcareous nodules and layers.It was recently exposed in a road The Ackworth Rockis up to44m thick at outcrop between
the North and South Pontefract faults, thinning to the
cutting at Ackton [4096 21921, and yielded Donetzoceras
north and east. It is exposed in two small quarries [4395
aegiranurn.
2008; 4412 20451.
About 1lOm of strata lie betweenthebase
of the The PontefractRock forms the high ground on which
Aegiranum Marine Band and the base
of the Cambriense Pontefract Castle stands.It is 5 to 15m thick at outcropin
Marine Band. Coals, none of them mined, are poor and
the vicinity of Marl Pit Hill [4433 20911, where it was
sandstones make upmuch of the succession.
formerly quarried forbuilding stone, and24.3m thick in a
The Ackton Rockforms a strong feature
between Snydale borehole at Pontefract Barracks.
and Glass Houghton where
it reaches 18m. It thins at
depth north-east of Pontefract, and is represented by up Permian
to 30m of thinly interbedded sandstone and siltstone
in the Permian rocks cover about half the study area, occupying
a broad south-east trending belt from Garforth
in the
east of the study area.
north toCridling Stubbs in the south. They dip
very gently
The Houghton Thin Coaland Sharlston group of coals lie
to the north-east, unconformably overlie the Coal Meain about 60m of strata dominated by the Glass Houghton
sures, and are overlain by the Triassic Sherwood SandRock. The coals are generally less than l m thick, butin the
west are generally clean andhave been mined close to the stone Group in the extreme south-east.Figure 15 gives a
generalised sectionof the strata.
outcrop and opencasted in large areas. The Houghton
Thin Coal is a single seam in the west and split by up to Basal Permian Sand
4.5m of mudstone in the east. The SharlstonYard,
Equivalent to the Permian Yellow Sands of other areas,
Sharlston Thin, SharlstonLow and Sharlston Muck coals the Basal Permian Sandis a thin, but
distinctive formation
are washed out by the Glass Houghton Rock over much that crops out on the bold escarpment formed by the
of the area. The
Sharlston Yard Coalis generally split,the Cadeby Formation. Generally 2 to
3m thick at outcrop,it
lower leaf combining with the Houghton Thinlocally and is locally absent, but thickens eastwards; the maximum
separated from the topleaf by up to9.6m of siltstone and recorded thicknessof 13.72m is in a borehole near
Cridling
sandstone. The Sharlston Low Coal is up to 1.13m thick
Stubbs. There is, however, marked
variation in thickness,
west of Pontefract and combineswith the Sharlston Muck which may indicate undulations in the underlying Coal
aroundSnydale.Atonsteinoccurs
in aparting in the Measures surface, andalso possibly the presence of dune
SharlstonMuck,andspecimensfromSnydaleand
forms in the sand.Difficulties in distinguishing the formaHollywell Wood, Castleford are in the BGS collections tion from leached Coal Measures sandstones
may also
has been explain someof the thickness variations recordedin bore(nos. E35633 to E35636). The Sharlston Top Coal
opencasted south and south-west of Pontefract, where it holes.
is 0.8m of good coal, but it deteriorates eastwards toless
The dominant lithology is a pale grey medium to coarse
than 0.2m of inferior and dull coal.
grained sandstone, which on weathering becomesbuff to
The Glass Houghton Rock is 55m thick at depth south of yellowish brown. It is weakly cemented at depth, and
Knottingley.AtoutcropbetweenFeatherstoneand
generally weathered to a friable sand at outcrop.
The
Castleford it is 20to 30m thick and forms a strong escarp- constituent grains, often recordedbeing
as wind-rounded,
ment. The best exposures are in Ackton and Cornwall
are moderatelywell sorted and comprisemainly rounded
opencast sites [418 218; 446 2331.
tosub-roundedquartzgrains,
with upto 10% being
quartzite, sandstone, chert and feldspar. Pyrite
is present
of
The EdmondiaMarineBand comprisesupto1.5m
at depth, but leached at outcrop. A sparse heavy mineral
bioturbatedgreymudstonewithlingulidsand
foraminifera, and is recorded in boreholes east of Pon- assemblage includesmainly garnet, along with rutile, zircon,staurolite,barytes,apatite,tourmaline,epidote,
tefract.
?cassiterite and iron oxides (Versey, 1925; Pryor, 1971).
The Mexborough Rock is up to 29m thick south of
A thinbasal lag conglomerate is locally present at outcrop
Knottingley where its base cuts down to a level below the
(Versey,1925; Edwards et al., 1940), and in boreholes.
Edmondia Marine Band.
Thin breccia beds of sandstone clasts in a sand matrix were
The Shafton Coal, a workable seam southof this district, recorded in a borehole at Knottingley, and thin pale
grey
is less than 0.5m thick and absent locally. It is exposed in mudstone layers arelocally present.
a ditch [4425 22141 on the north flank of Park Hill, Pon- Cross stratification is common, bothlow angle planarcross
tefract.
bedding and high angle tangential cross bedding being
The Shafton Marine Band
lies 12 to 18m above the Shafton seen at outcrop, where observed set thicknesses range
Coal. It is exposed in the Swan Hill railway cutting [4595 from 0.13m to1.0m. Depositional dips of45O, coarse
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millet-seed sand grains and polished rounded pebbles
are
recorded in boreholes, and confirm an aeolian origin for
much of the sand (Smith, 1974). Pryor (1971) considered
it is likely that in
that the sands were entirely marine, but
the thicker occurrences only the topmost part was reworked during the subsequent marine transgression.
Outcrop and shallow mining data are given on Maps 12a
and b (Figs. 30 and 31; pp. 11,46).
Cadeby (Lower Magnesian Limestone) Formation
The Cadeby Formation forms a prominent escarpment
extending from Garforth to Knottingley. To the east it
crops out over a large gently undulating area incised by
steep-sided dry valleys. Consisting mainly of dolomites,
the formation ranges in thickness from about 30m in the
south of the study area to 90m in the south-east around
Kellington. About 50 to 55m are presenteast of Garforth.
The junction with the underlying Basal Permian Sand is
generally sharp, but an interdigitationof the lithologies is
recorded in some boreholes, and
sandy dolomites lie at the
base of the formation locally. Also locally present at the
base are up to 5.75m of thinly bedded grey dolomitic
mudstones and argillaceous dolomites containing plant
fragments and lamellibranchs, formerly termed the Marl
Slate (Edwards etal., 1940) and the Lower Permian Marl
(Edwards, 1951). They are
now included as afacies variant
of the Cadeby Formation (Smith et al., 1986). The presence of black carbonaceous films around lamellibranchsis
common where these argillaceous beds are absent, suggesting that they were mainly reworked during the transgressionthatinstigateddeposition
of the Cadeby
Formation.
Cavities and vugs, commonly lined with gypsum occur
throughout; glauconite was recorded in Kellingley Colliery No. 1 Shaft.
The formation consists of pale brown to buff dolomites
which can be subdivided into two units (Edwards et al.,
1 9 4 0 ) ,n a m e dt h eW e t h e r b yM e m b e ra n dt h e
SprotboroughMember (Smith etal., 1986). Theyare
separated by a regional discontinuity, the Hampole Discontinuity, whichis overlain by a thin marker bed sequence of thinly bedded mudstones and dolomites up to
1.5m thick named the Hampole Beds (Smith, 1968).

commonest, Bakevillia and Strophollosia arealsorecorded. Thebasal beds are themost fossiliferous, with,in
additiontothelamellibranchs,foraminiferaincluding
Aggathamina sp., and polyzoan debris including
Acanthocladia stems (Edwards et al.,1940).
A characteristic feature is the presence of reef limestones,
concentrated near the base and top
of the member. They
are mainly dolomite breccias that were probably
reef flank
deposits;smallreefknollsarealsopresentaround
Castleford, forming upstanding bodies
of brecciated
vuggy dolomite.
Sprotborough Member
The Sprotborough Member
consists largely of pale yellow
to cream and buff large-scale cross bedded fine grained
dolomite, in contrast to the parallel bedded Wetherby
Member, and to the Hampole Beds at its base. Primary
oolitic texture is only locally preserved. The Hampole
Beds are 1.5m thick, and consist of thinly bedded dolomites and clays. The only exposure in the area is at
Micklefield Quarry [4460 32461. A cross bedded vuggy
dolomite 1 to 2m thick at the base forms a mappable
feature near Castleford. Elsewhere, no feature
is present,
and it is not possible to mapseparately the Wetherby and
Sprotborough members; the Cadeby Formationis therefore shown as undivided on Map 1.

Edlington (Middle Permian Marl) Formation
The Edlington Formation crops out mainly in a narrow
south-east trending belt on the lower part of the Brothin several small outliers.
erton Formation escarpment and
It is poorly exposed, but gives rise to stiff, heavy red clay
soils. Redmudstonesand
siltstonespredominate,but
leaching and reduction is common, producing layers and
zones of palegreen.Thetopmostand
basal beds are
generally leached to pale greenish grey or blue grey. Gypsum occurs throughoutas beds, layers, nodules,veins and
crystals. Two formsare present, impureprimary gypsum,
and pure white fibrous reprecipitated satin spar. Anhydrite occurs at depth, but is hydrated to gypsum towards
the surface. Rock salt was recorded by Phillips (1828),
probablynear Myson’s Chair [4710 23651. Mudstone
breccias, probably caused by gypsum dissolution, occur
throughout.
The formation thickens from about
20m in the west to 40m
in the east; local thicknessvariations have noobvious
pattern andmay be due atleast partly to dissolution of the
evaporites. Only about10m are estimated to
be present at
Scrombeck Farm.
outcrop in theextremesouthnear
There appears to be a complementary relationship between the thicknesses of the Cadeby and Brotherton formations. Thissuggests that, although the junction between
thetwoformations
is apparentlyconformable,the
Edlington Formation was deposited on a non-planar undulating surface.

Wetherby Member
The Wetherby Memberconsists mainly of parallel bedded
dolomites in which the original oolitic or grainstone fabric
is locallypreserved,butgenerallydestroyed
by
dolomitisation giving a granular fine to medium grained
dolomite. Theworking quarry at Micklefield provides an
excellent section (see Plate 5 ) , where about 35m of well
bedded dolomites are exposed.Thin grey mudstone interbeds are present in the basal 6m, in which bed contacts are
gently undulating,andbeddingsurfaceslittered
with
oncolites, have interference ripples, horizontal trails and
groove marks. Most of the sequence is parallel bedded, Brotherton (Upper Magnesian Limestone) Formation
butsomelarge-scale low-angle cross stratification also The BrothertonFormation cropsout in a south-east trendoccurs, and a wide shallow channel is present at the dis- ing belt from Selby Fork toCridling Stubbs, andin a small
used Wheldon Wood Quarry [454 2671 (Plate V in Ed- area east of Weetwood [448 3031. The basal beds form a
wards et al., 1940).
low escarpment, the higher ones gentle easterly dipping
Shell debris is common, but identifiable fossils are rela- slopes. It has been extensively quarried in the Brothertontively rare. Lamellibranchs predominate, Schizodus is the Knottingley area, the quarries at Brotherton being the
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type area of the formation(Smith et al.,1986). Ranging in
thickness from15 to 20m at outcrop to
30m at depthin the
south-east, the formation
is distinctive because of its thinly
bedded nature (see Plate 6). Gentle
low amplitude folding
is generally held to be due to
collapse of beds above
dissolution channels in the evaporites of the underlying
Edlington Formation (Edwardset al.,1940; Smith, 1972).
The formation consists of pale grey and cream dolomitic
limestones, predominantly of fine sand to silt grade, in
beds that are generally about 5cm thick. Lenticular beds
of coarse vuggy dolomite up to about 0.3m thick also
occur, and a few lenticular beds up to 1.4m thick of medium to coarse grained cross bedded locally sandy dolomite with much skeletal debris are present at the top.
Slumpedbeds with penecontemporaneouslydeformed
and contorted lamination are presentin places, probably
caused by seismic events when the sediments were in a
semi-lithified state. Interbed contacts are sharp, gently
undulating to wavy and slightly hummocky; thin grey
mudstone interbeds are locally present. The limestones
are colour-laminated in shades of grey and cream to buff,
and individual beds have tractional lamination
with cross
lamination, rippled sets andsmall-scale cut-and-fill structures. Gypsum occursnear thebase of the formation.
Fossils include Schizodus spp. and Calcinema sp. (both
common), Tubulitespermanus andplantfragments.
Coquinoid layers of shell and other skeletal debris occur
throughout.

Roxby (Upper PermianMarl) Formation

The Roxby Formation crops outmainly in a narrow zone
in the south-east, from Byram to Wood Hall.also
It crops
out in a large outlier south of Monk Fryston Lodge, and
in several others that arewholly or partly fault-bounded.
The main outcrop and most of the outliers are almost
entirelydrift-covered,thebestsections
being seen in
Darrington Quarries near Cridling Stubbs, where up to
about 12m of the basal beds were stripped to work the
underlying Brotherton Formation. Where drift-free, the
formation gives rise to heavy, sticky red clay soils.

TRIASSIC
Sherwood Sandstone Group
The Sherwood Sandstone crops out
in the extreme southeast, but is largely drift-covered, the only drift-free areas
being on the Kellingley-Snaith Ridge. It is a brick red to
orange-brown weakly cemented sandstone. A maximum
of about 50m are present at outcrop and depth
in the area.
At and close to thesurface the sandstoneis weathered to
a soft friable sand. Red mudstoneoccurs asthin beds and
as clasts, the latter mainly concentrated on erosion surfaces. A few small quartz pebbles are scattered throughout.

FOUNDERED STRATA
Foundered strata are mapped around Wake Wood
[c. 507
2061 in the south-eastof the study area (p.19).
SUPERFICIALDEPOSITS
Quaternary superficial (drift) depositscover much of the
north and eastof the study area. The deposits,
their probable ages, and the climatic regimes in which they were
formed arelisted in Table 2. The Pleistocene depositsfall
into two broad groups; those that pre-date the
Ipswichian
interglacial stage, referred to as Older Drift, and those
that post-date it. The older depositsmainly occur as dissected remnants on the higher ground, the younger ones
confined to thevalleys and lower ground. Included in the
latter category are thedeposits of the southern part
of the
Vale of York, the25-Foot Drift,which occupy a largearea
in the extreme south-east.
The ages of the drift deposits are based on evidence from
elsewhere. There is no evidence for the age of the Older
Gravels are
Drift, butit may be Anglian. The Older River
Ipswichian in age (Gaunt, 1981). During the Devensian
glacial period the main ice advance stopped to the north
at the York-Escrick Moraine, although abrief surge may
have taken placeas far southas Doncaster (Gaunt,1981).
A ridge of till at Monk Fryston may relate to this surge
(Nutt, 1989). Glacial meltwaterflowing from the Penninederived glacier to the northwas impounded by North Sea
ice in the vicinity of the Humber estuary to the east, and
Glacial Lake Humber was initiated. An initial high level
phase is indicated by the presence of littoral and strand
line
gravels at about 30m AOD (Edwards, 1936). The final
level was about 8m (25 feet) AOD, when the 25-Foot Vale
of York Driftwas formed. Since the melting of the glaciers
at the end of the Devensian, river alluvium has been the
principal deposit formed, until the large volumes of made
ground created in recent times.

The formation is 30 to 40m thick, and consists mainly of
reddish brown mudstones andsilty mudstones, with minor
pale grey-green dolomitic mudstones and siltstones. Anhydrite occurs atdepth, andgypsum is abundant towards
the surface. The Upper (Sherburn) Anhydrite
(Smith,
1974), lying 8 to14m above thebase of the formation,is 4
to 6mthick,andagoodgeophysicalmarker.The
Billingham Main Anhydrite (Smith, 1974) is absent, although a massive grey gypsum bed near the base of the Sandy Till
formation may correlate with it.This bedoccurs at Sandy Till occurs in a small area on the south sideof the
Darrington Quarries, and in the outliers to the north,
Aire Valley, from New Fryston to Ferrybridge. It is a
where it is up to 1.l m thick, and was formerly dug for brown sandy clay or clayey sand with well rounded erratics
plaster. Thebase of the formationhas a gradational junc- up to boulder size, mainly of Carboniferous sandstones,
tion with the Brotherton Formation, thebasal beds being chert and quartz. The topmost partis mainly decalcified,
pale grey, greenish grey and
yellow dolomitic mudstones, but Magnesian Limestone pebbles are abundant near the
locally with thin shelly limestones. The topmostmudbase where the deposit is thicker. Thinlayers of sand and
stones are sandy,
with thin sandstones, and grade into the gravel also occur. The deposit is mainly-thin, but may
overlying Sherwood Sandstone.
exceed 7m locally.
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Elsewhere, lenses of sand and gravel fill channels and
Till
dissolution
hollows in the karstic top of the Brotherton
Till is highly variable, its composition depending on the
Formation,
and areparticularly well seen in disused quarsource materials and their relative proportions. It is genries
south
of
Stubbs Lane near Knottingley. They consist
erally a brown, red-brown andgrey sandy clay containing
of
interbedded
sands and gravels, the latter
mainly of
pebbles, cobbles and boulders, mainly of Carboniferous
angular
pebbles
of
limestone
from
the
Brotherton
Formasandstone, but also of chert, Carboniferous Limestone,
(?
Triassic)
sandstone
tion.
Carboniferous
quartzite,
red
Magnesian Limestone and coal. Minor amounts of farther-travelled erratics, notablyLake District volcanic and and Lower Palaeozoic volcanic pebbles account for less
igneous rocks, also occur. Permian mudstones contribute than 3 per centof the pebble suite.
largely to the deposits preserved in the south and southOlder Glaciolacustrine Silt and Clay
east, giving a stiff red boulder clay.
Older Glaciolacustrine Silt and Clay is confined to the
In general, the deposits are thin, but at the southern edge
gravel-lined
channelsontheKellingley-SnaithRidge
of the largest spread, southof Monk Fryston Lodge, they
(Gaunt,
1976;
in press). Theyare veneeredby pebbly sand
may be up to8m thick. However, the rockhead surface on
soil,
and
not
visible
at thesurface, but three were proved
which they lie is irregular, andmuch thickness variationis
in a pipeline trench.There is no evidence of the extentof
likely, particularly in the karstic terrain underlain by the
being conjecPermian rocks, where the deposits
fill dissolution and these deposits, their mapped boundaries
collapse hollows (p. 18). Small pockets filled with till may tural; otherchannel depositsare likely to be present on the
ridge. The deposit is a grey clay, laminated in part, and
occur in the areas shown as till-free, and a thin veneer of
containing
a few small Carboniferous sandstone pebbles
pebbly clay is widespread on the outcrop of the Permian
and
some
Permian
limestone pebbles. An ice-scratched
limestones, commonly resting on cryoturbated limestone
Carboniferous Limestone boulder and red sand derived
debris. Erratics and dreikanters on drift free areas (Edwards, 1936,1940) are probably the remnantsof an origi- from theSherwood Sandstone were also recorded.
nally extensive coverof till.
Older River Gravel
Older River Gravel is not exposed within the study area,
Glacial Sand and Gravel
but underlies the 25-Foot Drift of the Vale of York, and a
Glacial Sand and Gravelis mapped in two main areas. The scattering of derived cobbles and pebbles occurs at the
largest spread lies on the Kellingley-Snaith Ridge in the surface. Proved in many boreholes at Gale Common,
it is
south-east, where it forms an irregular veneer and lines
generallyabout 4m thick, witha baselevel mainly
channels in the Sherwood Sandstone. Although probably betweeen l m below O D and 2m above. The presence of
largely of glaciofluvial origin, the lateralpassage into till channels and hollows results in increased thicknesses, the
(Gaunt, 1976; in press), and its occurrence as a glacial maximum recorded being 10m. The gravels are Ipswichian
channel deposit suggests either an englacial or subglacial in age (Gaunt, 1981), and their surface was subaerially
origin in close proximity to ice. A smaller spread of sand exposed during much of the Devensian and subjected to
and gravel around thePunch Bowl [486 2821 consists of up arctic weathering. The resultantfossil periglacial surface
to 3.5m of poorly sorted pebbles, cobbles and few
a boul- is covered by ventifacts and frost-cracked and desert-varders in coarse sand.Other small spreads are present
in dry nished pebblesandcobbles(Edwards,
1936; Gaunt,
valleys at Ledston Park and Ledston Luck. At the latter 1981).
a
Subsequent dissolution subsidence resultedin holformer pit [4488 30531 exposes 1.5m of gravel consisting lows in the surface,filled with silt prior to thedeposition
of coarse sandwith fragments of dolomite overlainby head
of the 25-Foot Drift.
comprising dolomite blocks in silt. The gravels lie close to
the Kippax Fault, where theCadeby Formationis likely to Older Littoral Sand and Gravel
be highly fissured and subjectto dissolution, and theymay
Older Littoral Sand and Gravel deposits,
first recognised
have been depositedin caves in the limestone thatare now
by Edwards (1936) as strand-line gravels,are the remnants
exhumed.
of lake shore orbeach deposits laid down on the margins
of Glacial Lake Humberwhen it reached aninitial level of
Glaciofluvial Sand and Gravel
30m above OD. Theterm Older Littoral Sand and Gravel
Glaciofluvial Sand and Gravel, interpreted as the outwashis derived from the 1:50 000 Selby Geological Sheet (71).
from a glacier melting some distance away, is mapped in Gaunt (in press) refers to them as lacustrine sand and
two large spreads, onein the Knottingley area, the other gravel, and on the existing 1:50 000 Wakefield (78) and
to the north around Byram.
A smaller spread onthe west Goole (79) geological sheets they are shown as Glacial
side of the River Aire at Ferrybridge has been largely Sand and Gravel.
Several small patches of gravel occur near Knottingley and
removed by quarrying. The two main spreads consist of
cross bedded sand andgravel with some thinlayers of coal south-west of Ferrybridge, lying between 25 and 33m
above OD. Twolargerareas occur on the Kellingleyfragments. The Knottingley deposit is mainly thin, but
locally up to5m thick, whereit consists of brown, medium Snaith Ridge, capping subsidiary parallel ridges. These
to coarse gravelly sand up to4.5m thick above gravel. In were proved in a pipeline trench (Barclay, 1989; Gaunt,
1976;inpress). The northernridge is up to25m above OD,
the Byram occurrence, the sand andgravel is up to 3.7m
in a pit [4900 24951 (Edwards, unpublished MS), and con- the base of the deposits lying between 14 and 20m above
sists of cross bedded sand and gravel with dolomite frag- OD. Thesouthern ridge lies at about18m above O.D. and
the base of the gravels between 15 and 17m above O.D.
ments and coaly streaks, and somesilt and clay beds.
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Ventifacts occur at the base and on the surface of the to thefluvial deposition. Thesilt layer is mainly less than
l m thick, and is now mixed by ploughing with the undergravels. Small exposures show clean sand andgravel with
lying sand to give a sandy silty soil. In such areas the
pebbles mostly of Carboniferous sandstone and minor
amounts of metaquartzite, volcanic rocks, chert and Coal boundaries between thesilt and sandare diffuse and arbitrary. Silt in depressions on the surface of the sand is
Measures ironstone.
A spreadof gravel on a slope on
the northside of the Aire probably Flandrian rather than Devensian in age, but is
Valley at Ledston, the topmost height of which is about not separatelydistinguished on the map.
Gaunt (1981) interpreted the upper sands
in the Goole and
30m above OD, was shown by Giles (1988) as undifferentiated terrace deposits. isItreinterpreted as Older Littoral Doncaster areas as mainly levee depositslaid down on an
Sand and Gravel. Other small patches of gravel at 30m emergent lacustrine clay plain. Furness and King (1978)
above OD, and draping the slope below that level in the interpreted the sands of the Selby distict as glaciofluvial,
area between Fairburn and Burton Salmon have not beendeposited in water derived frommelting ice to the north.
mapped separately, but included
with the younger littoral The upper sandsof the present district resemble those of
shallow braided streams.
sand and gravel described below.
Similar sands occurlocally below the silt and clay deposits,
Littoral Sand and Gravel
and rest onthe ventifact-strewn lower periglacial surface.
Generally grey to greyish brown, they contain
silt and clay
Littoral Sand and Gravel deposits occuring
locally around
laminae and coal fragments.
Up to2.8m are presentin the
the margins of the 25-Foot Drift deposits of the Vale of
York werethe shorelinedeposits of Glacial Lake Humber Gale Common area.
when its level was about 8m above OD. Very clean sand
formsa low bench[c.5435 23301 south of Thornfield Head
House, and a pipeline trench proved white,yellow, grey, Head is widespread, but mapped only where over about
brown and red sands, locally clayey and with clay layers,
l m thick. The product of solifluction of weathered bedresting on gravelwith ventifacts. Sandsare also present in rock debris and superficial deposits in periglacial condithe low col through the Kellingley-Snaith Ridge east of tions, its composition varies widely, depending on the
Kellingley Colliery at a slightly higher level, and
may mark
source material. Most
of the mappeddeposits fill the bases
a lakelevel that existed immediately prior
to thefinal one. of small dry valleys, and include materialthat is colluvial
Up to2m of clean ,orange ,medium to coarse ,locally cross in origin. The head on the outcrop
of the Coal Meaures
is
bedded sand areexposed in a drain along Sudforth Lane a diamict of rock fragments in a silty clay matrix. That on
[53212375-5310 23361. Sand and gravel beach deposits
the Permian outcrop, mainly confined to dry valleys in the
are also present on the western edge
of the former lake at Cadeby Formation, consists of silt or sandy silt with doloFarpark Farm [5190 21901 and south of Cridling Stubbs mite fragments. Head draping the slope south
of
[5235 20851.
Thornfield House [c.540 2341 is a gravel derived fromthe
Older Littoral Gravel.
Glaciolacustrine Silt and Clay
Several areasshown as head on theWakefield Geological
Glaciolacustrine Silt and Clay deposits are shown on the Sheet and as taele deposits on the previous
six-inch map
published 1:50 000 Wakefield Sheet as silt and clay of the are reinterpreted. The
deposit at Wake Wood[c.504 2041
25-Foot Drift of the Vale of York. They occur in the was previously interpreted as a glacial mudflow (Edwards
south-east, in the flat , low-lying area south-east of
et al. , 1940). Lying in the base of an irregularly shaped
Knottingley, cropping at the surface and also underlying shallow depression, the material,consisting of red clay,is
sands (see below). A smaller area
is present north-east of
considered to be foundered mudstones of the Edlington
Burton Salmon. Consistingof stiff bluish grey laminated Formation.Founderedlimestone
masses protrude up
clay, the deposits commonly coarsen upwards from clay through it (p. 19). Deposits draping the slopes of the
into silty clay and then into
grey and brown silt. Thin layersKellingley-Snaith Ridge were previously referred to as
of fine red-brown sandalso occur. A maximum thickness taele gravels. Although a thin veneer
of sandy and pebbly
of 3.5m is recorded in the Gale Common area.
colluvium covers the glacial and glaciofluvial deposits,
there are no substantial head deposits, as proved in a
pipeline trench (Barclay, 1989; Gaunt, 1976; inpress).
Glaciolacustrine Sand
Glaciolacustrine Sand covers a larger
area than the
silt and
clay. It is buff to pale orange, ranges from fineto coarse, River Terrace Deposits
and is locally clayey. A characteristic feature is the pres- These are confined to the area west of Castleford at the
confluence of the rivers Aire and Calder (Giles, 1988).
ence of thin gravelly layers of coal and carbonaceous
mudstone clasts. The sand rests on erosion surfaces cut
in The Second Terrace deposits consist of sand, locally pebthe underlying silt and clay locally, and has a gradational bly and clayey, and gravel. Carboniferous sandstone pebbase elsewhere. In somesections clay and silt pipes in the bles are predominant, with minor amounts of ironstone,
sand suggest burrowing activity. Where not veneered
by a shale, limestone, and a few igneous and quartz pebbles.
a thin layer
thin silt layer, the sand formsslightly raised areas above Some clay layers occur within the deposit, and
the surrounding silt and clay, probably due to the greater is generally present above. The surface of the terrace,
by mining subsidence, is generally
compaction of the clay. Aeolian reworkingmay have been although much affected
responsible for someof the more pronounced features. Inup to about5 to 6m above the presentfloodplain. A date
of the
places silt overlies the sand,forming the topmost part
of a of 38,600 years BP has been obtained from the base
, 1971).
deposits nearby (Gaunt et al.
fining-upwards cycle, representing afinal silting-up phase
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First Terrace deposits are less widespread, and confined
to patches on the northside of the AireValley and in the
valley of Sheffield Beck. Their surface
lies about l m above
the present floodplain, and
they are similar in composition
to theSecond Terrace deposits.

comprise 4m of silt and clay above 9m of gravels, and rest
on rockhead at 3 to
4m below OD.

Landslip
The naturaltopography of the study area is low, and there
is little landslip activity. Only five small areas were noted
during the survey ( p.19).

Peat
Peat occurs at the surface at five localities: (1) A line of
Made Ground
sinkholes marking a former surface stream course extends
from Burton Salmon to Byram Lake, and peat
is present This is described on p.27, andthe hazardsassociated with
in some of them. Thelargest spread is at Burton Salmon it on p. 17. Map 3 lists the principal occurrences.
where about 1.6m of peat and shell marl occur. Pollen
analysis has given an age range from Flandrian Zone VIIa
to VIIb (Norris et al., 1971). (2) At least 1.3m of organic STRUCTURE
peaty silt are present at the western end of a large deep The structure of the study area is simple, with a regional
enclosed dissolution subsidence hollow [5300 24661. (3) A dip of about 2" north-east in the Permian and Triassic
small tributary valley of the Aire [c.525 2451 incised into rocks. The underlying Coal Measures lie on the western
the 25-Foot Drift north of Kellingley contains peat and
margin of the Selby trough (Edwards,1951) and arestrucorganic silt at least 1.3m thick. (4) At Gale Common an turally more complex, but
with dips generallyless than 4".
area of peat occupying the central partof a wide shallow Figure 34 shows the structureof the Beeston Coal,
Figure
depression, perhaps caused by dissolution subsidence, is 35 that of the Permian andTriassic rocks.
now buried under made ground. The area shown on the The Coal Measures were folded and faulted in late Carprevious geological map was modified in the light of prov- boniferous time during uplift in the Variscan Orogeny.
ings in site investigation boreholes drilled prior
to the
They were subsequently eroded to a more or less level
tipping, and then further modified on the basis that peat peneplain upon which the Permian strata were laid down.
(and sand) were said to have been removed from below The distribution of beds below the Permian cover is shown
the embankment areas prior to their
construction (Taylor on Figure 32 and Map 13. The Variscan faults were reacet al., 1976). ( 5 ) A small peat deposit[5325 20871 mapped tivated during the Alpine orogeny and affect the Permonear Grant Spring is at least 1.2m thick.
Triassic rocks, but with smaller throws than in the Coal
Measures. Anomalous steep dips and gentle folding
in the
Peat also occurs within alluvial deposits (see below).
Brotherton Formation are caused by collapse due to dissolution of evaporites in the underlying strata(p. 19).
Alluvium
The largest tract of alluvium is that which fills the bottom Structure of the Coal Measures
of the Aire and Caldervalleys, forming a floodplainthat The dominant structural feature is a suite of regularly
is almost 2km wide north of Castleford, narrows to 0.5km spaced,north-easttrending normalfaults 1.5 to 2km
through the Ferrybridge gap, and widens to 1km north- apart. Most throw south and dip at
65 to 80". Parallel
east of Knottingley. Minor amountsof alluvium are pres- antithetic faults, for example the un-named fault south
of
ent in small tributaries of the major rivers. There are
the South Pontefract Fault, the South Loscoe Fault and
numerous abandoned meander channels filled with silty the South Stubbs Lane Fault,
give rise to narrow grabens.
clays and peatin the areaof the confluence of the Aire and The throws of the main faults are typically 50 to loom,
Calder(Giles, 1988). Downstream,the alluvium com- althoughthey vary considerablyovershortdistances.
prises a complex of silts, organic silts, clays and sands
Lack of data preventsa clear pattern
of the variation being
overlying suballuvial gravels. The gravels may be partly seen, butin general the greatestthrows are expectedclose
pre-Devensian in age, equivalent to the terrace deposits to the intersection with the major east- west faults. The
upstream and to the Older
River Gravelbelow the 25-Foot North Pontefract Fault has the largest throw in the study
Drift totheeast.The
floodplain is much affected by area, 139m in the SilkstoneCoal to the south-west of
mining subsidence, large areas now lying under permaPontefract [4376 20571. Mining information and field obnent lakes,known as ings. Downstream of Ferrybridge the servationsindicatethat the faults consist of one main
alluvium consists of a coarsening-upwards cycle of stiff fracture with little or nodisturbance of the adjacent strata,
grey clay passing up intogrey and brownsilt and silty sand.
as seen in the Fairy Hill Fault in Cornwall Opencast Site
There is a natural levke on the north bank of the Aire
[244 2381.
east-south-east of Ferrybridge, but flood embankments toEast toeast-south-east trending faults,the Kippax, North
the eastlargely confine the overbank flood deposits
of silt Featherstone, Harewood Park and
Cridling Stubbs faults,
and fine sand, resultingin a drop in ground level of up to are major structures, all with a net downthrow to the
3m from the depositional area within the embankments to south. They appear to earlier
be than the north-east suite,
the former floodplain level. At least 2.3m of peat and
being truncated or offset by them. They are generally
organic clay occurs at the margin of the floodplain near
complex fault belts within which reverse faults, similar to
Kellingley Crook. Similar deposits, lying in abandoned
that seen in Ackton Opencast Site [4189 21721, may be
channels, arelikely to exist elsewhere.
present. The Harewood Park and Cridling Stubbs faults
The maximum recorded thickness of alluvium, including are relatively low angle structures, with dips of 60 to 70"
the suballuvial gravels, is at Ferrybridge, whereup to 13m and 45 to 50" respectively. The North Featherstone and
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Kippax faults bound zones of oblique minor faults with
throws generally less than 20m, the pattern of faulting
indicatingacomponent
of lateralmovement(see,
for
example, Edwards et al.,1940, p. 143).
In the south-west of the study area a set of north-west
trending normal faults seen
in Snydale Opencast Site[401
2151 are part of the Morley-Campsall Fault Belt, one of
the most important fractures in the Yorkshire Coalfield.
It was active during early Carboniferous time and probably during deposition of the Coal Measures, and is likely
to be a major structure in the pre-Carboniferous basement.
Superimposed on the regional south to south-easterly dip
is a setof gentle open folds with roughly north-west trending axial planes and plunges towards
the north-west. They
are best developed in the Pontefract- Kellingley area,
where the dip is generally lower than farther north, and
are truncated by the main faults, suggesting thatthey
developed in independent fault-bounded tilt blocks.
Anexceptiontothegeneralpattern
of folds is the
NormantonAnticline in the south-west of the area, a
pericline-like structure that is truncated by the MorleyCampsall FaultBelt at Normanton,west of the study area
(Giles, 1988).
Structure of the Permian and Triassic rocks
Most of the major faults that cut the Coal Measuresalso
affect the Permo-Triassic rocks, but their throwsare gen-
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erally much reduced andless than 20m. The Kippax Fault
is exceptional, with an estimated throwof 43mdown south
at Kippax [416 3051. In the Knottingley-Kellingley area
there are additional
small north-east trending faults
in the
Permo-Triassic, interpreted as upwardsplays of Coal
Measure faults. In general the faults dip at a high angle,
much of the movement being taken up along near-vertical
fractures in the limestones. Open joints are acharacteristic
feature of the Brotherton Formation, arrangedin an orthogonal set, the median principal direction at 320" and
the minor direction parallelto themain north-east trending faults.
The east to south-east
trending faultsare complex, braided
tracts, some with slivers of mobile, gypsiferous Permian
mudstone, for example the Kippax and Cridling Stubbs
faults. Inplaces the mudstone appears toinjected
be
along
the faults and incorporated into fault breccia,
as with the
Cridling Stubbs Faultin the quarry at Doveroyd
[492 2451
and the Carleton Faultin Knottingley [4925 23001.
Superimposed on the gentle north-east regional dip are
small flexures.North of Knottingleythey are roughly
colinear with the gentle foldsin the underlying Coal Measures. Between Fairburn and Ledsham a broad anticline
overliesa heavily faulted zone in the Coal Measures,
probably causedby transcurrent movement on the Kippax
Fault.
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Figure 34 Structure of the Beeston seam

Castleford - Pontefract

Fault, crossmark indicates downthrow side;
throw in metres where proved
contour on base of Beeston seam, In
metres below Ordnance Datum;
broken lines denote uncertainty
Washout
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ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

6. pH
Geotechnical database
7. Sulphate Content (of soil or groundwater)
The combination of the geological units into groupings
8. OrganicContent
with similar engineering properties was carried out using
9. TriaxialCompression(Quick-Undrained)
geotechnical data extracted from
site investigationreports
10. Uniaxial Compression (Unconfined Compreson siteswithin the initial study area (sheets SE 42SW, SE,
sive Strength)
NE and 52SW). The distribution of these groupingsshown
11. Point Load Tests (Diametral and Axial)
on Maps 4 and 5 is based on the new geological maps
12. Consolidation Tests
produced in this study (Maps1and 2).As partof the area
13. Compaction Tests
is rural, coverage of the site investigation reports is geo14.
California Bearing Ratio (CBR)
graphically restricted. They aremainly of four types:
Formostsamplerecords,only
aselection of these
(1) Construction sites in and around the urban areas
M62 geotechnical testswas carried out. Outlinedescriptions of
(2) Majorroadschemes,particularlythe
the tests and measured parameters
are presentedin Annex
Motorway
A, along with key tables,definingvarious
parameter
(3) Thoseconnectedwiththeminingindustry,
classes recorded in the summary geotechnicaldata (Tables
including spoil tip sites
6,7,9 to 19 and 21 to 23).
(4) The fuel ash disposal site at Gale Common
The distribution of boreholes assessed is shown on Figure Following assessment of the siteinvestigationreports,
3. Of these, 1161have data of sufficient quality to warrant geotechnical test parameters were
entered onto a proincorporation into the geotechnical database. The engiforma data sheet,checked and collated. These were then
neering geology of the geological units was assessed by keyed into an IBM XTPersonal Computer, using a comanalysis of the geotechnical database, supplemented by mercial software package. Backup copiesof the database
observations recorded in the site investigation reports on are kept by the Engineering Geology Reseach Group of
engineering behaviour, problems and hazards.
the British Geological Survey.Analysis of the stored data
Summary values of geotechnical parametersare presented set was carried out using a commercial statistics and graphin Tables 6,7,9 to19 and 21to 23. should be stressed that ics software packageto provide a statisticalassessment of
these give a general guide only, and should not be
used in the parameters, including graphical plots. Results were
used to collate the summarygeotechnical data and to
detailed designcalculationsfor
the reasonsoutlined
provide
abasis for interpretive assessment
of the engineerbelow.
ing characteristics of each engineeringgeological group.
The geotechnical information used to classify geological
materials in engineering terms is not necessarily compre- The distributionanddescriptions of made ground are
hensive or representative of the entire outcrop of any presented on Map 3. No assessment is made here of the
particular formation or deposit. Thegeographical spread engineeringimplications of waste disposal sitesas the
of the geotechnical data is uneven, and for some thereis range of fill materials makes them difficult to classify in
very little data available. The tests for which results are engineering terms (but seep. 17).
tabulated should have been carriedinout
accordance with
the appropriate British Standard,but spurious results do For planning purposesthe suitability of any potential deoccur, and were not included
in the database. However,a velopment sitewill be dependentnot only on the engineeron
wide range of results has been recorded for nearlyall the ing properties of the in situ rocks and soils, but also the
nature
and
thickness
of
any
made
ground.
materials forwhich a significant number of tests have been
carried out. This may reflect variations in geotechnical
properties, orin testing procedures, orin the standards to Engineering Classification of Rocks andSoils
which the tests were carried out. The tabulated statistics Division of the rocks and soils of the area intogroupings
give the rangeof test values encountered and the mean andof similar engineering characteristicsis based onan assessmodal values. Theyare a useful first approximation to the ment of recorded geotechnical parameters and
lithological
anticipated engineering propertiesof the geological mate- characteristics. These groupings do not correspond exrials in the study area.
actly to the divisions presented on the geological maps.
Geotechnical data were obtained from
4012 borehole sam- The Coal Measures are divided into Lower, Middle and
ples. Results fromthe following tests wereentered into the Upper Coal Measures. These divisions consist of interdatabase.
bedded mudstones, shales, siltstones and sandstones. In
engineering geological terms, atwo-fold division has been
(a) In Situ (Field) Tests
made into sandstones and the dominantly argillaceous
1. Standard Penetration Test (SPT)
(‘mudrock’) sequences. The two Permian mudstone for2. Rock Penetration Test (RPT)
mations
comprise single
a
engineering geological unit ,and
3. Permeability Tests 4. Shear Vane Tests
likewise the two limestone formations.
(b) Laboratory Tests
Over large parts
of the study area, thebedrock is obscured
1. MoistureContent
by a variable thickness
of Quaternary superficial deposits.
2. Plasticity Tests (Liquid and Plastic Limits)
A broad distinction has been made, therefore, between
3. Bulk and Dry Densities
the engineering geological characteristics of the bedrocks
4. Specific Gravity
(Map 4) and those of the superficial deposits (Map 5).
5. Particle Size Analysis

IN SITU TESTS
PERMEABILITY

PENETRATION
TESTS

E N G I N E E R I N G GEOLOGICAL

~

FILE

SPT N-VALUE

RPT ( m m )

VANE SHEAR
STRENGTH

(m/sec)

TESTTYPE/
PARAMETER

REMOULDED
( kPa )

JNDISTURBED
( kPa )

DESCRIPTION

n

1

57

59

n = No. o fo b s e r v a t i o n s

P a l eg r e ya n db u f f ,
weak t o m o d e r a t e l y
strong,thinly-bedded,occasionally
dol omi t i c LIMESTONES w i t h t h i n m a r l
bands.

I

FORMAT

x

-

= Mean o fr e s u l t s

X

M = Medianvalue

M
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> 50

25

RANGE = Max.

- 305

- Min. V a l u e s

6
2ANGE

INDEX PARAMETERS
MOISTURE
CONTENT

(%I

LIQUID
LIMIT

PLASTICITY
INDEX

35

39

18

37

21

15

18

36

21

14

-

I

1

DRY

SPECIFIC

1

PARTICLE SIZE AIiALYSES

CHEMICAL TESTS

35

10.3

5.7

4

BULK

(%I

(%I

(%I

35

PLASTIC
LIMIT

2

27

- 60

CONSOLIDATION AND COMPACTION TESTS

STRENGTH TESTS

TRIAXIAL
'

UNCONFINED
COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH
(MPa)

2

Mv

POINT LOAD (1s 5 0 )

I

Cv
CONTENT

DIAM.

4

C.B.R.
JNSOAKED

(MPa) A X I A L (MPa)

(%)

ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL
SOAKED

COMMENTS

(%I
Variablerockheadlevelwithpossibility
ofkarsticconditionsdevelopedlocally.
H i g h l yw e a t h e r e dz o n e sa n ds o l u t i o n
c a v i t i e s may c a u s e e x c e s s i v e d i f f e r e n t i a l s e t t l e m e n t sa n di n a d e q u a t eb e a r i n g
capacitiesforshallowfoundations.
Ri-pping o r m i n o r b l a s t i n g r e q u i r e d f o r
relativelyfreshrocks.

L

1

2
3
4

L

SULPHATE
CLASSES
DEFINED I N KEY TABLES
POINT LOAD ( I s 50) VALUES
DEFINED
I N KEY TABLES
CLASSES OF COEFFICIENT OF COMPRESSIBILITY (Mv) AND COEFFICIENT OF
CONSOLIDATION
DEFINED I N KEY TABLES
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= CALIFORNIA BEARING RATIO

L

(Cv)

I

FILE FORMAT
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I
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ENGINEERING
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DESCRIPTICN

SPT N-VALUE

114
115
69.1
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I

I

~

MOISTURE
CONTENT

1

LIQUID
LIMIT

PLASTIC
LIMIT
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INDEX

3

(Mg/m 1

(%I

(%)

BULK
DENSITY

n

=

No. of observations

98

x

=

Mean of results

77

M

=

Median

62.9

15

22

3

2.02

2.80

3.6

1.2

0.20

0.18

CONSOLIDATION AND COMPACTION

1

2
UNCONFINED
COMPRESSIVE
POINT LOAD (Is 50)
STRENGTH
DIAM. (MPa: 4XIAL ( MPa)
( MPa 1

TRIAXIAL

24
13

36

L

41
I

14 - 55 0 - 23
1

2
3
4

10.5

0.85

3
Mv
CLASS

m2/MM

3

7

1.62

3
cv
CLASS

2
m /yr
1

1

2

MAX. DRY OPTIMUM
DENSITY MOISTURE
2ONTENT
3
(%)
(Mg/m )

3

5

NSOAKED

1.75

14

1.5 - 1.85

L. 65-1.96

12 - 16

II

SULPHATE CLASSES DEFINED IN KEY TABLES
POINT LOAD (Is 50) VALUES DEFINED IN KEY TABLES
CLASSES OF COEFFICIENT OF COMPRESSIBILITY (Mv) AND COEFFICIENT OF CONSOLIDATION (Cv)
DEFINED INKEY TABLES
C.B.R. = CALIFORNIA BEARING RATIO

4

- 34

GEOLOGICAL

2

7

18

ENGINEERING

COMMENTS

SOAKED

(%I

(%)

5

1

4

C.B.R.

9.2
0.6 - 1.6

I

TESTS

7.5

2.4 - 36

TESTS

2.44 - 2.95

1.62-2.38 1.39-1.43

STRENGTH TESTS

CHEMICAL

2.76

1.41

25

2 - 6

RANGE

10

3

2.01

16 - 29

6

( Mg/m3 )

3

18 - 35
3.9

Deviation

1

PARTICLE S I Z E AIiALYSES

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

DRY
DENSITY

22

I

M

L

15

4 - 34
5.1

X

RANGE = Max. - Min. Values

25

L

-

value

6 =Standard

12 - 320

24

22

22

n
3

305

218
Off-white to buff, weak to moderately
strong, thinly bedded to massive,
DOLOMITES and marly LIMESTONES
wi th
marls and reef breccia.

-

REMOULDED
(kPa)

NDISTURBED
(kPa)

(m/sec

RPT (mm)

T'EST TYPE/
PARAMETER

VANE SHEAR STRENGTH

PERMEABILITY

TESTS

13,19

Variable rockhead level wi.th possibi-lity
of karstic condi-tions developed
locally. Highly weathered zones and
solution cavities may cause excessive
differential settlements and inadequate
bearing capacities for shallow
foundations. Local presence of artesiar
groundwater conditions. Subsidence
of limestone associated with workings
in underlying strata.
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engineering rocks(including mudrocks) may cause breakdown and softening of the fresh material into an engineerThe rocks have been divided into four engineering geolo- ingsoil. The variability of the weathering products
gical groups. Therelationship between these andthe geo- precludes the identification ofdistinctive weathering prological (lithostratigraphical) divisions are shown in Table files in a studysuch as this. However, the effects
of weath3.
ering ontheengineeringproperties
of therocksare
The engineering geology groups encompass both engi- described.
neering rocks and engineering
soils. This distinction is
based on differences in physical and mechanical properEngineering Geology of the Solid Rocks
ties. Group 1 (Limestones)and Group 2 (Moderately
StrongSandstones)are classes of engineeringrock,
Limestones
whereas the ‘FriableSandstonesandDenseSands’
of
This
groupincludesthelimestones
of the Brotherton
Group 3 have sufficiently different properties to warrant
classification as an engineering soil. The Mudrock Group (Upper Magnesian Limestone) Formation and the
Cadeby (Lower Magnesian Limestone) Formation. Their
includesthosedominantlyargillaceousdepositswith
geotechnical characteristics bordering on those
of a ‘weak’ lithologies, summarised onp.31, have been variously deengineering rock and a ‘strong’ (overconsolidated) engi- scribed in site investigation reports as marly, clayey, silty,
neering soil. It should be noted that weathering of the sandy, gravelly limestones, calcareous mudstones, marls
Engineering Classification of the Solid Rocks
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Upper Magnesian Limestone
( Brotherton Formation)
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Lower Magnesian

Figure 36 Plasticity diagram for the Magnesian Limestone formations

Limestone
(Cadeby Formation)
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Table 8 Potential problems in the Magnesian Limestones

GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATION

POTENTIAL FOUNDATION PROBLEM

Wide rangeof measured engineering properties, particularly
strength and deformability.

Difficulty in assessing representative valuesof bearing capacity
and anticipated settlements.

High porosities andthe presence of voids and cavities.
Possible karstic conditions locally developed in rockhead.

Likely to reduce bearing capacity and cause
excessive
differential settlements below heavy structures.
May require
ground treatment orspecial foundationdesign before placing
structures. May cause water inflow problems in excavations.

Local presence of highly weathered zones.

Likely to reducebearing capacity. May preclude use
of
shallow foundations except for
light structures.

Variable rockhead level and possible presence of infilled
solution holes and channels.

Problems in achieving adequate bearing capacityat shallow
depth. May resultin excessive differential settlements unless
deep foundations are used.
Piled foundationsof variable
lengths may be required.

Local presenceof artesian groundwater conditions.

Likely to result locally in basal heave of foundation
excavations close to limestone/basal sand contact,or lead to
stability problemsof foundations in weathered rockif taken
below water table.

Likelihood of previous or currentsubsidence of limestone
associated with collapse of workings in underlying Coal
Measures and Basal Permian Sand (Maps 12a, b).
Also subsidenceof superficial deposits associatedwith
faulting/fracturing of underlying Magnesian Limestone.

May result in excessive differential settlements. May require
treatment beforeplacing foundations.

and calcareoussilty sands. Thisis partly a reflectionof the
heterogeneity of the rocks due tolithological variation and
weathering effects, and partly
the non-systematic descriptions of the lithologies by the reportwriters. The lithological andweatheringvariationsresultinarange
of
engineeringproperties, summaryvalues of which are
shown in Tables 6 and 7.
The limestones dip gently to the east.Bed thicknesses in
0.2
the Lower Magnesian Limestone generally range from
m to 0.6 m (medium-bedded), but beds over 2 m (thickbedded to massive) also occur. The Upper Magnesian
Limestone is predominantly thinly bedded, with beds of
0.05 to 0.10 m, but beds up to 0.3 m are fairly common,
and thicker beds upto 3m occur at the top. Jointspacings
60 and 200 mm (closely-spaced)
range from between about
to over2 m (very widely-spaced), the joints being steep to
vertical.
The depth to
which weathering extendsbelow rockhead is
variable, but zones of moderately to highly weathered
rock (with SPT N-values of about 50 or less) have been
recorded at 12 to 15 m below the surface. Highly weathered zones are also reported in the vicinity of the water
table and at the base
of the Lower Magnesian Limestone.
The porosity and permeability of limestone generally increases with dolomitisation, but permeabilityis primarily

dependent on thesize and concentration of fractures and
joints. Three field permeability resultsfor theLower Magnesian Limestone(rangingfromto
d s e c ) indicate
a moderately permeable rock mass, but permeability
Values may be expected tovary widely both areally andwith
depth. Waterpercolation along joints and bedding planes
results in widening of the discontinuities and the creation
of voids and cavities by dissolution,givingkarstic
rockhead conditions.
The wide range of engineering properties shownin Tables
6 and 7 are principally controlled by rock lithology, with
the degreeof dolomitisation (andthe resultant intergranular solution porosity) being a significant factor in the degree of weathering. The assessment of the engineering
properties should therefore include consideration of the
range of values quoted forindividual tests, as well as the
mean and median values.
Standard penetration test (SPT) results have
wide
a range
of N-values, from 5 to well over 50. They showno overall
trend of increasing N-values with depth, but the highest
values are consistently associated with fresher material,
decreasing to below 50 in highly weathered rock.
Plasticity data for thefine grained argillaceous sequences
in the UpperMagnesian Limestone (Figure36) show Val-
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ues falling on or near the A-Line,
typical of inorganic clays to weathering on exposure. Groundwater problems may
also occur locally where mass permeabilities are high and
and silts of low to intermediate plasticity. Data for the
Lower Magnesian Limestone group
as low plasticity sandy the water table is at shallow depth. Where water ingress
clays and silts. This probablyreflects the weathering of the occurs in highly to completely weathered and brecciated
of excavadolomitic limestonesto aslightly cohesive silt of low plas- limestone or in fault zones, immediate support
tions may be needed.
ticity.
Strength data havebeenobtained
only for the Lower
Assessment of major road cuts and quarries in the study
Magnesian Limestone, nearly all the results relating to area indicatethat themore resistantfresh to slightly
fresh to slightly weathered dolomite. Unconfined com- weathered, bedded limestones can maintain stable 70" to
pressive strength values from 24 partially saturated sam- near-vertical faces at heights in excess of 10 m where no
ples range from 2.4 to 36 MPa, and show the dolomitic inclined joint surfaces are present or thecuttings are orilimestones to be weak to moderately strong, with mean entated such that discontinuity-bounded blocks are stable.
and median values in the moderatelyweak class. Limited Slopes of 1:1 are recommendedas a preliminary guidefor
point loaddata classify the fresh to slightly weathered rock excavations and cuttingsin most of theMagnesian Limeas moderately weak to moderately strong, with a slight stones, although re-grading
to 1V:2Hmay be necessaryfor
anisotropy in strength indicated by diametral and axial highly weathered, brecciated or faulted zonesand for
tests, probably relatedto sub-horizontal, thin argillaceous long-term stability in beds particularly prone to degradapartings. Unconfined compressive strengths obtainedfor tion on exposure.
a few samples of slight to moderately weathered 'marly
limestone' showedit to fall in the moderately strong
class. iii) Excavatibility and suitability as fill material
Rock strength generally decreaseswith increasing porosHighly to completely weathered brecciated and shattered
ity and degree of saturation. However, strength tests car- rock may be excavated by mechanical scraper ormachine
ried out on intactmaterial in thelaboratorycannot
shovel; fresh to moderately weathered jointed and fracrepresent the in situ mass rock properties in situ, particu- tured rock will require machine ripping. Massive limelarly if the rock is fractured. Theinfluence of discontinuit- stone with widely-spaced joints will require pneumatic
ies should therefore be considered
in assessment of values breakers or minor blasting. Site investigation reports reof strength and deformability fordesign purposes.
cord successful excavation by ripping to at least 10 m
depth in well-jointed Upper Magnesian Limestone before
Design Considerations
minor blasting is required.
i) Foundations
The main factors likely to cause foundation problems in Fresh to slightly weathered rock is suitable as fill and is
Highly
the Magnesian Limestoneformationsareoutlined
in classified as rockfill forcompactionpurposes.
weathered
and
faulted
rock
is
generally
unsuitable
as
Table 8. Combinations of these may present serious problems, particularly where large variations
in bearing capac- rockfill but may be used as a bulk fill material. The limeities will cause differential settlements.A limited number stones shouldbe assumed to befrost-susceptible fordesign
purposes, andthis should be taken into account for
calcuof tests of groundwater sulphate content have provided
lations
of
minimum
pavement
thickness.
values which fall within Class I of the Building Research
Establishment classification for sulphate-bearingsoils and Insufficient compaction testdata were obtained during the
groundwaters (Anon, 1975b).However gypsum in the study to provide an assessment
of compaction characterismarls overlying the limestones may result in Class 4 sul- tics. For theresults obtained, optimummoisture contents
phate values. It is possible therefore that sulphate-resistranged from 12 to 16% and maximum dry densities from
ing cement may be required locally for foundations, and 1.66 to 1.96 Mg/m3. Unsoaked CBR test results ranged
sulphate levels should be checked during site investiga- from 4 to 34%,with a mean of 18%.
tions. Allowable bearing capacities of 500 kPa have generally proved suitable in moderately weathered zones at Moderately Strong Sandstones
or near rockhead. Shattered soft
or clayey zones shouldbe These are the sandstones
of the Coal Measures. Theyare
removed and backfilled with suitable compacted material greyishbrown to yellowish brown,moderately wellor concrete. For fresh to
slightly weathered rock at depth, jointed, weak to moderately strong,
well-graded micaallowable bearing capacities of1000 to possibly 2000 kPa ceous sandstones,with some siltstone and mudstone layers
may be used in design.
and coal partings. The depth andintensity of weathering
is variable but complete weathering to a silty or clayey
ii) Slope Stability
to 6 or m7 below
The only slope failure observedis west of Townclose Hills sand may occur down joints and fractures
rockhead.
Zones
of
moderately
highly
to
weathered rock
[4042 30351, where a combination of faulting, cambering
40
m
below
ground surhave
been
recorded
to
depths
of
and rotational landslipping affects the basal beds of the
of weathering is a major factor
in controlLower Magnesian Limestone. Since the dip of the bedding face. The degree
ling
engineering
behaviour
and
summary
geotechnical
is low. slope stability problems in engineering works are
likely to be confined to rock falls and long-term degrada- properties for fresh to moderately weathered sandstone
tion of rock faces rather than large-scale instability. The and highly to completely weathered rock are shown sepamost important factorsinfluencing the stability of excava- rately in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
tions are thepresence of steeply inclined or vertical joints,
Standard penetration test(SPT) results show a wide range
highly weathered zones, brecciated limestones and weak,of N-values but are usually well in excess of 50 for freshto
highly porous dolomiteswhich are particularly susceptible moderately weathered rock. For highly-and completely
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Table 9 Summary geotechnical data for Coal Measures Sandstone (Fresh to Moderately Weathered)
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weathered sandstone near rockhead,N-values are typical
of those for mediumto dense sands.
In general, increasing weathering grade results
in increasing plasticity and moisture content and a decrease
in shear
strength. Limitedfield permeabilities obtainedfor fresh to
moderatelyweatheredsandstonerangefrom
to low4
m/sec, indicative of a slightly to moderately permeable
rock mass. These areconsidered to befairly representative
values but variation acrossthe outcropwill occur depending on degree of weathering, the size and spacing of fractures, and the presenceof fault zones.
Unconfined compressive strengthvalues for freshto mod12.5 to 35.1 MPa
erately weathered sandstone range from
(for partially saturated samples), classifying the rock as
moderately strong. Strengths measured on saturated test
samples may be reduced by up to 50%, making the rock
moderately weak. Point load test results
of similar weathered rock give weak to moderately strong values,
with no
indication of anisotropicstrengths. Valuesof rockstrength
will decrease with increased weathering. Also, laboratory
tests cannot be representative of the in situ mass rock
strength, which will be influenced by the frequency, orientation and infilling of discontinuities.
Design Considerations
i) Foundations
Limitedconsolidationdata
show that compressibilities
will be low for moderately weathered rock and low to
medium for weathered and argillaceous material. However, weathered mudstone and siltstone layers may give
rise to differential settlements. A variable thickness (but
generally less than 1 m) of head depositslocally covers the
sandstoneoutcrops.Thisheterogeneousmaterial
may
also give rise to differential settlements and should
be
removed prior to placing foundations. Of particular importance for foundation design, are the
possible presence
of old coal workings at shallow depth below any potential
site. Adequateprovision should be made in any proposed
site investigationto ascertain notonly the thicknessof the
sandstone unit, but the extent and depthsof these workings before consideration is given to theuse of piled foundations for heavier structures. The Coal Measures rocks
are also extensively faulted and the presenceof shattered
rock in fault zones may give rise to adverse groundwater
conditions in addition to differentialsettlements.Pretreatment of ground may be necessary and site investigationsshould aim todelineatethese problem areas as
accurately as possible prior toplacing foundations.
Maximum nett safe bearing capacities of 500 kPa have
proved suitable for shallow foundations in highly weathered material near rockhead, and 2000 kPa for foundations takento fresh or slightly weathered rock.Insufficient
data have been obtained for an assessment of pile design
loads to be made.
Class I sulphate concentrations have been recorded, but
Class 2 concrete may be required to combat local acid
groundwater conditions indicated by minimum recorded
pH values of 5.5.

ii) Slope Stability
No natural slope failures have been recorded
in the sandstones. In excavations for constructionworks the fresh to

slightly weathered sandstones may remain stable at steep
slope angles, but interbedded siltstones, mudstones and
shales will reduce stability, and side slopes
of 1V:2H have
beenrecommendedforpreliminary
designpurposes.
Perched groundwater tables may give rise to high hydrostatic pressures,causing heave at the base of excavations.
Dewatering will be required where groundwater seepage
is encountered. Excavations in fault zones may require
immediate support due to presence
the
of highly shattered
or brecciated rock and clay gouge.
iii) Excavatibility and suitability as fill material
Weathered material may be excavated by mechanical
scraping or digging. Fresh to slightly weathered rock may
require ripping and, in confined spaces, pneumatic tools
for excavation.
Solid sandstone is suitable as embankment fill if care is
taken in selection and excavation. Although suitable as
bulk fill, use as a high grade fill is not generally recommended due to argillaceous beds. For compaction purposes, the CoalMeasuressandstonesare
classed asa
graded granularsoil.
Very few test results on compaction properties were obtainedand are insufficient to provide a representative
assessment of compaction characteristics. Limited CBR
values on unsoaked test samples ranged from 9 to 20%,
with mean values of 11% and 14% for moderately weathered andhighly to completely weathered material respectively.
Friable Sandstones and Dense Sands
Thisgroupencompasses the Sherwood Sandstone and
Basal Permian Sand. Veryfew geotechnical testdata were
obtained for these formations.

Sherwood Sandstone Group
The Sherwood Sandstone outcrop
is largely obscured by a
variable thickness of superficial deposits. The sandstones
are brick-red to orange brown, weakly cemented, crossbedded, fine to medium
grainedsandstone,with some thin
layers and lenses of red mudstone. Although becoming
moderately strong at depth, site investigation records to
12 m below rockhead invariably describe this material as
weathered to a weak friable sandstone or loose to very
dense sand. Standard penetration test (SPT) results show
a general increase
of N-values with depth, with values less
than 50 occurring in highly weathered materialwithin 5 to
6 m of the ground surface. Insufficient data preclude any
meaningful assessment of engineering properties, but they
are summarised in Table 11.
Design Considerations
i) Foundations
Weathering grade and relativedensity of the uppersandstone surface is variable, but maximum nett safe bearing
capacities of 500-600 kPa have been quoted for shallow
strip foundations, with settlements being very small and
rapid. Allowable bearing pressuresof 150 kPa are recommended for shallow strip foundations at 0.5 m depth in
weathered near-surface material.
The variable thicknessof superficial depositsoverlying the
SherwoodSandstone generally necessitates the use of
piled foundations for heavier structures. Piles would be
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predominantly end-bearing, and
excessive settlement may
occur if a layerof loose materialis encountered at thepile
toe.Drivenpiles
may beexpectedtocarryworking
stresses of 4-5 MPa of the cross-sectional area of the pile
using normal concrete, or 12 MPa for very high quality
concrete. Accordingly, working loads of 450-500 kN and
900-1000 kN are suggested for pile diameters of 0.35 m
and 0.5m, respectively.
The variable densities encountered near the surface may
necessitate piles being driven further than anticipated in
order to achieve a satisfactory set. The variation in level
at which the materialis sufficiently well-cemented to form
a suitable founding stratum should be considered when
selecting pile type. Bored piles may be most suitable as
theirlengthcanbemore
easily varied.Augerboring
through overlying superficial gravels would also be required before placing driven piles. Bored piles would be
expected tocarry working stresses of 4 MPa of the cross-

sectional area of the pile if taken 3pile diameters into the
sandstone. Conventional bored piles may be affected by
'piping' in uncemented material leading to poor performance, and large diameter piles have been suggested to
overcome this problem. Large diameter bored
piles taken
through overlying superficial sands andgravels to atleast
2 pile diameters into the sandstone,
or where N-valuesare
over 100,are expected to carry working loads of 2000,3500
and 5500 kN for pile diameters of 0.75 m, 1.0 m and 1.25
m, respectively. Casing is required during boring to support granular material and exclude groundwater. Seepages encountered in bedrock will require cleaning of the
bore before concreting. Sulphate contents
of groundwater
ranging from Class 1 to 3 mean that care should be taken
in concrete selection.
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Figure 37 Plasticity diagram for Coal Measures mudrocks
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ii) Slope stability
High water flows into excavations in the Sherwood Sandstone are to be expected, and
dewatering and immediate
support of faces in uncemented materialwill be required.
Cutting slopes of 1V:2H have been recommended for
preliminary design.
iii) Excavatibility and suitability as fill material
The Sherwood Sandstone is easily excavated by machine
digging or scraping. It may be suitable as fill, and for
compaction purposes, is classed as a well-graded, sometimes uniformly graded, granular soil. No test data have
been obtained toallow assessment of compaction characteristics.
Basal Permian Sand
This formation consists of buff to yellow, generally uncemented, moderately weak, soft friable sandstone and

dense,mediumtofineuniformsand.
It underlies the
Lower Magnesian Limestone and is up to 3 m thick at
outcrop. Insufficienttest datapreclude ameaningful
geotechnical assessment, but
the limited data collected are
presented in Table 12.
Three values of field permeability,rangingfrom
to
m/sec, classify the sanddeposit as moderately permeable. High water ingress, running sand and piping may
occur in excavations and borings,so control of groundwater and immediate support
of excavation sides will be
necessary. Grouting will enhance cementing and inhibit
‘washouts’ but will not significantly improvestrength.
Major foundation problems may occur in the overlying
Magnesian Limestone due to collapse of old workings in
the sand (see Maps 12a,b and pp.00).
The extentof these
workings make foundation improvement
by ground treatment difficult. The sands can easily be excavated by ma-
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Figure 38 Plasticity diagram for Coal Measures siltstones.
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chine digging. No datahave been obtainedto assess compaction characteristics or suitability as fill.

l

Design Considerations

i) Foundations
Shallow mine workings present a potential foundation
Mudrocks
problem throughout the Coal Measures outcrop, and any
site investigation should ascertain
the presence, depth and
This group encompasses those dominantly argillaceous
extent
of
these.
When
accurately
delineated, piled founformations with engineering characteristics bordering on
dations
set
in
sound
rock
below
the
workedlevel present
those of a ‘weak’ rock or ‘strong’ overconsolidated soil. It
the
safest
option
for
all
but
the
lightest
structures, alincludes theCoal Measuresmudstones,siltstonesand
though ground pre-treatmentby grout injection has been
seatearths, and the mudstonesof the Roxby (Upper Persuccessfully employed. Working loadsof 600 kN are sugmian Marl) and Edlington (Middle Permian Marl) forma- gested for 0.5 m diameter piles set in sound mudstone.
tions.
Nettallowablebearingpressures
of 50 - 300 kPa are
suggested for shallow strip foundations in moderately to
Coal Measures Mudrocks
completelyweatheredrock,and
1000 to 2000 kPa at
These consist predominantly of grey to greyish brown, depths greater than 1.5 m in fresh to slightly weathered
competent mudstone. Fault zones, comprising shattered
moderately fissured, weak to locally moderately strong
rock and clay gouge may present problemsin terms of low
mudstones, shales, silty mudstones and siltstones. They
bearing capacity and excessive differential settlements,
are particularly prone to breakdown by weathering, and
and the location of these zones should be partof any site
completely weathered firm to stiff, silty clays may occur
investigation and taken account
of in planning and design.
within 6 m of ground surface. Moderatelyto highly weathered material, comprising softened mudstone clasts in a Recorded sulphate contents fall within Class 1, but comsilty clay matrix, may occur to depths of about 10 m. Zones mon measurements of acid groundwater conditions (minimum pH values of 4.4) indicate that care is required in
of highly weathered mudstone, have been recorded at
depths in excess of 50 m, presumably either because of concrete selection.
groundwater movement down faults and joints or in an ii) Slope Stability
overlying sandstone aquifer, or because
of oxidation in old Shallow mudflows have been mapped in the valley south
mine workings. The degreeof weathering therefore influ- of Garforth [4018 31721, at Town Close Hills [4048 30491
ences engineering behaviour, and, in view of this, sumand on Park Hill, Pontefract[4430 22271. In addition, an
mary geotechnical propertiesof fresh to slightlyweathered
unmapped areaof uneven ground near Ackton
[41212231]
and moderately to completely weathered Coal Measures may be underlain by shallow mudflows. Temporary excamudrocks are presented separately in Tables 13 and 14. vations in fresh to moderately weathered mudstone should
Summary geotechnical properties for the siltstones are be stable but slumpingin the highly to completely weathshown in Table 15.
ered clay mantle is likely. The mudstones are highly prone
to deterioration and softening where relieved
of overburStandard penetration test (SPT) results
show a wide range den pressure and exposed to weathering. Rain and
heavy
of N-values which are usually well over 50 for fresh to construction traffic will accelerate this process. Side slopes
slightly weathered rock. However, N-values of 40 or less of 1V:2H are recommended for preliminary
design of
are frequently recorded for
slightly weathered weak mud- cuttings. Siltstone and sandstone beds may lead to water
stones.
seepage and accelerated deterioration of cut faces. High
Plasticity values (Fig. 37) for themoderately to completely groundwater tables may present considerable difficulties
weathered mudstones group aroundthe A-line,typical of in excavationsand possible regrading of cutslopes to
1V:4H with suitable drainagewill be required.
silty clays and clayey silts of low to high plasticity. For fresh
to slightly weathered material, theplasticity values plot as iii) Excavatibility and suitability as fill material
a group typical of low to medium plastic inorganic clays. The mudstones can be readily excavated by mechanical
A plot forthe siltstones (Fig.38) shows them to beof low scraping or digging, but ripping or pneumatic breakers
plasticity, becoming slightly more plastic with increased may be required at depth or for major excavations. Alweathering. In general,
the effect of increasing weathering though successfully used as embankmentfill, the material
results in increasing plasticity and moisture content and
should be placedas soon as possible after excavation and
decreasing density and shear strength. Limited consolida-subjected to minimumconstruction traffic whenwet.
the
tion data show the mudrock sequences to be of generally Soaked and unsoaked CBR test results confirm sensilow to medium compressibility, althoughhigh to very high tivity of mudstone fill to compaction moisture contents.
Remoulded undrained shear strengths of 150 to 350 kPa
consolidation settlements have been recorded locally.
have been quoted in embankment design formaterial
Limited field permeability values for weathered mudcompacted at natural moisture contents between 15 and
stone, ranging from
to
m/sec, classify the rock 22% , but these values may reduce markedly with an inmass as slightly to moderately permeable, but this may crease in moisture content of 2% by dry weight in wet
vary depending on weathering grade, fissuring and the
conditions.Checkson ‘field’ moisturecontentsshould
presence of interbedded siltstones, sandstones and coals therefore be maintained during construction.Plastic limit
horizons. Waterloggingof ground may occur locally where versus moisture content plots forin situ material indicate
mudstones are weathered to clay and where mudstone
that near-surface, highly weathered-mudstone/clays may
seatearths crop out.
be classified as cohesive for compaction purposes. Below
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Fordriven piles set at least 3 pile diametersintothe
mudstone an end bearing pressure of 3 MPa may be as,hard driving can damage and
sumed for design. However
Roxby (Upper Permian Marl) and Edlington (Middle
brecciate the mudstones,possibly affecting long-term perPermian Marl) formations
formance. Working loads
of 500-600 kN have been recomThese comprise red brown, green and grey, weak
to mod- mended as the upper bound 450
for mm diameter driven,
eratelyweak, locally calcareous silty mudstones, with cast in situ piles. For bored piles, loading criteria of 350,
greenish grey siltstone. Gypsum is common as primary,
450 and 600-650 kN for pile diameters of 0.4 m, 0.5m and
on allowable end
impure grey-mottled beds and secondary white satin spar 0.6 m, respectively, are suggested (based
beds and veins. Descriptions in site investigation reports bearing pressuresin mudstone of 1.6 MPa and shaft adherange from silty, sandy mudstones, marlstones and marls sions of 0.45 x undrained shear strength).
to marly or sandy, silty clays. At outcrop the mudstones For road construction, the mudstone
may be cut to formaare invariably weatheredto a firm to hardclay. Weathered tion level with adequate timeallowed for moisture content
clays have been recorded at depths over 20 m. Standard to equilibriate with side drains. Once constructed,
in situ
penetration test (SPT) N-values for the Middle Permian CBR tests should be carriedout tocheck deteriorationof
Marl show only a slight increase with depth and suggest the mudstone. If necessary,stripping to a lower level
that it is generally highly weathered throughout, with combined with increased pavement thicknesses will be
recorded N-values of below 40 occurring to depths in required. Measured sulphate contents range from
Class 1
excess of 10 m.
to 4, indicating that careis required in concrete selection.
Field
permeability
data ranging
from
to
m/sec
classify the mudstone as slightly permeable, and artesian ii) Slope stability
One natural slope failure[5025 20751 has been mappedin
conditions have beenreported locally.
the
Middle Permian Marl mapped,
comprising a seriesof
The geotechnical properties, which are similar for thetwo
coalescing
shallow
earthflows
in
weathered
clays on a
formations, are shown in Tables 16 and 17. Increasing
south-facing
slope
of
about
4".
The
slip
debris
may
contain
degree of weathering results in increasing plasticity and
numerous shear surfaces, along
which shear strengthswill
moisture content and decreasing strength. Plasticity values (Fig. 39) group near theA-line in the mannercharac- be reduced towards residual values.
For cuttings in relatively fresh to slightly weathered mudteristic of inorganic clays of low to highplasticity.
stone side slopesof 1V:2H aregenerally acceptable,given
Compressibilitiesincrease with increasingweathering
dressing. Formore weathered
grade and range from low to high, with low to high rates adequate drainage and top
of consolidation settlements. Undrained cohesion values marls and clays, suitable drainage measures will be required to preventlocal ponding and deteriorationof side
range from about 15 to 170 kPa and show a general inslopes. Cutting slopes of 1V:3H are recommended for
crease with depth anddecreasing weathering grade.
long-term stability, again with adequate drainage and top
Design Considerations
dressing. For shallow cuts in highly weathered mudstone
and clay, long-term stability may be achieved more ecoi) Foundations
nomically using side slopes of 1V:2H7with the factor of
No major foundation problems should be encountered,
safety improved by other means such as improved drainbut care should be taken
in site investigationsto delineate age measures and grassing. Removal of unstable fragfault zones of shattered rock and clay gouge which may mented material in faulted and broken ground will be
causeexcessivedifferentialsettlementsandrequire
necessary.
ground treatment. The
possibility of settlements causedby
dissolution of gypsum should also be considered. Artesian iii) Excavatibility and suitabilityas fill material
water conditions may be present locally, and future coal The mudstones may beexcavated readily by machine
workings may lead to settlement of structures. Normal
scraping or digging. With the exception of highly weathconsolidation settlements should be complete within the ered, high plasticity clays, it is generally suitable as a fill
construction period. For heavy structures, the presenceof material. Insufficientdata have been obtainedto properly
any soft weathered pockets or lenses should
be identified assess compaction characteristics, but the limited test reand removed before construction. Nett safe bearing casults indicate that compaction behaviour is markedly afpacities of 100-200kPa are recommended for
shallow strip fected by increase in moisture content. The mudstone is
foundations in weathered clay and mudstone near
classed as a cohesive material for compaction purposes
rockhead, increasing to 400-450 kPa at about 3 m depth and its suitability as compacted
fill willdepend on preventinto weathered material. Nett safe bearing capacities of ing an increaseof in situ moisture content during construc600-640 kPa have been recorded forshallow foundations tion. In general, undrained shear strengths
of remoulded
taken to 1.5m depth in slightly to moderately weathered material, recompacted at natural moisture contents
(of
'marlstone'.
about 20%), should prove adequate for embankment
conThe-Upper Permian Marl is overlain almost everywhere
struction, but asmall increase of in situ moisture content
may cause an unacceptable reduction in strength values.
by a variable thickness of superficial deposits and piled
foundations are the norm heavier
for
structures. The gran- CBR test results range from about 4 to 10% for material
ular nature of much of the superficialcovernormally
compacted at naturalmoisture content, but increase markrequires piles to be driven through pre-augered holes.
edly to between 35 and 70% for samples compacted at
Casing for all borings through the granular superficial optimummoisturecontent.The
few OMC values obcover will be required to prevent collapse into boreholes. tained in this study range from 12to 14%.
about 6 to 7 m less weathered mudstones are generally
classified as dry cohesive.
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As with the Coal Measures mudrocks, rapid construction
loading can cause high positive pore pressures in the lower
parts of embankments. Thesewill be slow to dissipate due
to the low permeability of these materials, and maximum
shear strengthswill not beachieved for a considerable time
after construction. Under such conditions, stability calculations should be based on undrained shear strengths ‘as
placed’ rather than for equilibrium conditions. If the undrained strength is unacceptably low, stability may be improved by flatteningsideslopes or the use of berms.
Consolidation settlements can be minimised by compacting
in thin layers and rates of consolidation settlement increased by the installation of horizontal drainage blankets.
Engineering Geologyof the Superficial Deposits

The superficial deposits have been combined into six engineering geological groups, shown in Table 4. The distri-

bution of these groups is shown on Map 5 , with made
ground shown separately on Map3.
Made Ground

Material descriptions and
the distribution of areas of made
ground are presented
in Map 3 ,and discussed on ~ p . 2 7 ~ 2 9 .
As an engineering geological group, made ground, also
known as fill or backfill, is variable in composition, thickness and geotechnical properties. Materials include chemical, mining and quarry waste, domestic refuse and bulk
fill derived from the bedrock formations.Insufficient site
investigation data are available to enable a meaningful
geotechnical assessment to be carried out. The implications for development on made ground are discussed on
p. 17, and
any proposed development must be preceded
by
a site investigation
to ascertain the composition, thickness
and engineering behaviourof the materials.
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Figure 39 Plasticity diagram for Permian marls
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Peat

Peat is confined to a fewoccurrencesoverlying
glaciolacustrine deposits in the south-east, to patches in
sink-holes,and to lenses in river alluvium (p.60). No
geotechnical datawereobtained.It
usually comprises
dark brown to black, fibrous or amorphous, soft organic
debris andvery soft to firm,organic clays. In geotechnical
terms, peat is extremely plastic and highly compressible
with very low shear strengths. Excavations are
very unstable and prone to severe groundwater problems. For the
limited occurrences in the area, the peat should be removed prior to construction or piled through toa suitable
set in the underlyingbedrock or superficialdeposits.
Where its occurrence at depth is suspected, rapid shortterm, slow long-termandpotentiallylargedifferential
settlements should be anticipated
in design.
Normally Consolidated/Loose Heterogeneous Deposits

Head
Head deposits are superficial materials derived from bedrock and superficial deposits by the action of periglacial
freeze-thaw weathering processes and hillcreep, solifluction and gelifluction. Typically, it is a soft to firm sandy,
silty clay with stones, but locally is a gravel. It forms a
generally ubiquitous cover on the slopes of the exposed
Coal Measures and Permian rocks,
usually as a thin veneer
less than l m thick, but greater thicknesses
may accumulate
at the footof slopes and in hollows. Its variable composition reflects its
local derivation. Thicknessesranging from
less than 1 m to 6 m are recorded in a number of site
investigation reportsfor construction sites, but
the distinction between in situ weathered bedrock and head
may be
difficult, the one gradinginto the other. The mapped
distribution of head generally greater than 1 m is shown
on Map 2. It should, however, beassumed to occur elsewhere as a patchy veneer of varying thickness, and its
thicknessandgeotechnicalcharacteristicsestablished
prior todesign of foundations or cut slopes.
Summary geotechnical properties are shown in Tables 18
and 19. The wide range of values for most of the measured
parameters reflects the lithological variation of these deposits. Head overlying the Coal Measures mudrocks can
be classified as silty clays of low to very high plasticity (Fig.
40). The influence of the parent material is shown by the
distinct grouping of head overlying Coal Measures sandstones in the low to intermediate plasticity range. The
deposits onthe Permianlimestones are of generally lower
plasticity and often contain increased
silt and sand components in addition to gravel-size limestone clasts. The plasticity chart for these materials (Fig. 41) shows the head
matrix developed over the Upper Magnesian Limestone
to be silty clays of low to intermediate plasticity, and that
over theLower Magnesian Limestoneto below plasticity
silty clays and clayey silts. This distinction
is also shown on
the plasticity diagram for the in situ limestone bedrock
(Fig. 36). A comparison of the plasticity diagrams for the
bedrock andoverlying head deposits forall the Coal Measures and Permian rocks
shows that the head
generally has
the higher plasticity. The bedrock plasticities normally
decrease with decreasingweatheringgrade.
Similarly,
headshows morevariablebut generallyhighercom-
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pressibilities, more variable rates of consolidation settlement , and generallylow shear strengths.
Design Consideration
i) Foundations
Differential settlements, soft, highly compressible zones
and theponding of water in depressions (locally caused by
mining subsidence) due to thepresence of impermeable
clays present the main problems to foundationdesign on
head deposits. In general, bedrock
lies within 1.5 m of
ground surface, and where feasible, the head material
should be removed prior to placing foundations, or the
loads transferred to the underlying bedrock
by piling. For
shallow foundations ondominantly clay head, theloading
criteria shown in Table 20 should beused as a guide.
Recorded sulphate contents fall in Class 1, but highly
acidic groundwater contents with a minimum pH of 4.4
indicate that careis needed in concrete selection.
ii) Slope stability
No natural slope failures have been recorded
in head
deposits, but the presence
of relic shear surfaces (resulting
from solifluction and multiple sliding movements during
its formation under
periglacial conditions) may be present,
even on low-angle slopes. Shear strengths on these relic
failure surfaces will be at or near residual values. This
should be accountedfor in slope design calculations. Cutting side slopes of 1V:2H are suggested as a guide for
preliminary design in head without shear surfaces.
iii) Excavatibility andsuitability as fill material
Head deposits may be easily excavated with normal soft
ground excavating plant. Problems may be encountered
locally due toponding of water in depressions due to the
presence of impermeable clay head. Headmay be suitable
for use as bulk fill, but may be locally too wet to achieve
satisfactory compaction. Recorded CBR values for samples compacted at natural moisture content range from2
to 8% for deposits overlying the Coal Measures. Values
increase for samples compacted at optimum moisture contents (ranging from10 to 16%) but
reduce considerablyas
moisture content increases above optimum.
Alluvium
Alluvial deposits are extensive onthe floor of the Aire and
Calder valleys. They also occur in minor tributaryvalleys.
Extreme heterogeneity on both
a regional andlocal scale
result in highly variable geotechnical properties andengineering behaviour. Material composition includes
soft to
firm, laminated,silty clays and clayey silts, very soft to soft
organic clays and peat, and looseto medium dense sands,
with impersistent layers, lenses and pockets of sand and
silt.
Summary geotechnical properties (Table 21) may be expected to vary markedly laterally and
with depth atspecific
sites. Plasticity data (Fig. 42) show values grouping on or
near the A-line,typical of inorganic silts and clays of low
to high plasticity, but zones of organic clay and peat (not
recorded in the current data)
will have very high plasticity.
The ‘mass’ deposit may be expected to exhibit mediumto
very high compressibilities, with very slow rates of consolidation settlements for soft organic
alluvial clays and peat.
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Table 20 Loading criteria for foundations in head
Nett Safe
Bearing Capacity
&Pa)

0.5m STRIP

1.o

100

19 mm

0.5m STRIP

1.o

150

29 mm

RAFT

0.5

100

40 mm

RAFT

0.5

150

60 mm

~

Depth

Factor of
Safety

Differential
Settlement

( 4

Foundation
Type
~~

Ferrybridge Service AreaandCridlingStubbs
[5200
21501, an upper sandyclay containing a few rounded and
fragmented limestone clasts, with common sand pockets
near its base overlies a slightly sandy clay with rounded
gravel-size clasts derived almost entirely from Coal Measures. A till with a high proportion of sand occurs on the
Design Considerations
south side of the Aire valley fromNewFrystonto
Ferrybridge, and is shown as sandy till on Map 2.
i) Foundations
The likelihood of excessive differential settlements, water The till matrix is generally an inorganicsilty clay of low to
uplift pressures, and low nett allowable bearing capacities intermediate plasticity,low compressibility and high shear
strengths. However,clast content and the presence
of sand
of about 50 kPa pose themain problem for foundations.
lenses
and
pockets
will
cause
local
variations
in
engineerWhere limited thicknesses occur, wholesale removal of
the alluvial material prior to placing foundations may be ing behaviour. High plasticity clays may be encountered
an economical option, but thicknesses in excess of 10 m locally (Fig. 43).
usually require piled foundations, set at a suitable depth Design Considerations
in the underlying bedrock, for all but the lightest structures. For piles taken through thicker alluvial deposits, i) Foundations
for foundaconsolidation of clays causing possible ‘drag-down’ of Till should present no major problemsshallow
loaded piles should be anticipated. Recorded groundwa- tions, providedlithological variations are established durter sulphate contents in Class 2 of the BRE classification ingsiteinvestigationsandpotentialdifferential
in design. Insufficient data
indicate that careis needed in selection of buried concrete. settlements accommodated for
have
been
obtained
during
the
study to adequatelyassess
Maximum embankment heights of 4 m with 1V:2H side
characteristic
bearing
capacity
values.
slopes are generally recommended for construction on
alluvium. Verylow rates of consolidation settlementsmay ii) Slope stability
be enhanced by staged surcharging. Alternatively, light- Ponding of surface waterdue togenerally low permeabilitweight embankment fill may be used. Monitoring of set- ies may occur during construction and may necessitate
tlements during construction should be undertaken and
temporary drainage. Cut slopesof 1V:2.5H aregenerally
the likelihood of differential settlements should be ac- recommended for long-term stability.
counted forin pavement design.
iii) Excavatibility and suitability as fill material
ii) Slope stability
Till may be easily machine excavated but pondingof surExcavations are subject to severe water inflow problems face water may cause problems during working. It may
and require immediate support to maintain
stability of prove suitable as a fill material but insufficient data have
faces. Running sandsmay also be encountered in excava- been obtained to
allow an assessment of expected compactions below the water table.
tion characteristics.
iii) Excavatibility and suitabilityas fill material
Pseudo-overconsolidated/Medium Dense Layered and
Alluvium is easily excavated using normal soft ground Laminated Deposits
excavating plant, but severe groundwater problems may This group comprises deposits laid down in a large lake
be encountered during working. It
is generally unsuitable (Lake Humber) that existed during the last (Devensian)
as a fill material.
glaciation, and covered the area now known as the Vale
of
York. Thedeposits are referred toas the 25-Foot Drift
Overconsolidated Heterogeneous Deposits
of the Vale of York. Variations in lithology, bed thickness
This group comprisesglacially derived boulder clay (till) and geotechnical propertiesof the deposits are partly due
deposits which occur as irregular sheets and patches.
to their deposition near the shoreof the lake. Geological
Geotechnical data, presented in Table 22, have been ob- mapping has distinguished areas of glaciolacustrine sand
tained mainly for till encountered along the route of the andglaciolacustrine silt and clay at outcrop(Map2).
M62 Motorway, where it is described as a grey or brown, However, rapid vertical changes in lithology necessitate
firm to very stiff,sandy silty clay with sub-angular to consideration of the deposits as a single, complex engirounded gravel clasts, up to 7 m thick. Between the M62 neering geological group.
Standard penetration test (SPT) N-values consistently
are
well below 40, and reflectthe low shear strengthsof all the
alluvial materials. An increase in strength with depth may,
however, take place in individual homogeneous lithological units.
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The following generalised section has been provedin site
investigation boreholes at Gale Common (Taylor et al.,
1976). However, rapid vertical and lateral changes will
result in different sequences elsewhere.
Thickness (m)
Upper Sand - Sand, brown, mediumdense, medium
grained

0 - 2.9

Upper Clay - Clay, silty and sandy, mottled
brown/grey, firm to stiff,
fissured, with some tree
rootlets
and
roots
1.0- 1.6
Lower Clay - Clay, laminated, dark
brown and purple brown,
commonly fissured,with
impersistent silty laminae,
becoming organiclocally
near base

0.3 - 1.3

Lower Sand - Sand, silty, pale brown and
reddish brown, medium dense,
poorly graded, fine- to mediumgrained, with common
0 - 3.5
clay laminae
This sequence overlies medium dense to dense,
fluvial
sands and gravels generally between 2 and 6 m thick, but
locally up to 7.75 m or greater. The thickeroccurrences
contain thin silt and clay beds, and, locally a silt layer
separates them from the overlying Lower Sand. These
deposits, known as Older River Gravels, are not exposed
in the study area.
Summary geotechnicaldata (Table23) have a wide range
of parameter values, reflecting the lithological variations
in the sequence. The deposits range from inorganic silts
and clays of low to very high plasticity (Fig. 44). The data
plot in three clusters, the laminatedclays giving the highest
(high to very high) plasticities,
the mottled, non-laminated
upper clays intermediate tohigh and thedominantly gran-
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Figure 42 Plasticity diagram for alluvial deposits
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ular silty and sandy depositslow to intermediateplasticities.
Consolidation test data on the glaciolacustrine clays are
particularly pertinent to theengineering geological classification of the deposit in that the markedly flat-topped
shape of many of the effective pressurehoids ratiocurves
(e-log p7 plots) indicate overconsolidated clays. Taylor
and others(1976) calculated a probable pre-consolidation
pressure of 78.5 kPa, implying that 5 to 6 m of overlying
sediment had been eroded away. This cannot be reconciled with the geological evidence, and desiccationof the
sediments, as shown by the fissures recorded in many
excavations, is the most
likely explanation for their
'overconsolidated' behaviour. Laboratory test data indicate compressibilities ranging from
low to high with low to
high rates of consolidation settlement. However, settlement rates measured in the laboratory may be unduly
pessimistic due to silt laminations and lenses in the clay
mass in situ. Summary permeabilityvalues (ranging from
to
reflect the variationfrom effectively impermeable clays to moderately permeable granular materials.
Mass field permeabilities can be expected to vary markedly at specific sites.

Triaxial compression tests show a large spread of shear
strengthvalues, with the laminated clays showinga
marked strength anisotropy. In these materials, measured
(0')
of the orderof 4
anisotropy in effective friction angle
to 5 degrees has been interpreted as a function
of the
preferred orientationof clay minerals adjacent to sub-horizontal silty partings (Taylor et al.,1976). In contrast, the
non-laminated, more silty sandy clays have higher effec= 25" - 25.5") but show virtually
tive shear strengths (0,
The low horizontal shear strength
no anisotropy in 0,.
(@'= 14.5" - 15.0") of the laminated clay must be accounted for in design calculations, particularly with respect to stability of embankment slopes.
Design Considerations
i) Foundations
Interbedding of contrasting lithologies and impersistent
laminations pose the main problem to foundation design.
This results in variable consolidation characteristics (due
primarily to permeability contrasts),potentially excessive
differential settlements, and the likelihood of perched
water tableson thevirtually impermeable clay layers. It is
important that the presence, thickness and on-site
geotechnical characteristics of the compressible clays are
ascertained prior to design and placing of foundation
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Figure 43 Plasticity diagram for till deposits
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Significant variation in lithology, bed
thickness and geotechnical properties.
Laminated clays show marked strength
anisotropy, with very low horizontal
shear strengths. Marked permeability
contrasts with potential for large and
variable settlements. Pile foundations
recommended, set in underlying basal
gravels or bedrock.
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loads. Nett allowable bearing pressuresfor shallow foun- consolidation of the clay strata. This can set up tensile
or
dations on the upper sand and non-laminated clay se- stresses in piles which may require reinforcement lining.
quences should beof the orderof 75 to 120 kPa for3 - 6 m Embankment construction should be conductedin stages
wide footings (e.g. bridge piers) placed at
1.5- 3 m depth, to allow sufficient time for dissipation of pore pressures in
with expected settlementsof 30 to 70 mm. Bearing capac- the clays. Rates of consolidation settlements in the field
ities do not show consistent variation with depth. For
may be more favourable than indicated
by laboratory
heavier loads, piled foundations taken through the 25- measurements. Fora 7.5 m high embankment using a fill
Foot Drift to sets in the basal gravels or underlying bed- density of 2.0 Mg/m3 and two loading stages, periods of
rock will be required. For driven pile foundations set in settlement of between six and eighteen months have been
the basal gravels design working loadsof 220- 350 kN and quoted. Field monitoring of settlements and the installa600 - 980 kN are recommended for 0.3 m and 0.5 m tion of piezometers to assess pore pressures during and
diameter piles, respectively. Settlements at these loadsafter
are construction are recommended,along with drainage
expected to be less than about 25 mm and immediate.
blankets of suitable granular material laid at the base of
Construction joints will be required between piled and embankments where clays occur at the ground surface.
unpiled sectionsof foundations to accommodate potential The use of lightweight embankment fill has beensuccessdifferentialsettlements.However,discontinuous
clay fully employed to minimise excessive settlements.
beds may make thebasal gravel an unsuitable mediumfor
pile sets locally, and pile foundations
will need to be taken ii) Slope stability
to the underlying bedrock. For sets in the bedrock, the
driving of piles through thebasal gravels may prove diffi- The main stability problems concern the slopes of embankments constructed on laminated
clays. The low horicult and large diameter bored piles are recommended.
zontal
shear
strengths
of
the
clays,
represented
by quoted
Casing of bores to counter 'running' conditions and colundrained shear strengths of 19 to 25 kPa and effective
lapse of granular materials will be necessary. Piled founfriction angles of 14.5" to 15" must be accounted for in
dationsmaybesubjectto
a 'dragdown'effecton
design. Safe side slopes of 1V:2H are normally recommended for embankments up to 8.0 m in height on soil

cv

ME

M V

Figure 44 Plasticity diagram for glaciolacustrine clays and silts.
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but the cohesive clay
profiles dominated by stiff clays and medium dense sand cessfully employed in the short term,
wetting. Adequate
and gravel. For higher embankments
or where loose gran- fill must be protected from subsequent
in design and a
ular depositsor soft clays are present, theseangles will be drainage measures should be incorporated
marginal and regradingor theuse of berms may be neces- blinding layer of granular material or grassing used as
protection from surface water. Quoted CBR
values range
sary to maintain stability.
from 3 to 7% for silty sandy clays, up to 20% for domiExcavations in granular materials may encounter
‘running’ conditions and severe seepage problems, requir-nantly sandy lithologies and 30 to 50% for thebasal gravels.
ing dewatering and immediate sidesupport.
Non-cohesiveSand and Gravel Deposits
ii) Excavatibility and suitability asfill material
Excavation by normal plant should present
few problems. This group includes those dominantly granular deposits
mapped as older littoralgravels, littoral sand and gravel,
However, potentially high water inflows from granular
sediments, perched water tables and ponding
of water on glacial sand and gravel,glaciofluvial sand and gravel, and
impermeable clays may be encountered. Shoringof exca- river terrace deposits (Map 2). Virtually no geotechnical
vations in granular materialwill be required to ensure
safe data have beencollected, but descriptions of their lithology, thickness andorigin are given on pp.58 to60.
working conditions.
dense
dense,
Insufficient data have been obtained to make
an adequate In general terms, the deposits are medium to
assessment of the glaciolacustrine deposits as fill materi- generally well-sorted, water-bearing sands andgravels of
als, or to comment on
compaction characteristics. In gen- low compressibility and high rates of consolidation settleeral terms, these deposits may prove suitable as general ment. However, subordinate layers and lenses of soft to
fill, with the clays (including laminated clays) being classed firm clay and loose sandy silt may give rise to lateral and
as a cohesive soil for compaction purposes and the basal vertical variation and variable engineering performance
sand and gravel sequence as awell graded granular soil. locally. The geotechnicalcharacteristics of the buried
gravels underlying the 25-Foot Drift deposits, described
Some of the clays fall in the dry cohesive class and are
gravels.
generally unsuitable asfill. Due tolithological variation, on p.90,will be similar to theseexposed sands and
on-site assessment of fill suitability, involving field com- Excavations will generally require immediate support and
paction trials, is necessary. Locally high in situ moisture may suffer severe water inflows. Casing will be required
contents of the clays may present compaction problemsif to preventcollapse of granular material into bores.
untreated. Compaction during dry weather has beensuc-
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ANNEX A
Key Tablesdefining parameter classes used for summary
geotechnical test data presented in text Tables
2-17.
Table A3 (b) Coefficient of Consolidation, Cv.

Table A l . Sulphates in Soils and Groundwater
I

I

I

In
Groundwater
(partdl00 000)

>0.2

<30

0.2 - 0.5

30 - 120

I

1

<o. 1

2

0.1- 1

>25
25 - l5

10 - 100

~-

I

Plasticity
Index Range

4

1.9-3.1

0.5 - 1.0

I

15 or less

Soil Type

CLAYS
Montmorillonite
High plasticity
Medium
plasticity
LOWplasticity

120 - 150
SILTS

1.0 - 2.0

3.1 - 5.6

250 - 500

>2

- 5.6

400

After Lambe and Whitman (1979)

A4 California Bearing Ratio (CBR) Tests
CBR test results given in summary tables (Tables 2 - 16,
in text) show values for soils compacted at natural moisture content.

From BRE Digest 174 (1975)

Table A2 Scale of Point Load Strengths.

Point load strength
kN/m2

Term

Extremely strong

>12 000

Very strong

6000 - 12 000

Strong

3000 - 6000

Moderately strong

750 - 3000

Moderately weak

300 - 750
75 - 300

Weak

>75

Very weak
After Anon (1972)

Table A3 (a) Coefficient of Volume Compressibility, Mv
Class

Description oj
compressibilit

Mv
(m2/MN)

Very high

H.5

Very organic alluvial clays
and peats

High

0.3 - 1.5

Normally consolidated
alluvial clays, e.g. estuarine
clays

Medium

0.1 - 0.3

Fluvioglacial clays ,
Lacustrine clays

Low

0.05 - 0.1

Boulder clays

Very low

4fter Head (1982)

Examples

~ 0 . 0 5 Heavily overconsolidated
‘boulder clays’, stiff
weathered rocks
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recorded. An alternative approach is to pump water into
a borehole under pressure and measure the volumes of
GEOTECHNICAL TESTS QUOTED IN THE
water flowing into the borehole ata number of different
DATABASE AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
pressures.Detailsare
given in BS 5930:1981 (Anon,
1981). Sections of borehole may be isolatedby sealing with
1. FIELD TESTS
‘packers’ in order to measure water flows over selected
The Standard Penetration Test (SPT)
depth intervals. The data obtained from either method
The standard penetration test (SPT) is a dynamic test
enable the coefficient of permeability (k, metres/second)
carried out atintervals duringthe drilling of a borehole. A to be calculated.
standard 50 mm diameter split barrel sampleris driven into
Permeability is used to predict the inflow of water during
the soil at the bottomof the hole fora distanceof 450 mm
excavation or tunnelling and to design groundwater conby the blows of a standardweight (65 kg), falling through
trol schemes to deal with it. Permeability is important
a standard distance (0.76 m). The number of blows (N)
when assessing waste disposal sites or thesiting and conrequired todrive the last 300 mm is recorded. Test details
struction of water retaining structures such as dams, laare given in BS 5930:1981 (Anon, 1981).
goons and canals.The assessment of potential well yields
A modification of the test for hard material and coarse
requires field permeability determination for the formagravel uses a solid cone instead of a cutting shoe and is tions concerned.
called a cone penetration test(CPT).
Shear Vane Tests
Although this is a field test which is subject to operational
errors, the SPTis widely used to give an indication of the Shear strength parameters obtained from laboratory tests
relative densityof granular soils (very looseto very dense) are prone to errors resulting from sample disturbance,
and the consistency of cohesive soils (very soft to hard). giving results that are frequently lower than those obCorrelations have also been made between SPT and the tained from back-analysis. In order to addressthis problem the shear vane test was developed to determine the
bearing capacity of a soil.
undrained shear strength of clays within the very soft to
The results of the SPT are
meaningful up to and
including firm consistency range, in situ.
an N-value of 50, corresponding to very dense granular
soils and hard cohesive soils. The SPT is also frequently The apparatuscomprises four thin rectangular bladesarused in hardermaterials,ie.
rocks and heavily over- ranged radially around a circular shaft to form a cross.
consolidated soils or ‘mudrocks’, in which case the test is Advancing this vane into undisturbedsoil and rotating at
normally terminated before the shoe has been driven the a constant rate of shear using a torque head allows the
of blows torque causing soil failure alongthe surface of the volume
full 300 mm. Rather than extrapolate the number
to represent thefull 300 mm of test, the amountof pene- of revolution of the vane to be measured. Undrained shear
results strength is calculated from the relationship between
tration in mmfor 50 blows can be quoted. When the
vane dimensions andthe
are given in this manner the test
is referred toas the Rock torque and angular rotation, the
maximum
torque
applied.
Remoulded
shear strength is
Penetration Test (RPT). The relationship between the
measured
similarly,
after
remoulding
the soil by rapid
two methods of quoting theresults is tabulated below:
rotation of the vane and allowing a short time period for
pore pressures to dissipate.
The results of the test are intended togive a rapid indicaRelative DensityKonsistency SPT
RPT
tion of undrained shear strength andmay be used in staVery loosehery soft
0-5
bility analyses. The results obtained should not, however,
Loosehoft
5 - 10
be generally considered as a replacement for the more
Medium dense/firm
10 - 30
accurate shear strength parameters determined from triDensehtiff
30 - 50
axial or shearboxtests. Further details of the test are given
Very dense/hard
50
300
in Carter (1983).
Rock/Heavily
200- 100
overconsolidated soils
2. INDEX TESTS

ANNEX B

Permeability
The permeability of a soil is its capacity to allow water to
flow through it.
It may be measured on laboratory
samples
or from boreholes. Laboratory tests do not take into account the effect of structural discontinuities in the soil or
rock mass in situand may not, therefore, give a true
indication of the permeability of the ground en masse.
Pumping tests using boreholes give more representative
permeability values.
In field permeability tests, watermay be pumped outof a
borehole and the effect on the water level in adjacent
boreholes monitored orif a single borehole is being used
it may be pumped out and the waterlevel recovery time

Moisture Content
The moisture content a soil
of sample is defined asthe ratio
of the weight of water in the sample to theweight of solids,
, i.e:
normally expressed as a percentage
Moisturecontent,m =
weight of waterx 100%
weight of solids
Standard test procedure is given in BS 1377:1975 (Anon,
1975a). Moisture contentis a basic soil property andinfluences soil behaviour with regard to compaction,plasticity,
consolidation and shear strength characteristics.
Atterberg or Consistency Limits (Plasticity Tests)
As moisture is removed from a fine-grainedsoil it passes
through a series of states, i.e. liquid, plastic, semi-solid
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and solid. The moisture contents of a soil at the points
where it passes from one stage to the next are known as
‘consistency limits’. These limits are defined as:
Liquid Limit (LL). The minimum moisture content at
which the soil will flow under itsown weight.
Plastic Limit (PL). The minimum moisturecontent at
which the soil can be rolled into a thread 3mm diameter
without breakingup.
Shrinkage limit.The maximum moisture content atwhich
further loss of moisture does not cause a decreasein the
volume of the soil.
The rangeof moisture content over
which the soil is plastic
is known as the plasticity index (Ip), andis defined as:
Ip = LL-PL
Test procedures aregiven in BS 1377 (Anon, 1975a).
The factors which control the behaviour of the soil with
regard to consistency are the natureof the clay minerals
present, their relative proportions, and the amount and
proportions of silt, fine sand and organic material. A
soil
may be classified in terms of its plastic behaviour by plotting plasticity indexagainst liquid limit on a standard
plasticity (or Casagrande) chart. The consistency limits
also give an indication of soil strength and compressibility.
Density
Density of a soil, i.e. the mass per unit volume, may be
measured in various ways.
The total or bulk density is the mass of the entire soil
element (solids water) divided by the volume of the
entire element.
The dry density is the mass of dry solids divided by the
volume of the entiresoil element.
The saturateddensity is the mass of the entiresoil element
with its pore spaces filled with water (i.e.totally saturated)
divided by the volume of the entiresoil element.
Density measurements are simple
if an undisturbed specimen of known, or easily measured, volume is obtained.
If this is not possible in the field, the sand replacement
method is used to determine the volume of a hole from
which the soil sample is excavated by filling with a measured quantity of dry, uniformly graded sand of known
densit . Density measurements are usually expressed as
Mg/m and full test details are given in BS 1377 (Anon,
1975).
Soil density measurements may be used to assess various
earth loads such as soil mass, overburden pressure, surcharge pressure andearth pressure onretaining walls.

+

Y

Specific Gravity
The specific gravity of a soil is the ratio of the weight of
dry solids to theweight of an equalvolume of water (i.e.
the weight of water displaced by the solids). It is, therefore, a dimensionlessparameter. Full test detailsare given
in BS 1377 (Anon, 1975). Specific gravity is a basic soil
property and represents an average for the particles
of
different minerals presentin a soil sample. The parameter
is used to enable calcuationof other basic soil properties.
For example, specific gravity (G), moisture content (m),
voids ration (e) and degreeof saturation (S) are given by
the useful relationship:
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Gm = Se
Particle Size Analysis
The particle size distribution of a soil is determined by
sieving andsedimentation.Asample
of soil is dried,
weighed and sieved to remove the fraction greaterthan 20
mm in size. It is then immersed in water with a dispersing
agent suchas sodium hexametaphosphate to break soil
up
aggregates. The sample is then wet sieved to remove
particles less than 63 pm. The fraction retained on the63
ym sieve is dried and passed through a nest of sieves of
mesh size ranging from 20 mm to 63 pm. The fraction
retained on each sieve is weighed and the cumulative
percentage passing each sieve is calculated. A grading
curve of percentage passing against sieve size is plotted.
The fines passing through the 63 pm sieve are graded by
sedimentation. A representative subsample is made up
into a suspension with distilled water, placed in a tall jar
and made up to a volume of 500 ml. It is then agitated
vigorously and allowed to settle.Samples are removed by
pipette from agiven depth atspecific times, dried and the
contained solids weighed or, alternatively, hydrometer
readings of the soil-water suspensionare recorded atspecific time intervals. The size distribution can then be calculated using Stokes’ Law which relates settling time to
particle size. The entiregrading curvefor coarse and fine
material can then be plotted. Full details are given in BS
1377 (Anon, 1975a).
Particle size distribution is used for classifying soil in engineering terms (BS 5930:Anon, 1981). Particle size distribution curveswill give an indication of soil behaviour with
regard to permeability, susceptibility to frost heave or
liquefaction,and willgive someindication of strength
properties. Particle size analysis does not, however, indicate structure and
will not distinguish between a sandy
clay
and a laminated sand and clay which may behave very
differently in situ, but may show similar particle size distribution in a bulk test sample.

3. CHEMICAL TESTS
PH
About 30 g of soil are weighed and placed in 75 ml of
distilled water in a beaker. The mixture is stirred and
allowed to infuse for at least 12 hours. A glass electrode
connected to a pH meter is then placed in the stirred
mixture and the pH reading taken. The electrode and
meter may also be used to determine the of
pHgroundwater samples; pH may also be determined colorimetrically.
Details are given in BS 1377(Anon, 1975a).
The pH of soil or groundwater is important when
designing concrete structuresbelow ground surface. Ordinary Portland cement is not recommended in situations
with a pH below 6, high alumina cementcan be used down
to pH 4 and supersulphated cement has beenused to pH
3.5. Acidic groundwaters can also cause corrosion in buried iron pipes.
Sulphate
The sulphate content of soil is determined by leaching a
weighed sample of soil with hydrochloric acid and precipitating the dissolved sulphate by the addition of an excess
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with the sample either drained
of barium chloride. The
precipitate is then filtered,ignited The test may be carried out
or undrained (with or without pore pressure measurein a furnace and weighed.
The sulphate content of groundwater or an aqueous soil ment), and the type of test will depend upon the site
extract is determined by passing the water througha col- conditions and type of engineering works being undertaken.
umn of strongly-acidic cationic exchange resin activated
with hydrochloric acid. The groundwater or soil-water An unconsolidated-undrained (UU) test is used for founclay soils (where drainwashings are collected and titrated against standardised dations on normally consolidated
age would be slow). The test normally takes only a few
sodiumhydroxidesolution,
using asuitableindicator.
From the amountof sodium hydroxide used during titra- minutes, as pore pressures are not allowed to dissipate,
tion the quantityof dissolved sulphates can be determined and is thus often known as a quick-undrained (QU)test.
and expressed in terms of so3 content, as gramsper litre The strength parameters determined in this test are the
or as parts per 1000000. Full test details are given in BS total or apparent undrained cohesion and friction values
(C, and 0,,
respectively).
1377 (Anon,1975).
It is important that the sulphate contentof groundwater In a consolidated-undrained (CU) test, free drainage of
and soil is known as ordinary Portland cement deterioratesthe specimen is allowed under the cell pressure for 24
in the presence of sulphate. Knowledge of sulphate con- hours before testing (that is, the sample consolidates). T
centrations enables a suitable sulphate resisting or high drainage valve is then closed and the loadincreased rapalumina cement to beused in appropriate concrete mixes idly to failure. This test
is applicable to situations where a
for applications below ground level.
sudden changein load takes place after
a period of stable
conditions (e.g. as a result of rapid drawdown of water
Organic Content
behind an earth dam).
A small (0.2 - 5 g) dry, representative sample of soil is A consolidated-undrained test with pore pressure meaweighed andreacted with 10 ml of normalpotassium
surement may also be carried out. In this test, the meadichromate solution. The potassium dichromatewhich is surement of pore pressure enables calculation of the
left after the organic material has been oxidised is then effective strength parameters, C' and 0'(sometimes redetermined by titration against astandardsolution of ferred toas the "true" cohesion and"true" angle of internal
ferrous sulphate. The organic content of the soil can then friction) , in addition to the undrained parameters,
C, and
be calculated. Detailsare given in BS 1377 (Anon, 1975a).
0,.
Organic silts and clays are weak soils and usually highly
A drained (CD) test is suitable for sandysoils or forclay
compressible. In extremely organic soils,
such as peat,
embankments in which drainage blankets have been laid.
very high and rapid compressibility is found and permeFree drainage of the sample is allowed during both the
ability is high. Although weak and permeable, densityis
consolidation and loading stages
of the test,with the samlow and cuttingsin peat may therefore stand better than
a
ple loading appliedat a rate slow enough toallow dissipaclay soil of the sameheight and slope angle.
tion of pore pressures. The test conditions enable the
determination of the effective strengthparameters, C' and
4. STRENGTH TESTS
Triaxial Compression Test
The triaxial compression test is the most widely used test
for determining the shear strength
of cohesive soils and a
number of different methods may be used depending on
the application of the results.
Ingeneralterms,anundisturbed
cylindrical specimen
(usually 76mm x 38mm) is placed between rigid end caps
and covered with a rubber membrane. The assembly is
then placed in a triaxial cell which is filled with water,
taking care that all air is removed. The confining water
pressure in the cell is then maintained at a prescribed
constant value while the axial load on the specimen is
increased at a constant rate of strain. The test continues
until the specimen shears or a maximum vertical stress is
reached. Vertical displacement andaxial load onthe sample are measured during the test. Thetest is repeated on
two further specimens (from the same sampling point) at
different confining pressures. From the results obtained
from the three tests, a standard graphical construction
(based on the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion) enables
the measured principal stresses to be plotted so that the
shear strengthof the soil can be determinedin terms of its
cohesive and frictional components (ie. cohesion,C, and
angle of internal friction,0).

0 7 .

Unconfined CompressionTest
This test measuresthe unconfined (uniaxial) compressive
strength of rock samples of regular geometry and
is mainly
intended for strength
classification and characterisationof
intact rock.
Test specimens are required to beright circular cylinders
having a height:diameter ratio of 2.5-3.0 and a diameter
preferably of not less than 54 mm. The sides and ends of
the specimen should be smooth and
end surface treatment
other thanmachining is not permitted. Samples should be
stored and tested in such a way that the natural water
content is preserved. If other moisture conditions are
used, they shouldbe reported with the test results.
The preparedrock cylinders are placed in a suitable load
frame and the load applied continuously at a constant
stress rate such that failurewill occur within 5 - 10minutes
of loading, alternatively the stress rate should be within
the limits of 0.5 - 1.O MPa/sec. The specimen is loaded to
failure and the maximum load recorded. The number of
specimenstestedshouldbedeterminedfrompractical
considerations, but at least 5 are preferred. Theuniaxial
compressive strength is calculated by dividing the maximum load carriedby the specimen during the test,by the
original cross-sectional area.
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full consolidation settlement (dissipation of pore presPoint Load Test
sures) to takeplace prior to successive load stages.
The pointloadtestprovidesarapid,economicaland
reasonably accurate index of rock strength and strength
Compaction
anisotropy, the principles
of which have been described
by
Broch and Franklin
(1972) and Bieniawski (1975). The test The compaction test determinesthe moisture content (the
basically involves loading a sample of rock to failure be- ‘optimum’) at which a soil may be compacted toits maxiof soil ( 5 kg) is compacted in
tween two standard-shaped steel cones mounted
in a por- mum dry density. A quantity
a
standard
(Proctor)
mould
using
a standard rammer(2.5
table hydraulically-operated press. The load at failure is
or 4.5 kg) which is dropped from a standardheight (300
determined from appropriately calibrated pressure gauges
and thePoint Load Strength (Is) calculated from
the rela- mm or 450 mm) a standard number of times (27). The
density of the compacted soil is then measured and its
tionship:
moisture content determined. The procedure is then reIs = P/D2, where D is the initial distance between the peated using the samesoil at different moisture contents.
loading cones holding the sample and P is the maximum
pressure recorded on thegauge (i.e. thefailure load).
The dry densityof the compactedsoil is plotted against its
The test is usually carried out on
pieces of rock core placed moisture content and the moisture content at which maxmay be achieved is read from the
both diametrically and axially between the loading cones imum compacted density
curve.
Details
are
given
in
B.S. 1377 (Anon, 1975a).
to obtain anindication of strength anisotropy. For diametralteststhe 1ength:diameterratio (L/D) of the core
The results of the compaction test are used to determine
should be >1.4; for axial tests the diameter:length ratio
the optimum moisture
conditions atwhich to place agiven
(D/L) should be c.l.1 (where D is the axial distance besoil as general or embankmentfill.
tween the cones). The test may also be performed, less
accurately, on irregular lumps
with D/L ratiosof 1.O - 1.4. California Bearing Ratio (CBR)
It is usual practice to correct thepoint load strength(Is) to
a standard 50 mm reference diameter using a set of stan- The CaliforniaBearing Ratio test is an empiricaltest
dard curves togive the Point Load Index,
Is(50).This index carried out in the laboratory, or in the field, which comis essentially equivalent to the point load strength multi- pares theresistance of a soil to penetrationby a standard
plied by correction factors for shape and size. The Aniso-plunger to theresistance to penetrationshown by standard
crushed stone:
tropy Index (Ia) of the rock may be expressed as:
CBR = Measured force x100%
Ia = Is(50)[diametral]
‘Standard force’
Is(50)[axial]
There are, however,
various ways of preparing samples for
the test. The samples
maybe either undisturbed or
remoulded. Remoulded samplesmay be compressed into
5. CONSOLIDATION and COMPACTION TESTS
a standard CBR (or Proctor)
mould under a static
load, or
Consolidation Test
dynamically compacted into it, at the required moisture
If a saturated cohesive soil is subjected to an increase in content, either toachieve a specific density or by using a
loading the pressure of the water in the pore spaces will standard compactive effort. Undisturbed samplesmay be
increase by the same amount as the applied stress. The taken on sitein a CBR mould, either from natural ground
soil such as an embankment or a road
water will therefore tend to flow towards areas of lower or from recompacted
sub-base.
Specimens
may be tested in the mould as prepressure at a rate controlled
by the soil permeability. The
removal of water causes a decreasein volume of the soil, pared (oras recieved)or after soakingin water for several
days.
a process known as consolidation.
The consolidation parameters are measured
in the laboratory by placing a disc of soil confined in a metal ring,in a
water filled cell. A constant normal loadis applied to the
disc and its decrease in thickness measured with time.
When it reaches a constant thickness for given
a
load, the
load is increased (usually doubled) and the readings repeated. The loading is continued depending on the soil
type and the structure for
which the datais re uired. The
coefficient of volume compressibility, M, (m /MN), can
then be calculated. This is a measure of the amount of
volume decrease that will take place for a given increase
in stress. The coefficient of consolidation, C, (m2/year) is
also calculated, and is a measure of the rate atwhich the
volume changewill take place for a given increase in stress.

9

Consolidation test results are important for foundation
design and calculatingthe likely settlements thatwill take
place during and after construction. The test resultsalso
enable theplanning of phased construction stages allow
to

For soaked CBR tests on remoulded
soil at maximum
compaction, for example, the test normally
involves a
series of samples which are compacted in a 152 mm diameter mould at moisture contents around the optimum. A
surcharge weight is placed on the soil which is then immersed in water for four days. The mould is placed in a
load frame and a plunger 48.5 mm in diameter is forced
into the sample a topenetrationof 2.5 and5 mm. The CBR
value is determined as the higher
of the ratios of the
resistance at 2.5 mm and 5 mm penetration to the standard
resistance of crushed stone atthe same penetrations. Details are given in B .S. 1377 (Anon, 1975a).
The CBR value of recompacted soil is very sensitive to
variations in moisture content and dry density. Some typical laboratory CBRvalues for British soils compacted at
natural moisture content are indicated below:
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Type of soil
(Yo)

Range of PI
(Yo)

Range of CBR* In the field test, the plunger is jacked into the ground
against the reaction of a heavy lorry. Field values are
usually lower than laboratory values and the results of
1-3
these in situ tests are not directly comparable with labora3-5
tory test results. The laboratory test in the CBR mould is
4-7
recognised as the standard test. The results of the CBR
1-2
test are used to assess the suitabilityof soils for use asbase,
10 - 20
sub-base and sub-grade in road construction.
15 - 40
20 - 60

40 - 70
Clay
about 30
Silty clay
10 - 20
Sandy clay
0
Silt
NP
Sand (poorly graded)
NP
Sand (well graded)
NP
Sandy gravel (wellgraded)
*Lower values relate towater table depth <600 mm
below formation level. Upper values to water table
>600 mm below formation level. (From TRRL Road
Note 29)
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mine is closed, groundwater levels rise and the workings
become flooded to form a local storage reservoir. HowIntroduction
ever, mine discharges from Prince of Wales
[451228] and
Kellingley
[526237]
collieries
are
relatively
small,
together
The district lies within Hydrometric Area27, administered
by the Yorkshire Region
of theNationa1 Rivers Authority. amounting to about 3 million m3/a, and seem to have a
negligible effect on groundwater levels in the overlying
References to groundwater are
given in Edwards and
others (1940) and in a surveyof water resources published aquifers.
by the Yorkshire Ouse and
Hull River Authority (Anon, Boreholes areusually unlined, apart from the topmost
few
1969).
metres, but, sandscreens are used to prevent collapse of
The district is drained by the rivers Aire and Calder. The mudstone beds.
mean gauged flow of the Aire,as measured at Beal Weir Shallow groundwaters are usually of fair quality with a
[534 2551, just beyondthe area boundary,
is about 37 cubic total hardness in the range 300 to 500 milligrammes per
metres per second (m3/sec). The lowest recorded gauged litre (mg/l: as CaC03) anda chloride ion concentrationof
flow was 5.05 m3/sec in August, 1976, a notable drought less than 100 mg/l (as Cl). Deeper-seated waters (below
year. Thebase flow (groundwater contribution)is proba- about 100 m) tend to be more heavily mineralised, with
bly only a small part of the totalflow.
high concentrations of sodium, chloride and sulphate; iron
5 .O mg/l. Water pumped
The mean annual
rainfall ranges from about
650mm in the concentration commonly exceeds
from
mines
is,
therefore,
rarely
potable.
Similarly, water
west to less than 640mm in the east. Annuallosses due to
evaporation and transpiration are
of the orderof 430mm. pumped from flooded mine workings is usually of poor
in the vicinity of such workings may
The mean annualinfiltration rates were estimatedby the quality, and boreholes
draw
on
the
storage
of
mineralised water.
Yorkshire Water Authority
(in Monkhouse and Richards,
to pollution from
1982) to be about200 mm over the outcrop
of the Magne- Groundwater is not generally vulnerable
sian Limestones and about 180mm over the Sherwood surface sources,largely because of the protectionafforded
Sandstone.
by the mudstone layers, but shallow wells into sandstone
outcrops,
particularly in the vicinity of farm buildings,
Water forpublic supply comes
largely from impoundment
probably
require some protection.
reservoirs on moorlands on the
Millstone Grit outcropin
the Pennines. Pontefract and
its environsare also supplied Basal Permian Sand
from boreholes in the Sherwood Sandstoneto theeast of
is too thin to beof hydrogeologithe study area. Licensed groundwater abstractionwithin The Basal Permian Sand
cal
importance.
the areatotals 4.69 million cubic metres per annum (m3/a),
of which 61 percent is for industrial use (including quarry Cadeby (Lower Magnesian Limestone) Formation
use and aggregate washing),32 percent for the generation The Cadeby Formation is the major aquifer within the
of electricity (at Ferrybridge power station [470 260]), 6 study area. Although the matrix of the rock is generally
percent forspray irrigation, and
1percent or less for other impermeable,groundwater is containedin, and flows
agricultural and for domestic requirements (based onin- through numerous joints, cavities and fissures. Yields of
formation supplied by the Yorkshire Water Authority). boreholes depend, therefore, on the
intersection of these
The locations of licensed abstraction sites are shown on in the saturated zone,failure to doso resulting in a "dry"
Figure 45.
well. An analysis of borehole performance suggests that
the
mean yield of a borehole of 300 mm diameter peneCoal Measures
trating.30 mof saturated aquifer would be about800 m3/d
The Coal Measures strata form a multi-layered aquifer,
for a drawdownof 10 m. There would be approximately a
groundwater being contained
in sandstones. Thereis little 20 percent chance that the yield would be less than 190
connectionbetween thesandstones, except locally by m3/d for the same drawdown. There appears to be little
faulting, coal mining and resulting subsidence. The most difference in borehole performance between the confined
important sandstone aquifers are the Thornhill Rock andand unconfined partsof the aquifer.
Glass Houghton Rock, although the Haigh Moor Rock
Licensed groundwater abstraction amounts
to 4.55 million
and Ackworth Rock also
are important hydrogeologically.
m3/a,
of
which
2.89
million
m3/a
are
for
industrial
use,1S O
The matrix of the sandstones is usually sufficiently well
mostly
cemented to be essentially impermeable, and groundwa- million m3/a for electricity generation, and the rest
ter is contained in, andflows through joints and fissures. for spray irrigation. There are also a few minor wells for
At depthsover about 120 m fissure development and per- other agricultural and domestic purposes.
Natural rest water levels are generally about 5 to 15 m
meability is much reduced.
Currently, 12800m3/a are licensed for abstraction fromthe above Ordnance Datum(OD) but lower in the river ValCoal Measures for spray irrigation.
Yields from boreholes leys. Natural fluctuations of groundwater level have not
range from less than 60 cubic metres per day (m3/d) to been monitored in the area, but are unlikely to exceed a
more than 1000 m3/d. The greater the number of sand- range of 5m. Locally, in the vicinity of the larger,continstones intersected, the greater the yield; largeyields can uously pumping wells such as Ferrybridge power station
to
be obtained where the Ackworth Rock
is directly overlain [470260], groundwater levelshavebeendepressed
3
m
of
OD,
but
on
the
cessation
of
pumping,
within
2
or
by the Brotherton (Lower
Magnesian Limestone) Formation, the latter acting as a conduit for replenishment. In recovery to natural levels is usually rapid.
the vicinity of working coal mines, groundwaterlevels are Groundwater varies from thecalcium bicarbonate to the
calcium sulphate type, with some magnesium sulphate
commonly depressed due to mine dewatering. When a

Appendix 3

HYDROGEOLOGY
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waters. The total hardness is generally large with normal Boreholes constructed into the Cadeby Formation usually
values ranging from 450 to 600 mg/l (as CaC03). The stand without support, and lining is ordinarily restricted to
is
concentration of sulphate varies fromless than 100to more a few metres from the surface. Where broken rock
than 340 mg/l (as Sod), the values closely parallel to those encountered some form of sand screen is required. Overfor total hardness. Sulphate concentration appears t~ be
lying beds of the Edlington Formation and drift deposits
related to the depth
of the borehole,with the largest values need to be lined out.
recorded in boreholes over60 m. Thechloride ion concentration is usually less than 100mg/l (as Cl). Nitrate concen- Since the formationis a fissure-tYPeaquifer, groundwater
trations have not exceeded the recommended limit of 50 flow may be rapid. Where it crops out and is drift-free or
mg/l (as N03) in recorded analyses, but there are insuffi- Or has a permeable drift Cover such as sands and gravels,
cient data available to permit a comprehesive assessment. pollutants can pass quickly from the ground surface to the
Typical analyses are given in Table 24.
saturated
zone,
and
be
transported
laterally with equal

Aquifeds)

Name

35

45

40

e 21
e 20
22

e 19

, Sub-alluvlal
Sand
and
Gravel
1 Redland Aggregates.. . . .
. . ,
, .Coal
Measures
2 Eastfleld Lane, Castleford. . . . .
Coal
Measures
3 John Macklntosh. Castleford. . . , ,
,
Cadeby Forrnatlon
4 NewfieldInn.Ledstone
.. .
,
,
Cadeby
Formatton
5 NewcastleInn,Falrburn.
.. . .
6 Lurnby Nurserles . . . . .
. . . . , , BrothenonForrnatlon
,
,
Brotherton
Forrnatlon
7 Jaw Bone Quarry. Brotherton
Brothenon Forrnatlon Et Cadeby Forrnatlon
8 Darrlngton Quarrles, Byrarn Park
,
,
Brothenon
Forrnatlon
9 Poplar Farm, Burton Salmon . . .
. , Cadeby Forrnatlon
10 Byrarn Park, Byrarn Hall . . . . . . .
,
Measures
Coal
11 Ackton Hall Colllery . . .
Coal Measures
12 PontefractGolfClub
.
.
,
Coal Measures
13 Pontefract Race Course . . . . .
, ,
Cadeby Forrnatlon Et Coal
Measures
14 Pontefract Launderles. .
Coal Measures
15 Co-op. Balley Gate. Pontefract
, , ,
Brotherton
Formarlon
16 Grove Hall, Knottlngley . . . .
Brothenon Forrnatlon Et Cadeby Forrnatlon
17 Rockware Glass, Knottlngley..
. , Cadeby Forrnatlon
18 Ferrybrldge
Power
Statlon..
, ,
Coal Measures
19 GarforthCllffNurserles
. .. . ..
Cadeby Forrnatlon
20 Well House Farm, Mlcklefleld
.
Cadeby Forrnatlon
21 RldgeRoad Farm, Aberford . . . . . .
Cadeby Forrnatlon Et Coal Measures
22 Stunon Grange Farm, East Garforth .
Brotherton Forrnatlon
23 Darrlngton Quarrles . . .
Brotherton Forrnatlon
24 Synthetlc Chernlcals Ltd. Knottlngley
Brothenon Forrnatlon
25 TllllngConstructtonServlcesLtd
.
26 J E Hartley
Ltd.
Knottlngley
,
. Brothenon Forrnatlon
Sherwood Sandstone
27 Mark H Poskltt Ltd. Beal
. . .
Sherwood Sandstone
28 FHobrnan Et Sons. Beal . . . . .
Brotherton Forrnatlon
29 Plasrnor Ltd. Knottlngley .
..

LONG TERM OBSERVATION SITE
30 Southfteld Lane

30

..

.

. .

Sherwood
Sandstone

.
6
el

3

e
2

25

12

2c
40
Figure 45 Abstraction sites

45

50

55
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facility. This high degree of vulnerability to surface pollution necessitates some measure of protection. Landfill
waste disposal sites can yield undesirable leachates, road
drainage may carry noxious substances from traffic accidents, and even normal agricultural practices may add
their quota of fertilisers and pesticides. The amount of
groundwater in storage is suffiently large to ensure adequate dilution of most single polluting events, providing
1km distant.
that pumped groundwater sources are about
Continuous input of pollutants can pose more of a problem. Retention of pollutants within the aquifer is a function of the ability of the matrix to retain theundesirable
elements and the speed at which groundwater flow may
flush them out. In
this aquifer, the
matrix is largely impermeable and groundwater flow rapid. Consequently, although a polluting incidentmay be serious, thereis some
potential forcleansing the aquifer, even
if this should take
a numberof years.
Edlington (Middle Permian Marl) Formation
The Edlington Formation is an aquiclude separating the
Upper and Lower Magnesian Limestones. It is uncertain
as to how good a barrier may
it be since the areais crossed
by many faults and the formation contains some permeable beds. It is possible that a high degree of hydraulic
continuity may be present between theoverlying and underlying aquifers. The evaporites in the formation may
have some effect on the groundwaterquality in the adjacent limestones.
Brotherton (Upper Magnesian Limestone) Formation
The Brotherton Formationis hydrogeologically similar to
the Cadeby Formation, but
used much less for groundwater supply. In the outcrop areas,
wells are generally sunk
to the Cadeby Formation. The formation
lacks the cavernous nature of the Cadeby Formation and the
presence of
collapsed strata above areasof evaporite dissolution sug-

gests lower permeabilities. There are toofew data points
from which to calculate the level of the potentiometric
surface, but rest water
levels appear generally to be about
15 m aboveOD. Groundwater quality seems to be similar
to that of the Cadeby Formation, on theevidence of the
few analysis available,but with lowervaluesfortotal
hardnessandsulphateconcentration.Unfortunately,
there are toofew analyses availableto confirm this.

Roxby (Upper Permian Marl) Formation
The Roxby Formationis an aquiclude with anhydrite and
gypsum which may contribute tomineralisation of groundwater in the underlying limestone.
Sherwood Sandstone
The Sherwood Sandstone is one of the major aquifers in
the UnitedKingdom; within the study area, its outcropis
of limited extent, and its importance less than thatof the
limestones. Experience has shown that much of the flow
is through fissures even though there is significant intergranular storage. Licensed abstraction
is restricted to two
wells which together amount to 0.12 million m3/a. An
analysis of borehole performance in the aquifer immediately eastof the area, where there are more
available,
data
suggests that the mean yield of a borehole of 300 mm
diameter open to 50 m thickness of saturated sandstone
would be of the order of
820 m3/d for a drawdownof 10 m.
There would be a 20 percent chance that theyield would
be less than 400 m3/d for the same drawdown. Rest water
levels are generally about 10 m above OD in the centre
and the west of the outcrop, but seem tofall to near OD
in the east, possibly in response to pumping beyond the
area boundary. The well hydrograph for the Southfield
Lane Borehole for1978 to 1987 (Fig. 46) shows a fluctuation of about 3 m. However,levels may have been affected
by pumping from this well up to the&d of 1981.

Table
24 Chemical analyses of groundwater from the Castleford- Pontefract area.
~

SITE

1

2

3

~~~

5

4
~

Aquifer
Date
PH
Total hardness (as CaC03)
Carbonate hardness (as CaC03)
Calcium (as Ca)
Magnesium (as Mg)
Sodium (as Na)
Potassium (as K)
Bicarbonate (as HCO3)
Sulphate (as so4)
Chloride (as Cl)
Nitrate (as NO31

SSG

SSG

25 NOV 86
7.2
392
98
101
34.1
17
12
119.5
158.6
43
129.7

26 MAR 77
7.4
340
132

1. Southfield Lane [547236]
3. Darrington Quarries Ltd [507213]
5. Lumby Nursery [473289]

88.6
28.9
18.75
3.35
161
127
32
68.6

MgL
25 AUG 77
7.6
486
218
129
40.1
19
2.4
266
221
25
0.9

MgL
18 DEC 83
7.8
625
200
90
97
47
4.3
244
220
80
nd

Data supplied by the Yorkshire Water Authority

MgL
21 MAY 80
7.5
532
260
119
81.7
16.9
2.08
317
240
20.6
25.9

2. Mark H Poskitt [538247]
4. Ferrybridge Power Station [470260
MgL = Magnesian Limestone

SSG = Sherwood Sandstone Group

~~
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Representative analyses are given in Table 24. Water is of
the calcium bicarbonate/sulphate type. The total hardness
is usually 200 to 400 mg/l (as CaC03) , the recorded concentration of sulphate up to165 mg/l (as so4).The chloride ion concentration
is generally less than 40 mg/l (as Cl).
Nitrate concentrations may be locally over 50 mg/l (as
N 0 3 ) where the outcrop
is drift-free or covered by thin and
permeable drift, and a concentration of nearly 130 mg/l
was recorded at Southfield Lane. High concentrations are
usually confined to the uppermost
few metres of the saturated zone,rapidly decreasing with depth.

In drift-free areas, or where the outcrop is covered by
permeable drift, and where the water table
is close to the
ground surface, pollutants
may quickly reach the saturated
zone. Downward percolation of water through the unsaturated zone and lateral groundwater
flow are likely to be
relatively slow when compared, for example, with the
Magnesian Limestones. Althoughthis suggests that pollutants are likely to take a long time to reach abstraction
sources, theymay be retained for far longer periods. When
a pollutant reaches the saturated zone,
it may take many
years to fall to acceptable values, either
bychemical
change or slow diffusion and dilution.
Superficial Deposits

The Superficial Deposits are mostly unimportant as
groundwater sources. Permeable sands and gravels are
mainly thin, with little capacity for storage. The silt and
clay deposits ofthe 25-Foot Drift of the Vale of York tend
to reduce infiltration into underlying aquifers. There are
extensive deposits of alluvium in the Aire and Calder
valleys, but they are permeableonly to a limited extent;

w a t e rl e v e (l m e t r e s

AOD)

Figure 46 Well hydrograph for Southfields Lane
Groundwater ObservationWell

5

20

40

50

60

80

95

Figure 47 Distribution of specific capacities of
boreholes in the Sherwood Sandstone
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the drawdown are noted. Occasionally, yield and drawdown are measured when the borehole is in service. In
general, yield-drawdown tests of this type provide the only
available data.
To compare the yields of boreholes, the following information is required for each: pumping rate (m3/d), rest
water level (the level before pumping started, in metres),
pumping water level (the level whenpumping stopped, in
metres), borehole depth (in metres), borehole diameter
(in the length open to the
aquifer, in millimetres), and the
length of plain lining tubes from the ground surface (in
metres). Geological conditions must also be noted, such
as the thickness of any cover above the aquifer.From these
data, two further parameters are calculated. The first is
the drawdown, the difference between the rest and pumping water levels (if the pumping rate is not constant, then
the drawdown will vary
accordingly, and any comparisons
with other boreholes will be invalid). The second is the
effective length, the depthof the borehole less the length
of the lining tubes from the ground surface or the depth
of
the rest water level, whichever isthe greater.
The number of wells taking water from the Sherwood
Sandstone within the study area is insufficient for any
useful analysis. Accordingly, details were taken from 26
5
20
40 50 60
80
95
boreholes on sheets SE52 and 53. The specific capacity
(yield in m3/d divided by drawdown (in metres); units
Figure 48 Distribution of specific capacities of
m2/d)was determined for each well. The best fit by regresboreholes in the Magnesian Limestone
sion analysis was obtained between the specific capacity
pumping a well in the more permeable beds would be (C) and the effective length (L). A standard length was
defined arbitrarily as 50 m. A correction (derived from the
likely to yield river water rather than groundwater.
relationship established) was then applied to theobserved
values of specific capacity:
Borehole yields
The yield of a borehole is dependent on its dimensions and C corrected = C observed x 1OO/Z
the characteristics of the aquifer. The length of the bore- where Z = 7.721 x L0.6547
hole open to the saturatedaquifer (the effective length), The corrected specific capacities were then compared in
its diameter, the depth to which it penetrates the aquifer the same manner with the borehole diameters (D). A
and the drawdown all have a direct effect upon the yield. standard value of 305 mm wasused, and a furthercorrecConsequently, it is rarely possible to compare borehole tion to thespecific capacities applied:
yields directly where one or more of these parameters C corrected = C corrected effective length x lOO/Z
differ. When this is considered with the variations in trans- where Z = 6.098 x D0.4870
missivity and specific yield (the aquifer characteristics),
the prediction of borehole yield becomes complex. A No discernible relationship was established between spemethod has been devised to reduce observed data to stan- cific capacityand depth torest water level.
dard borehole dimensions and use statistical analysis to A distribution was then determined for the corrected spedetermine yield probabilities.
cific capacitieswhich corresponded to thelog-normal (FigWhen a full pumping test of a borehole is carried out ure 47). The mean was 84.9 m2/d, andthestandard
(Anon, 1983), the transmissivity and specific yield (coef- deviation of the log-normal distribution was 0.775. The
ficient of storage in a confined aquifer) are determined, 20% value for the distribution was 44.3 m3/d, the 80%
together with an estimate of well losses. From these the value 162.7 m3/d. The range of effective lengths used in
yield and drawdown may be predicted for a borehole of these calculations was 10 to 45 m, the range of diameters
similar dimensions at any location where the aquifer char- from 102 to 838 mm.
acteristics are identical. Nonetheless, since aquifer char- A similar process was carried out for 35 boreholes in the
acteristics tend to vary areally, a large number of such tests Magnesian Limestones, using data from sheets SE27,28,
would be necessary to permit yield predictions, even in a 35 to 37,42 to 45, and 50 to 52. The standard length was
small area. Such tests are costly, and are usually carried taken as 30 m, the standard diameter as 305 mm. The
out only on a few high-yield sources, generally intended correction for effective length was determined:
for public supply.
C corrected = C observed x 1OO/Z
When a borehole is constructed, it is usual for a yield test where Z = 3.333 x L
to be carried out on completion. Pumping usually takes
place at a constant rate for a period ranging from a few The following correction was determined for diameter:
hours to several days. At the end of the test, theyield and C corrected = C corrected effective length x 1OO/Z

/

/

/
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effective lengths for the Magnesian Limestones ranged
where Z = 18.856 0.249 x D
from 4to 60 m, the diameters from
127 to 533 mm.
With the available data, no significant differences were
observed betweenthe Magnesian Limestoneat outcrop or From these analyses, itis possible to say that a borehole
50 m of saturated Sherwood
beneath cover, nor between the Brotherton and Cadeby of 305 mm diameter open to
formations (there were very few usable sites in the for- Sandstone would have a mean yield of the order of 850
mer). No discerniblerelationship could be established m3/d for a drawdown of 10 m. There would be a 20%
probability of the yield being less than 440 m3/d for the
between specific capacity anddepth torest water level.
same
drawdown. For the Magnesian Limestones, a boreThe distribution of specific capacities in boreholes from
the Magnesian Limestones is shown in Figure 48. The hole of 300 mm diameter open to 30 m of the saturated
mean was 113.5 m3/d, the standard deviation of the log- aquifer would have a meanyield of about 1130 m3/d for a
normal distribution 1.461.The 20% value for thedistribu- drawdown of 10 m. There would be a 20% probability that
tionwas33.3m3/d,
the 80%value386.4
m3/d. The the yield would be less than 330 m3/dfor the same drawdown.
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Statutory authorities and principal sources
of data.

British Geological Survey, National Geosciences Data
Centre, Keyworth, Nottingham NG12 5GG
The Chief Planning Officer, Planning Department, Wakefield Metropolitan District Council, Chapel Bar, Wakefield, West Yorkshire
The Chief Planning Officer Leeds City Council, Planning
Department, HeadrowBuildings, The Headrow, Leeds

Chief Planning Officer, County Planning Department,
County Hall, Northallerton, NorthYorkshire
The Regional Geologist, British Coal, North Yorkshire
Area Office, PO Box 13, Allerton Bywater, Castleford,
West Yorkshire WFlO 2AL
British Coal Opencast Executive,
Thorncliff Hall,
Thorncliff Park, Chapeltown, Sheffield S30 4PX
British Coal Mines Records Office, Manvers Outstation,
Golden Smithies Lane, Wath-upon-Dearne, Rotherham
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